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Abstract

The key role compression plays in efficient information retrieval systems has been

recognized for some time. However, applying a traditional compression algorithm

to the contents of an information retrieval system is often not the best solution. For

example, it is inefficient to perform search operations in maximally compressed data

or to find the intersection of maximally compressed sets. In order to perform these

operations, the data representation must be fully decompressed.

This thesis explores practical space versus time trade-offs which balance storage

space against the competing requirement that operations be performed quickly. In

particular, we are interested in variable length coding methods which are bothpractical

and allow codeword boundaries to be found directly in the compressed representation.

The latter property allows considerable flexibility in developing algorithms which

can manipulate compact sets and sequences and allow selective decompression.

Applications of such coding methods are plentiful. For instance, variations of this

theme provide practical solutions to the compressed pattern matching problem. They

are also a vital element in many of the compact dictionary representations recently

proposed. In this work, we propose new data representations which allow key query

operations to be performed directly on compressed data.

This thesis draws together previous work and shows the fundamental importance of

coding methods in which control information is built directly into the representation.

More particularly, this thesis (a) reviews current applications of compression in string

searching algorithms; (b) critically evaluates existing coding approaches which allow

fast codeword length identification; (c) introduces a new coding method which shares

this property; (d) investigates applications of these coding approaches tosearching and

seeking in compact sequences; and (e) explores new data representations which provide

a compromise between good compression and fast querying in compact sets.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Computers and mobile devices are indispensable in our daily lives. They allowus

to organize our busy schedules, communicate instantaneously with people onthe

other side of the world, and find information. The level of access and control over

information we have today was unimaginable two decades ago. But managing all of

this information, and making it readily available, is neither simple nor transparent.

Thankfully, it is possible to make use of internet services like Google, Yahoo, or

MSN without understanding the mechanisms which make them work. The services

are intuitive and serve a utilitarian purpose. Their ease of use and ubiquityis one

of the most remarkable success stories of modern times. However, “ease of use”

should not be confused with simplicity. The massive quantity of information which

must be manipulated every day by these services provides fascinating challenges for

the scientists and engineers who design, build, and maintain these complex systems.

For many, the underpinnings of a service like the Google search engine are

shrouded in mystery. But complex software systems such as these can conceptually

be decomposed into two separate but cooperating components. The first isa data

collection, which stores information in a pre-defined format. The other component

is a suite ofalgorithms, which process the data. For example, searching for a phrase

using Google is a combination of a “search” algorithm and a data source (webpages

from the World Wide Web), working in tandem.
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In this thesis, we explore the inherent relationship between the representation of

data, and the algorithms which manipulate it. In particular, we are interested in how

to choose compact representations of data which still allow efficient manipulation. In

other words, we wish to minimize space usage and maximize algorithm performance.

By carefully considering the operations which must be performed on a datasource

in a given context, it is possible to proposepractical solutions. These practical

solutions consider both the information content and the underlying computer hardware

architecture.

In general, finding the perfect balance between time and space efficiency is difficult.

The extraordinary evolution of computer hardware is one of the greatestcontributing

factors. Over the past two decades, processing speed and disk storage capacity has

doubled every24 months, for a total gain of more than a factor of5,000. But the cost

of accessing data from secondary storage devices has only grown linearly [Hennessy

and Patterson, 2006]. The yearly increase in processing speed compared to load and

store costs in the memory hierarchy means that many of the underlying principles of

algorithm design are now being reconsidered. The evolution of practicalalgorithm

design is expected to become even more dramatic as the “manycore” model of hardware

production makes massive parallelism the de facto standard.

The performance gap between memory and processor continues to widen,and the

trend is likely to continue for some time. Modern processors take around200 clock

cycles to access Random Access Memory (RAM) while “expensive” operations such as

floating point multiplication take about4 clock cycles [Asanovic et al., 2006]. Loading

memory segments intoRAM from secondary storage now has costs which are on the

order of tens of thousands of clock cycles. Add the massive growth of data available

on the internet to the equation and the challenges become even more apparent. These

practical considerations serve as motivation for a vibrant research community where

developing algorithms which minimize space complexity is as important as minimizing

time complexity.
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Introduction

Figure 1.1: A search for “information retrieval” on the Google search engine
returns44.1 million ranked results in about70 msec. Retrieved May 11, 2007.

Information Retrieval

Information Retrieval(IR) is the multidisciplinary science of data search. Information

Retrieval is now a mature field in computer science, and its paradigms are actively

applied in diverse areas such as search engines, file systems, digital libraries, and video

surveillance. The data repositories can store anything from text to digital video, and the

collection size is often immense. These massive collections pose significant challenges

for the algorithms which manipulate the data.

A prime example of a massive dataset is the World Wide Web. There is considerable

debate over exactly how much information is available on the World Wide Web. The

dynamic nature of the web makes it difficult to determine the exact size. However, we

can make a rough estimate. A recent study asserts that there were at least11.5 billion

documents accessible to major internet search engine services, as of January 2005

[Gulli and Signorini, 2005]. If each page is around20 kB, then there is approximately

215 TB of text available. This does not include video and VoIP data, which is arguably

3



responsible for the majority of internet bandwidth used today.

Search engines such as Google, Yahoo, or MSN are capable of processing

thousands of queries per second, and each individual query can involve hundreds

of megabytes of data [Barroso et al., 2003]. In Figure 1.1 we see an example

of remarkable efficiency despite massive data volume. A search for “information

retrieval” returns around44 million results in0.07 seconds. Finding algorithms and

data structures which provide disciplined compression, and still support asubset of key

operations is tantamount to success in such systems. So, the tension betweenspace and

time efficiency can readily be seen in the web services we use everyday, making them

a suitable framework for this research.

Data Compression

Since Shannon [1948] established the fundamental relationship betweeninformation

contentand redundancy, researchers have looked for techniques to store information

in a reduced format. The idea of removing redundancy, while maintaining information

content, is at the core of all data compression techniques. The reduction does not

come without a cost. Traditionally, the cost isCPU time; but asCPU speeds continue

to increase much faster than access times on primary and secondary storage devices,

compression becomes a more and more important enabling technology.

Two standard metrics often employed in data compression areefficiencyand

effectiveness. Efficiency is the measure of a resource requirement. Generally, it is

the speed or throughput of an algorithm. It can be measured inCPU time (sec), symbols

per second (sym/sec), or another similar hybrid measure. Effectiveness is the amount

of redundancy removed. It is commonly expressed as a compression ratio(%), or in

bits per symbol (bps). It should come as no surprise that efficiency andeffectiveness

are generally in tension, as it is a classic case of time versus space complexity.

This leads to our primary research question: What trade-offs are possible between

efficiency and effectiveness? Is it possible to trade a small amount of effectiveness

for a large boost in efficiency? These are complex questions, and oftendepend on the

4
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application domain, as much as the relative weighting of the metrics. As was mentioned

earlier, this balancing act is dynamic, as the underlying hardware constraints continue to

evolve. The balancing act also suggests there is no single “best” universal compression

algorithm. Instead, it reinforces the importance of targeting the modeling and coding

to the task and computing environment at hand.

Compact Data Structures

New approaches to effectively store information must not only support efficient query

and modification, but also use the minimum amount of space possible. The key premise

of compactor succinctdata structures is based on one key observation. If we are

willing to allow a small amount of control information back into our compressed

representation, it is possible to (sometimes dramatically) enhance functionality.A

deeper understanding of data compression enables us to minimize the redundancy in

the data, and perform complex operations directly on the compact representation. This

thesis evaluates the renewed interest in compression and and its role in compact data

representations which support efficient operations in both sets and sequences of data.

We also identify and utilize interesting properties of novel coding methods.

Overview

This thesis draws together previous work and shows the fundamental importance of

coding methods in which control information is built directly into the representation.

Chapter 2 reviews the fundamentals of text compression. Chapter 3 reviewsthe role

of searching in sequences and sets. In Chapter 3, we also consider thekey role

of compression in designing efficient search algorithms for various set and sequence

representations. Chapter 4 investigates the fundamental importance of byte-aligned

coding, and explores new prelude representations for compression algorithms which

must manipulate large alphabets. In Chapter 5 we investigate the value of codeword

boundary discovery for byte-aligned, variable length codes, as well as applications

of searching and seeking directly in compressed text. Next, we look at compact set

representations for fast query evaluation in Chapter 6. In particular, we focus the
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problem of compact set intersection which is pivotal in information retrievalsystems

today. Finally, Chapter 7 reviews the lessons learned and discuss possible extensions of

the current work.

Contributions of the Thesis

This thesis provides an extensive review of state-of-the-art techniques for efficient

representations of sets and sequences, and comprehensive empiricalstudies for many

of the key approaches discussed in the literature. In addition, this thesis makes several

new contributions which are efficient and effective in practice. The contributions of

this thesis include: a new approach to integer based byte coding (Section 4.2), two new

approaches to efficient prelude representations (Section 4.3.3 and Section 4.3.4), new

approaches to searching directly in integer intermediate representations (Section 5.3.3)

and byte encoded representations (Section 5.2), a new approach to setintersection for

ordered lists of integers (Section 6.3.1), a new succinct data structure for efficient set

intersection (Section 6.4), and new hybrid approaches for faster set intersection using

minimal space (Section 6.5.5). Together, these contributions highlight the extraordinary

flexibility of byte-aligned coding for a variety of important problems in the text retrieval

domain.
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Chapter 2
Text Compression

Data compression is a key enabling technology in computer science, and is typically

used in two fundamental ways. Firstly, compression greatly enhances ourability to

store and transmit information efficiently. Compression for storage and transmission is

a mature area of research at this point, and there are many good books onthe topic (See

for instance Storer [1988], Bell et al. [1990], Nelson and Gailly [1995], Witten et al.

[1999], Moffat and Turpin [2002], Hankerson et al. [2003], Sayood [2006], Salomon

[2007]). Secondly, compression has recently played an increasingly important role in

another way. The explosion of research onsuccinctdata structures is closely tied to the

success of compression in storage technologies. These data representations allow more

information to be kept in primary memory, facilitating faster processing. The role of

compression in algorithmic research is discussed in more detail in Chapter 3.

Data compression has a critical role in the efficient transmission of information.

Consumer devices such as cell phones and portable computing devices arenow

commonplace, allowing unconstrained connectivity. But, internet bandwidthusage

is typically limited and tolled. Compression reduces the amount of information

transferred, saving costs and time. There are a multitude of data types where

compression techniques are applicable in such a scenario, and various trade-offs are

possible. Audio, video, graphical, and textual information can all benefitfrom data

compression.
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2.1 Preliminaries

If some information loss is permissible,lossycompression methods may be used.

Lossy compression methods do not allow a perfect reconstruction of the original data,

but often lead to large reductions in storage costs. These methods are particularly

important in streaming media and internet telephony applications. In fact, many

consumer devices such as digital cameras and portable music players wouldnot be

possible without lossy compression standards such as JPEG and MP3. However, lossy

methods are not attractive in applications such as text compression where the original

data must be reconstructed, with no information loss. Compression algorithms which

are fully reversible are referred to aslosslessmethods.

This thesis focuses lossless compression in massive text collections. In Section 2.1

and Section 2.2 we review the fundamentals of information theory, and provide basic

definitions which will be used throughout the thesis. In Section 2.3, Section 2.4, and

Section 2.5 we will review compression systems, and explore the relationship between

modeling and coding in modern text compression algorithms.

2.1 Preliminaries

For clarity, we now introduce the basic terminology which is used throughoutthis

thesis. Asetis a collection of distinguishable objects, often calledmembersorelements.

Sets can be finite or infinite, and do not impose any ordering on the members. Strictly

speaking, each element may only appear in the set once. If elements may appear

multiple times, the resulting collection is referred to as abagor multiset.

In contrast, asequenceX = x0x1 . . . xn−1 is a collection of elements in which

the order of the elements must be maintained, and elements can occur any number of

times. Alternately, a sequence is simply a multiset in which the order is important.

The sequencelengthor size, often denoted byn, is the total number of elements in the

sequence; withxi denoting thei th element. A sequence can be thought of as a list of

elements drawn from a previously defined setS. If the member set is non-empty and

finite, we call the set theuniverseU of sizeu, or analphabetΣ of sizeσ, depending on

the context. Any finite sequence drawn from an alphabet is called astring or word. To
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Text Compression

avoid ambiguity, a finite sequence will always be referred to as astring or text in this

thesis and aword will refer to a member of alexicon, such as English. Furthermore, we

denote the set of all strings over an alphabetΣ asΣ∗.

Let T = t0t1 . . . tn−1 represent atext, of lengthn, drawn from an alphabetΣ. A

text T of lengthn = 0 is called theempty text, and denotedε. A stringF is called a

factor of a textT if there exist stringsx, y, such thatT = xFy. If x = ε, thenF is

a prefixof T . If y = ε, thenF is asuffixof T . The stringF is asubsequenceof T if

there exists the stringsf0f1 . . . fm−1 andt0t1 . . . tn−1, such thatF = f0f1fm−1 and

the textT = t0f0t1f1 . . . fm−1tn−1. Thus,F is derived fromT by erasing factors in

T . A factor or subsequenceF of a string isproper if F 6= T .

2.2 Information Theory

The primary goal of information theory is to quantify information and the fundamental

laws which govern it. This is typically accomplished by understanding the nature of

the information represented by a message, and devising a representation inwhich all

redundancies are removed. The unit of measure for information can, in principle, use

any radix. The most common unit of measure for information are bits. Unless otherwise

noted, we limit our discussion to binary for clarity.

The process of converting information (either discrete or analog) into a digital

sequence is calledcoding. The reverse process is commonly referred to asdecoding.

Coding takes a source alphabet,S = {s1, . . . , su}, and a channel alphabet,Σ, and

generates a list ofproductions:

s1 7→ c1

...

su 7→ cu,

wherec1 . . . cu ∈ Σ∗. The simplest approach is to create a mappingφ : S 7→ Σ∗ from

the given channel alphabet to a stringsi, where each string inΣ∗ is a fixed lengthℓ

9



2.2 Information Theory

of binary digits (the channel alphabet in this case), called acodeword. Here,φ is a

concatenation of the codewords. For example, givenS = {a, c, g, t}, Σ = {0, 1}, and

the encoding scheme,

a 7→ 00,

c 7→ 01,

g 7→ 10,

t 7→ 11,

thenφ(gattaca) = 10001111000100. In this instance, all of the codessi appearing in

the encoding scheme arefixed-length, with a common lengthℓ = 2 bits, butvariable

lengthcodes are also possible and even desirable in certain circumstances.

A variable length codealso maps each member of a source alphabetS to a binary

stringsi. But, thelengthℓ(si) is no longer constant. The motivation for using a variable

length code is based on the notion that the frequency of appearance of each member of

the source alphabet may not be uniformly distributed. For instance, consider the letters

‘e’ and ‘z’ in natural language text. The letter ‘e’ appears more often than ‘z’ in

English, so it can often be beneficial to use a short codeword to represent ‘e’ and a long

codeword to represent ‘z’. In fact, this intuition is the basis of Morse code where more

common letters are represented using shorter strings and less common letters receive

longer strings [Bell et al., 1990].

A desirable property of variable length codes isunique decodability. In order

for the mapping to be reversible, each codeword must be distinguishable from every

other codeword. So, the coding functionφ should be injective. Figure 2.1 depicts

various encodings which ensure distinct codewords are assigned foreach symbol.

Figure 2.1 (a) shows codewords which are distinct, but notinstantaneously decodable.

A valid parsing of an encoded string using these codewords cannot be reliably decoded

from left-to-right without buffering. For example, consider the encoding φ(ccc) =

011011011. If we begin decoding from left-to-right, we cannot disambiguate the code
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(a) uniquely decodable                          (b) prefix code                                  (c) minimal prefix code 
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Figure 2.1: Principal coding methods used which allow variable length codesto be
uniquely decoded.

until the length of the decoding window is equal to the length of the longest assigned

codeword. However, if we enforce a prefix-free property, any encoded sequence is

instantaneously decodable. A code is considered prefix-free if no codeword is a prefix

of any other codeword. Figure 2.1 (b) and (c) show examples of prefix-free codes.

Notice that Figure 2.1 (a) is uniquely decodable but is not prefix-free. Both (b) and

(c) are prefix-free and (c) is alsominimal or full. A minimal prefix code assures that

the shortest code possible is used by each symbol by ensuring that eachnode in the

tree is either a codeword, or a proper prefix of a codeword. Alternative approaches to

devising uniquely decodable mappings are investigated by Gilbert and Moore[1959]

and Fraenkel and Klein [1993].

There are several possible approaches to generate variable length codes. The lower

bound on codeword lengths for uniquely decipherable codes was investigated in detail

by Kraft [1949]. In this work, Kraft demonstrated that every uniquelydecipherable

code in a given source alphabetS = s1, . . . , sσ, with corresponding codeword lengths

ℓ(si), where1 ≤ i ≤ σ, satisfies

σ
∑

i=1

2−ℓ(si) ≤ 1. (2.1)

McMillan [1956] later extended these results and showed that any code satisfying

Equation 2.1 can be transformed into an equivalent prefix-free code.
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2.2 Information Theory

The ability to generate sequences of variable length codes which are decodable is

only part of the issue at hand. We must also consider which members of the source

alphabet are the most probable, as these elements are the ones which should receive

the shortest codes. In seminal work, Shannon [1948] devised an elegant solution which

addresses this shortcoming. Shannon pointed out that the average codeword lengthℓavg

is bounded below by the zeroth order self-information,H, of a discrete source, where

H = −
n

∑

i=1

pi log2 pi. (2.2)

The term,− log(pi), is often referred to as theinformation contentof symbolsi. The

redundancyof the code isR = ℓavg −H, and cannot be negative.

The bounds established by Shannon allow us to easily estimate how compactly

a sequence can be represented if the source is generated as a sequence of Bernoulli

trials over a fixed probability distribution. It is also of interest to know how compactly

a subset of items can be represented, for problems which require efficient set-based

operations, such as dictionary data structures. The problem can be reduced to the

combinatorial cost in bits to unambiguously store ann-subset from a universe ofu

possibilities. Given that there are
(

u
n

)

possible ways of extractingn items from a

universe ofu possibilities, and the cost of storing each item islog(n) bits, the following

bound can be determined:

⌈

log

(

u

n

)⌉

= log
u!

(u − n)!n!
≈ n

(

log
u

n
+ 1.44

)

, (2.3)

whenn ≪ u applies, and using Stirling’s Approximation,n! ≈
√

2πn · nn/en, for the

derivation. Brodnik and Munro [1999] were the first to derive this result, and it serves

as an information-theoretic lower bound on the number of bits necessary to store a set

[Sadakane and Grossi, 2006]. Equation 2.3 represents the optimal space in the worst

case, over all possible sets of sizen over a universe of sizeu, and also provides a bound

for efficient set representations, which are explored in Chapter 6.
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Figure 2.2: The fundamental operations of a compression system.

2.3 Compression Systems

A great deal of effort has gone into designing compression systems forevery type of

input data imaginable, and they contain many complex details. A compression system is

a program which uses one or more algorithms to reduce the cost of storing amessage,

in a pre-defined format. Since there are often several cooperating algorithms in the

compression system, it is often valuable to decompose the system into logical sub-

components. Figure 2.2 depicts the fundamental operations of a universal compression

system. Rissanen and Langdon [1981] propose a two component decomposition,

consisting of modeling and coding, while Moffat et al. [1998] propose anoptional

third statistical module. Themodel is responsible for learning and applying domain

knowledge to a given data stream. Thestatistics modulegathers information about the

probability distribution of the data stream, andcodingassigns identifiers for symbols

in the data stream, using statistical information collected. In the three component

model, the statistics module is responsible for estimating symbol probabilities, and in

the implementation can be coupled with the modeler, or the coder, or with both.

Many systems do not differentiate between modeling and coding, often making

empirical comparisons difficult. With care, the two can be separated cleanly which

allows more detailed comparisons to be made. For systems that clearly delineate

modeling and coding, the intermediate output can usually be thought of as a stream

of integers. This offers a great deal of flexibility in choosing an appropriate coding

algorithm. We can either use astatic code, such as unary, or take a more disciplined

approach and generate aminimum redundancy code.

If the statistics module is coupled with the encoder, it is used to generate estimates
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2.4 Modeling

of the source alphabet and assigns appropriatechannel codes. These estimations can

be generated in a number of different ways:static, semi-static, or adaptive. Semi-static

modeling is anoff-line technique because two passes over the source are required. The

first pass gathers statistics of the source, and then a second pass is madeto encode

the source. Semi-static modeling has the disadvantage that the source alphabet and its

probability ordering must be transmitted as well as the message, which can be costly in

some circumstances. This is generally accomplished by encoding the necessary source

alphabet information in apreludeor header. It is possible to mitigate the costs of

making two passes in semi-static codes by using some form of block buffering. Modern

network and hardware protocols often allow efficient buffering for moderately sized

blocks. Block based semi-static coding is explored in detail in Chapter 4.

Static and adaptive models areon-line since only one pass is required over the

message source. A static model uses a fixed probability distribution which is pre-

determined and known by both the encoder and decoder, while adaptive models are

computed on the fly. Static models are used when computational resources are low,

throughput is of paramount importance, or on short messages. Fully adaptive models

have been studied extensively and are generally used in network basedtransactions,

where decompression costs are not favored over compression costs [Sayood, 2006,

Salomon, 2007]. The application domain often dictates the type of statistical model

used.

2.4 Modeling

Modeling is a robust and complex field of study in its own right. The appropriate model

depends on the type of data which must be compressed. For instance, the best model

for eliminating redundancy in video streams almost certainly isn’t the best model for

files containing English text. In this section, we discuss the most popular modelsfor

processing English text. Compression modeling is a heavily researched area and several

good methods have been developed over the years. For a more detailed treatment see,

for example, Sayood [2006], or Salomon [2007].
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2.4.1 Character-Based Models

The simplest text model is a0-order model, where all symbols are considered as

mutually independent. In this model, the characters are simply ranked by frequency.

The 0-order empirical entropy,H0, for a text T containingn symbols, isH0 =

(1/n)
∑σ

i fi log(fi/n), wherefi is the number of occurrences of thei th element in

the source alphabet,σ is the size of the alphabet, andn is the length ofT .

Higher order models are also possible. There are several possible approaches to

defining higher order models. The simplest approach is to use a Markov model, where

the probability of a symbol is dependent on the previousk symbols. Other approaches

include finite state models, linear models, or even hidden Markov models. Herewe

focus only on a standard Markov modeling approach. Regardless of theapproach used,

compression can typically be improved if symbols are considered to be conditionally

dependent on previously seen symbols. Ak-order model depends on the frequency of

the symbol considering all the occurrences of symbols preceded by thosek characters,

wherek is thecontextof the symbol. If we assume a Markov source, thekth-order

empirical entropy, Hk of a textT , of lengthn, over an alphabetΣ of sizeσ, represents

the expected uncertainty of a randomly chosen symbol for a particular context k

[Ferragina and Manzini, 2000]. For any length-k word w ∈ Σk, let wT denote the

string of characters followingw in T . So, the expected self information is

Hk =























1

n

σ
∑

i=1

fi log
n

fi
if k = 0,

1

|T |
∑

w∈Σk

|wT | · H0(wT ) if k ≥ 1.
(2.4)

In the k = 0 case,fi is simply the frequency of thei th symbol in the alphabet.

Whenk ≥ 1, wT represents the concatenation of the symbols immediately following

occurrences of a stringw in T , and|wT | is the frequency ofw in T . It should also be

noted thatHk ≤ log σ holds for allk. Higher order entropy models have received a

great deal of attention in recent years because of its role in bounding various succinct
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2.4 Modeling

data structures (see for example [Ferragina and Manzini, 2000, 2005,Sadakane and

Grossi, 2006, Navarro and M̈akinen, 2007]) and because of the fact thatPPM andBWT

compression schemes often exhibit compression effectiveness based on these models.

One of the most successful approaches to higher order models was initially

presented by Cleary and Witten [1984] and was referred to as Predictionby Partial

Matching (PPM). Finite context models such asPPM offer state-of-the-art compression

effectiveness at the cost of decoding efficiency. Several improvements to the basic

model have been proposed primarily to resolve key issues related to assigning

probabilities to previously unseen symbols [Moffat, 1990, Howard and Vitter, 1992,

Bunton, 1997]. Thezero-frequency problemcrops up in may different guises in natural

language processing. A detailed analysis of probability estimation was performed

by Åberg et al. [1997]. Several experimental studies of variousPPM methods have

also been carried out [Bunton, 1996, Tehan, 1998,Åberg, 1999]. Maintaining the

higher order contexts inPPM has traditionally been expensive in terms of both memory

and processing power. However, recent work has dramatically reduced the resource

requirements, but are still less efficient thanLZ andBWT-based methods [Effros, 2000,

Shkarin, 2002].

Finally, we mention the latest popular addition to compression modeling, the

Burrows-Wheeler Transformation (BWT). The key idea proposed by Burrows and

Wheeler [1994] is to use a reversible sorted-context transformation, which is extremely

effective and flexible in practice. Then, a move-to-front (MTF) transformation

of Bentley et al. [1986] is applied to exploit the locality are produced by the

transformation, followed by a zero-order coder.

Figure 2.3 provides an example of theBWT algorithm for the word “ALABAMA”. In

the first step, a total ofn permutations of the message of lengthn characters is produced

by cyclically rotating the characters. The permutations are then sorted lexicographically

by the characters preceding the last character of each string. The string in (c) can then be

transmitted, afterMTF and entropy coding, along with an identifier uniquely marking

the first character in the message. Decoding is accomplished by reconstructing the
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Figure 2.3: Example of theBWT algorithm for the word “ALABAMA”. (a) The n
permutations of a string ofn characters is generated by cyclically rotating the
characters. (b) The resulting strings are then sorted lexicographically by the all
characters preceding the last character of each string. (c) The resulting string can then
be transmitted. (d) Recovering the original string is done by assigning a rank identifier
of the transmitted string, and an additional rank identifier produced from a stable sorting
of the transmitted string.

transmitted string and assigning rank identifiers for each symbol. Then, the string is

sorted (using a stable sort), and a second set of rank identifiers are assigned based on the

new ordering. The original message is then produced by following the corresponding

rank identifier, and position offsets. The first character “A” has a rank identifier of “1”

(on the left). The corresponding “1” is then located in the right identifier array, to

produce the character “L”. The “6” corresponds to an “A” in the third position, and so

on. Once all of the characters are cycled through, the original messageis retrieved.

The BWT is a practical solution to text compression, and several implementations,

such asBZIP2 andSZIPare readily available [Schindler, 1997, Seward, 2000, 2001]. A

great deal of research has been initiated on improving various aspects of this novel

transformation [Chapin, 2000, Wirth, 2000, Deorowicz, 2000, Wirth andMoffat,

2001, Deorowicz, 2002]. TheBWT method is also a fundamental component of an

emerging class of fascinating class of compressed, full-text indexing methods, which

are discussed in Section 3.2.2. There is also a surprising duality between theBWT and
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Figure 2.4: Dictionary-based compression of a simple DNA string, using anLZ77
model. Each row illustrates a string being encoded, with the corresponding3-tuple.
Two fixed-length buffers are maintained, a history buffer, and a lookahead buffer. Once
the history buffer is filled, the fixedwindowwill begin “sliding” across the text.

PPM modeling approaches, which have been recently explored by Cleary andTeahan

[1997] and Moffat and Turpin [2002]. A complete discussion ofBWT is out of scope in

this thesis, but fascinating nonetheless.

2.4.2 Dictionary-Based Models

The family of models used most often for English prose are variations of an index-

based approach which dynamically generates a dictionary of common substrings [Ziv

and Lempel, 1977, 1978]. These methods, referred to asLZ77 andLZ78 respectively,

are still the dominant compression model in desktop PC applications. The firstmethod,

initially described by Ziv and Lempel [1977], generates a dictionary by maintaining

a sliding window of recently seen symbols. Common substrings of the sequence

appearing in a lookahead buffer are replaced by references to previously seen phrases

in the history buffer, and encoded as a3-tuple, of the form〈p, l, s〉. In the tuple, the

previously successful matchp, and the match lengthl, are transmitted along with the

symbols which produced the mismatch. Figure 2.4 illustrates a basicLZ77 approach.

Here, the DNA text “gattacaca” is the message text. For simplicity, the history and
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Figure 2.5: Dictionary-based compression of a simple DNA string, using anLZ78
model. Each row illustrates a string being encoded, with the corresponding2-tuple,
and the iterative symbol assignments made in the dictionary. The shaded region shows
the region of text already processed, and the unshaded region is the unprocessed text.

lookahead buffer are the same length, but in typical implementation the history buffer

is much larger than the lookahead buffer. To begin, initial symbol appearances are

assigned a default value of〈0, 0, s〉, wheres is the current symbol. Once there is

sufficient information in the history buffer, longer matches start to occur,as in step

(d).

Shortly thereafter, Ziv and Lempel propose an alternative approach,whereby the

dictionary is grown one character at a time, removing the need to perform anexhaustive

search on a sliding window. This method, referred to asLZ78, is simpler to implement,

and still offers reasonable compression effectiveness. Figure 2.5 illustrates theLZ78

approach on the DNA text “gattacacat”. Each row shows a section of text being

encoded as a2-tuple,〈p, s〉, wherep is the identifier assigned to the longest substring

of the current phrase. For example, step (e) shows how the phrase “ta” is added to

the dictionary, as the tuple〈3, a〉, where3 identifies prefixt, previously assigned in

the dictionary. Many variations of these basic approaches have been proposed through

the years, primarily because of their modest resource requirements (see, for instance,

Welch [1984] or Klein [1995]).
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Figure 2.6: A simple spaceless word model which maps words in a text stream toa
sequence of positive integers. Adapted from Moffat and Isal [2005].

2.4.3 Word-Based Models

Another possible approach to modeling text is to use a word-based model. If we

consider a textT to be an alternating stream of words and non-words, we can

parseT into two distinct streams [Bentley et al., 1986, Horspool and Cormack,

1987, Ryabko, 1987, Moffat, 1989]. Here aword is any contiguous sequence of

alphanumeric characters and a non-word orseparator is any contiguous sequence

of non-alphanumeric characters. While this model only applies for languages with

separable words, it works well with English text.

Linguistics has greatly contributed to this understanding by providing empirical

laws which are applicable to natural language texts. The first empirical law we

examine describes the relationship between a power law probability distribution, and
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the frequency of words in English text. Zipf’s Law suggests that the frequency of a

word is approximately inversely proportional to it’srank [Zipf, 1949]. More precisely,

wf = 1/rα, wherer is the rank of the word andα is an empirical constant close

to 1. Later work by Mandelbrot [1953] generalized the original results of Zipf to more

closely model a power law distribution. The second empirical law we mention is Heap’s

law, which allows us to accurately predict the growth rate of a vocabulary,relative to

the length of the textT [Heaps, 1978]. According to Heap’s law, the size of the

vocabularyσ for a text ofn words, is approximatelyσ = knβ, where10 ≤ k ≤ 100

and0.4 ≤ β ≤ 0.6 are empirical parameters.

Early approaches modeled words and non-words as two independent contexts,

resulting in increased compression effectiveness [Bentley et al., 1986,Moffat, 1989].

A subtle modification to the basic word modeling was proposed by de Moura et al.

[2000]. Instead of treating the word and separators as two independent contexts, they

can be treated as a single context. Furthermore, all separators which area single

space can be dropped from the output stream and re-interpolated whenthe original

message is reconstructed by the decoder. This method offers a moderate boost in overall

compression effectiveness as single spaces are typically the most common symbol in a

0-order character based context. For all practical purposes, thespaceless word model

has become the de facto standard in word-based modeling in English prose.

One potential drawback of word-based models is the potentially large alphabet

size, requiring care when transmitting the prelude to the decoder. There are two basic

approaches to transmitting the alphabet when using a word-based model. The first

approach is simply to transmit the entire dictionary as a stream of characters separated

by EOW symbols, along with an appropriate symbol mapping (perhaps ordered by rank)

directly to the coder, which can be costly. Another approach is to build the dictionary

adaptively in a manner similar toLZ77 and transmit it implicitly in the output stream,

spreading the additional cost over the entire stream. Neither of these approaches

is particularly effective. Additional methods for effective prelude transmission are

presented in Chapter 4.
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In Figure 2.6 we see an example of the word to integer mapping system proposed

by Moffat and Isal [2005]. The input text is parsed into an alternating sequence

of words and separators. The first appearance of any word or separator is encoded

using itsASCII representation. TheASCII sequence is then assigned the next unused

codeword greater than255. For instance, in Figure 2.6 the first appearance of the word

“mary” is encoded using itsASCII representation “109-097-114-121” and assigned

the codeword “256”. All subsequent appearances of “mary” are coded as “256”. Note

that a strictly alternating sequence of word followed by separator is assumed. If no

separator is encoded then two words are assumed to have a single space as a separator.

Semi-static zero-order word models have been used extensively in information

retrieval systems [Witten et al., 1999]. For standard file compression, character-based

PPM models tend to do better than word models. Little progress has been made on

traditional k-order word-based models primarily because of the overhead imposed

by the explosive growth in cost to maintain higher order contexts for large alphabets

[Moffat, 1989]. Recent research to generate word-basedPPM models was considered

recently with limited success [Adiego and de la Fuente, 2006]. A more promising

approach based on word-based variations ofBWT are currently being investigated

[Moffat and Isal, 2005].

2.4.4 Other Models

It is also possible to build higher-order word-based models which make prediction

based on language grammar [Tehan, 1998, Nevill-Manning and Witten, 1997, 2000,

Wan, 2003]. These models construct a set ofproduction ruleswhich mapterminal

andnon-terminalsymbols in an ordered fashion. The complexity of generating formal

grammars can be difficult for English text, so many of the practical approaches use an

adaptation of a simple character-based approach where recursive substitutions of the

most common bigrams a produced [Larsson and Moffat, 2000]. These methods are

typically off-line, and can be computationally expensive, but are surprisingly effective

in many cases [Wan, 2003].
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Other variable context models are possible. Two approaches which havefavor-

able effectiveness but are generally less efficient in practice are dynamic Markov

compression proposed by Cormack and Horspool [1987] and context-tree weighting

[Willems et al., 1995, 1996]. A variable context model which is based on the notion

of context mixingcurrently offers state-of-the-art compression [Mahoney, 2005]. The

modeling approach used byPAQ is similar to PPM but symbol prediction uses a

weighted combination of probability estimates from several pre-conditioned models

drawn from different contexts. WhilePAQ is computationally expensive even on

modern hardware, it offers astonishing performance on a variety of data types. For

experimental comparisons ofPAQ variations, seehttp://cs.fit.edu/~mmahoney/

compression.

2.5 Coding

The intuition behind variable length coding and basic properties of codes was covered

previously in Section 2.2. Here we focus on the three predominant approaches to

generating codes. The choice of coding method is often dictated by the application

domain. If semi-static modeling is acceptable, variants of minimum redundancy codes

offer flexible solutions with tightly bounded effectiveness. If the model produces

intermediates with a heavily skewed distribution and optimal compression is desired,

arithmetic codes are a good choice. If performance is paramount and guarantees about

optimality are not required, static codes are often a good compromise. We will review

minimum redundancy codes in Section 2.5.1, arithmetic codes in Section 2.5.2, and

static codes in Section 2.5.3.

2.5.1 Minimum Redundancy Codes

The problem of assigning codewords which minimize the average codewordlength,

relative to a probability distribution, has been a topic of active research since the

very early days of information theory. The first heuristic methods were proposed
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Figure 2.7: A Huffman tree representation for the alphabetΣ =
{(σ1, 0.6), (σ2, 0.1), (σ3, 0.1), (σ4, 0.1), (σ5, 0.1)} where each element tuple is a
(name,pi) pair. Each internal node shows the cumulative probability for its child
nodes.

by Shannon and Fano [Fano, 1949]. Shannon-Fano codes take a top-down tree-

based approach, where the probability space is recursively partitionedinto two equally

weighted segments until each segment consists of a single codeword. While there are

no guarantees that such codes are minimum redundancy, they worked well in practice.

The challenge of generatingminimum-redundancy codeswhich offer some guaran-

tee of optimality was first tackled by one of Fano’s graduate students, DavidHuffman.

Huffman codes solve the problem by building a tree bottom-up instead of top-down

[Huffman, 1952]. In Figure 2.7 we see a typical Huffman tree construction. As

is demonstrated shortly, building an actual tree is not strictly necessary, but does

help when trying to visualize how the codes are constructed. In this example,we

start with the alphabetΣ = {(σ1, 0.60), (σ2, 0.10), (σ3, 0.10), (σ4, 0.10), (σ5, 0.10)}
ordered by decreasing probability. The algorithm first combines the two members

with the lowest probability into a single package, resulting in the intermediate list

{(σ1, 0.60), (σ4 7→ 0 : σ5 7→ 1, 0.20), (σ2, 0.10), (σ3, 0.10)}. The next step then

combines the two smallest elements into a single package{(σ1, 0.60), (σ4 7→ 0 : σ5 7→
1, 0.20), (σ2 7→ 0 : σ3 7→ 1, 0.20)}. The procedure is continued until there are no more

packages to combine. The final code mapping forΣ is {σ1 7→ 0, σ2 7→ 100, σ3 7→
101, σ4 7→ 110, σ5 7→ 111}.
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Approaches to tree based codeword assignment have been investigatedby sev-

eral authors mostly in regards to bounding fully dynamic approaches to minimum

redundancy approaches [Huffman, 1952, Knuth, 1985, Vitter, 1987, Milidi ú et al.,

1999]. Minimum redundancy codes need not rely on tree based approaches. In fact,

tree based implementations do not provide efficient decoding, since an explicit tree

must be walked a single bit at a time to recover the encoded symbol. The only real

requirement is that each symbol is assigned a proper length, which corresponds to

a valid minimum redundancy arrangement. Codewords can then be assignedusing

one of many algorithms with table based approaches being favored because of their

decoding efficiency. Approaches tocanonical codeshave received significant attention

through the years [Schwartz and Kallick, 1964, Connell, 1973, Hirschberg and Lelewer,

1990, Moffat and Turpin, 1997, Liddell and Moffat, 2007]. Destructive array based

approaches allow code construction to be performed in linear space [vanLeeuwen,

1976, Katajainen et al., 1995, Moffat and Turpin, 1998]. Canonical codes are assigned

sequentially based on code length and allow an ordering to be imposed on the alphabet

members which can greatly reduce the costs of prelude transmission. Furthermore,

implicit knowledge of the length of each symbol allows decoding to proceed aschunks

of bits, greatly enhancing throughput [Moffat and Turpin, 1997, Liddell and Moffat,

2006].

Other approaches to constructing minimum redundancy codes have been investi-

gated. Skeleton trees are a recent addition to generating minimum redundancy codes

which also allow efficient decoding compared to the use of explicit trees [Klein, 2000].

The basic idea proposed by Klein is to identify flat sub-trees and remove them. The

remaining leaves then define either a codeword or the number of bits remainingin

the codeword. Finally, a handful of state machine based approaches have also been

proposed which have nice theoretical properties but are generally notparticularly

efficient in practice [Choueka et al., 1985, Siemiński, 1988]. Readers interested in

details of these approaches are referred to Moffat and Turpin [2002].
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Figure 2.8: Arithmetic coding of the string “atta”, for the four symbol alphabetΣ =
{a, c, g, t} with pa = 0.2, pc = 0.1, pg = 0.2, andpt = 0.5. Each successive character
narrows the range.

2.5.2 Arithmetic Codes

The basic premise of arithmetic codes is to aggregate codewords so that each symbol

can be represented using a fractional number of bits. While this approachmay seem

impossible at first glance, it can be accomplished very efficiently with care.Indeed, the

possibility of using fractional bit lengths was mentioned as early as 1948 by Shannon,

but valid approaches to implementing such a system seemed difficult until Rissanen and

Langdon [1979] and Pascoe [1979] proposed using methods based on finite precision

arithmetic. In Figure 2.8, we see a simple example of arithmetic coding in action. In

this example, a unique real number is generated in the range[0, 1). Using the alphabet,

and corresponding probabilities shown in Figure 2.8, the string “atta” is encoded as

follows. The first character “a” narrows the interval to[0, 0.2). As each successive

character is encountered, the range is further narrowed. Once the last symbol has been

read, the resulting range is[0.150, 0.160), which can be represented in binary, minus

the decimal as[0010011001, 001010001). The message can be encoded by any value

in this range, with0.15625 (00101) being a reasonable choice. The prelude costs to

transmit the alphabet and corresponding probability distribution is extra.
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Arithmetic codes are most practical when the model produces highly skewed

distributions in an adaptive fashion. Nevertheless, arithmetic codes allow usto encode

a textT to a codeword length of at mostH0(T ) + 2. Minimum redundancy codes,

on the other hand, may lose up to one bit per symbol compared to the optimal code

length, while arithmetic codes lose at most2 bits per message. Several practical

improvements have been proposed in an attempt to mitigate the costs of generating

arithmetic codes [Witten et al., 1986, Moffat et al., 1998]. In addition, substantial

improvements have been developed to improve cumulative probability calculations for

arithmetic codes [Fenwick, 1994, Moffat et al., 1998, Moffat, 1999]. Despite their

attractive bounds, many systems avoid using arithmetic codes because of concerns

about litigation related to patent issues, and because they are slower than static and

semi-static minimum redundancy codes. Arithmetic codes only come into their own for

complex, multi-context, adaptive compression models which generate highly skewed

probability distributions.

2.5.3 Static Codes

Static codes are an appropriate choice when the the size of the source alphabet cannot

be bound, or resource requirements are limited. Static codes map positive integers

onto binary codewords according to a particular probability distribution, meaning that

there is an expectation that the model used will produce a stream of integersas an

intermediate. An underlying assumption made by all members of this coding family is

that the source alphabet exhibits a natural, non-increasing probability distribution. If

this is not true for a particular integer sequence, it is advantageous to generate a ranked

symbol mapping which permutes the alphabet into one that does have the necessary

probabilities.

Many of static coding schemes mix simple unary and minimal binary coding

methods to produce a prefix-free variable-length code. Aunary coderepresents a

natural number,n, as a string ofn − 1 one-bits followed by a single zero-bit. Despite

their simplicity, they are optimally efficient when encoding a sequence followingan
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exponential probability distribution, with a base of0.5 or less. In contrast, aminimal

binary codeis optimal for distributions where all members are equiprobable. Minimal

binary codes use all possible prefixes for a given set of integers. For an alphabet of

σ symbols, the first2⌈log σ⌉ − σ codewords are encoded using⌊log σ⌋ bits and the

remaining codewords are encoded using⌈log σ⌉ bits. For example, the integers1 –

6 are mapped to the codes{00, 01, 100, 101, 110, 111}. One drawback of minimal

binary codes are that the requireσmax to be known in advance, and they are not infinite.

Extensions to the basic coding techniques were proposed by Elias [1975]and

independently by Levenshtein [1968]. These methods are an elegant compromise

between binary and unary coding methods. Elias codes can be conceptually partitioned

into two variable length blocks. Here, we refer to the first segment as theselector, and

the second segment as thelocator. The selector indicates a range which collectively

forms buckets of size1, 2, 4, . . . , 2k, and the locator specifies the exact position of the

value in the bucket. Eliasγ-codes encode the selector in unary taking1 + ⌊log x⌋
bits and encodes the locator in⌊log x⌋ bits using a binary encoding, for a total of

1 + 2⌊log x⌋ bits. Eliasδ-codes encode the selector using aγ-code instead of unary,

resulting in a total of1 + 2⌊log log 2x⌋ + ⌊log x⌋ bits to encode an arbitrary integerx.

The final code proposed by Elias is referred to as anω-code. These codes attempt to

mitigate the costs for large values by recursively encoding the length of the locator to

a set length of2 bits. Each recursive selector segment is encoded as in minimal binary

form. In addition, a0-bit is appended to the end of the code so that codeword boundaries

can be identified. A code similar to an Eliasω-code was proposed by independently by

Even and Rodeh [1978].

Instead of using the Elias approach of growing bucket sizes exponentially, Golomb

codes use a fixed bucket sizeb [Golomb, 1966]. Given an arbitrary integerx, and a

predefined bucket sizeb, compute the integer quotientq, and the residuer, using

q = 1 +
x − 1

b
,

r = x − qb.
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Algorithm 1 Encoding a static byte code
INPUT: a radixR (typically 128), and the original messageT .
OUTPUT: The coded message,Z.

1: setv ← readsymbol (T )
2: while v ≥ R do
3: write byte (v modR)
4: setv ← v div R − 1
5: end while
6: write byte (R + v)

Algorithm 2 Decoding a static byte code
INPUT: a radixR (typically 128), and the coded messageZ.
OUTPUT: The original message,T .

1: setv ← 0 andx ← readbyte (Z) andp ← 1;
2: while x < R do
3: setv ← v + (x + 1) × p;
4: setp ← p × R;
5: setx ← readbyte (Z);
6: end while
7: setv ← v + (x + 1 − R) × p;
8: write symbol (v − 1);

In a manner similar to Eliasγ-codes, the quotientq is now encoded using unary, and

the residuer is encoded using a minimal binary code. The two parts are concatenated

together to produce the final prefix code. Ifb happens to be a power of2, then the

practical efficiency can be improved through the use of bit shifts to generate the final

codes. These special-case Golomb codes are often referred to as Ricecodes [Rice,

1979]. Gallager and van Voorhis [1975] show that Golomb codes are in fact worst-

case optimal when coding a geometric probability distribution of the formP = [(1 −
p)x−1p | 1 ≤ x], where

b =

⌈

loge(2 − p)

− loge(1 − p)

⌉

.

The final class of static codes we discuss are thestatic byte codes. Variants of

byte codes have been used in commercial relational databases such as Oracle for

more than 15 years [Antoshenkov, 1994, Wu et al., 2001]. They are also the focus

of several comprehensive empirical studies on compression in informationretrieval
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Value Unary
Elias Golomb Stopper-Continuer

γ δ b = 3 Radix-16

1 0 0 0 0 0 0000
2 10 10 0 100 0 0 10 0001
4 1110 110 00 101 00 10 0 0011
8 11111110 1110 000 11000 000 110 10 0111

10 1111111110 1110 010 11000 010 1110 0 1000 0001

Table 2.1: Codeword comparisons for various integer coding schemes.

systems [Williams and Zobel, 1999, Scholer et al., 2002, Trotman, 2003]. The codes are

conceptually simple, and are versatile and efficient in practice. Algorithm 1 highlights

the simplicity of generating the codes. In essence,7 bits in each byte is used to store

information, and the remaining bit is used to mark the “end” of a codeword. When

using a radixR = 128, any symbols in the range0 < s < 27 can be coded using a

single byte, anys in the range of27 < s < 214 is coded using exactly two bytes, and

so on. Algorithm 2 demonstrates how sequential byte reads, in conjunction with a few

arithmetic operations, result in simple decoding.

Initial work with static byte codes assumed a radixR = 128, but any radix

can be used in practice. Other radix values do not guarantee that the codewords are

byte aligned, potentially resulting in less flexibility in applications such as compressed

pattern matching. In essence, thestopper-continuer modelof prefix coding is, in fact, a

generalization of static byte codes. In the stopper-continuer model, a blockof 2R values

is separated into two partitions. Then, one partition is used to representcontinuers,

which signal that the next block is also part of the current codeword, and stoppers

which mark the block at the end of a codeword. This ensures that all codewords

instantaneously decodable. This generalization is explored further by Rautio et al.

[2002]. A more comprehensive discussion of various byte coding methods can be found

in Chapter 4.

Table 2.1 gives examples for various static integer codes, for a subset of values

between1 and10. Elias, Golomb, and unary codes were discussed previously. The final

column shows an example of the more general class of variable block codes. Stopper-
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Figure 2.9: Comparison of different integer based coding methods.

continuer codes are typically byte aligned, but, as mentioned previously, any radix is

possible. Stopper-continuer codes that use4 bits per block are referred to as nibble

codes.

Figure 2.9 shows how the length of each code grows relative to the encoded value.

Static codes following a fixed distribution, such as Eliasδ-codes and nibble codes,

perform well for a variety of possible distributions. Parameter-based Golomb codes

can often perform better than parameterless static codes, but, like binary codes, require

knowledge of the sequence to be compressed in order to calculate a parameter value.

There are many other static integer codes discussed in the literature. Many have

attractive theoretical properties, if properties of the underlying probability distribution

to be encoded are known in advance. Methods such as Fibonacci coding are a standard

example of such codes [Apostolico and Fraenkel, 1987, Fraenkel andKlein, 1996]. For

further information, the reader is referred to the more comprehensive surveys of integer

coding by Fenwick [2003] or Moffat and Turpin [2002].

2.6 Summary

Compression algorithms allow us to store and transmit data efficiently. The versatility

of the coding-modeling paradigm results in the discovery of new applicationsfor these

classical techniques. When combined with other techniques such asbit-parallelism,
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external memory algorithms, and locality of access, data compression allows practical

manipulation of massive datasets. The role of data compression continues to grow

in the design of space-efficient algorithms and in mitigating the transmission costsof

data transfers. In the next chapter, we examine the duality of compressionand search

algorithms and discover how the two seemingly disparate techniques compliment one

another.
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Chapter 3
Searching in Sets and Sequences

Searching is a pervasive problem in computer science. It is a mature research area and

a great variety of practical and theoretical algorithms are known. However, efficient

searching in massive data sets remains a problem with tangible applications. There

are several approaches for improving the efficiency of various searching operations in

large data sets. For instance, algorithms can target localized access patterns which

exploit the memory hierarchy; approximation algorithms can be used; or compression

can be applied to reduce amount of information processed. Algorithms whichare

cache oblivious or attempt to minimize block transfers in the memory hierarchy are

abundant [Frigo et al., 1999, Vitter, 2001, Kumar, 2003]. Synopsis datastructures

are another novel approach to certain types of on-line searching problems where

bounded approximate solutions are acceptable [Gibbons and Matias, 1999]. Applying

compression is also a viable solution to building space efficient search algorithms.

The growing gap between processing and access speeds in the memory hierarchy

allow greater flexibility in boosting algorithmic techniques such as searching through

the use of compression techniques. Also, we are beginning to better understand the

fundamental duality between compression and searching, and how to exploit it to

build better algorithms. By incorporating compression into algorithm design, more

information is kept close to the processor, and efficiency is improved. With care, certain

classes of algorithms can outperform their uncompressed counterparts.
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This chapter reviews three scenarios where compression is playing an increasingly

important role in algorithm design. In Section 3.1, we examine classical on-linesearch

algorithms and see how compressed pattern matching can increase overall efficiency

of these algorithms. Then in Section 3.2, we investigate important indexing methods

which are also benefiting from compression. Finally, in Section 3.3, we discuss the key

role compression techniques have in succinct data structures.

3.1 On-line Searching in Text Collections

Simple pattern matching algorithms are a core component in many applications today.

For applications such as network-based intrusion detection, which make pre-processing

the search text prohibitive, algorithms which pre-process the search pattern instead

work well in practice. In this section, we discuss the best on-line searching algorithms,

and see how incorporating compression can further enhance the process.

3.1.1 Exact Pattern Matching

The pattern matching problemis defined as finding all occurrences of a patternP =

p1p2 . . . pm in a textT = t1t2 . . . tn where bothT andP are sequences over a finite

alphabetΣ of sizeσ. This is a well studied problem and many efficient solutions have

been proposed over the last thirty years. The best approaches use one of three searching

techniques and asearch windowto position the pattern relative to the text.

The simplest sliding window implementation is the naive orbrute-forcealgorithm.

In this case, the window to be considered is simply the length of the pattern,m.

Matching is left to right and any mismatch in the window produces one symbol shift,

and matching restarts at the beginning of the window. In the worst case, thealgorithm

executes inO(nm) time. Depending on the size of the alphabet, and the underlying

probability distribution, the algorithm can perform considerably better in the average

case.
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Other general approaches of interest which can decrease the worstcase complexity

to O(n + m), include prefix-based, suffix-based, and factor-based searching. We only

discuss a few key results here. Many excellent books are dedicated to this topic, and

the reader is referred to these for a more general introduction to pattern matching

[Crochemore and Rytter, 2002, Navarro and Raffinot, 2002, Crochemore et al., 2007].

Prefix-Based Approaches

The basic idea behind prefix-based approaches is to pre-compute offsets in the search

pattern, and find the longest prefixes ofP that are also suffixes ofT . The pattern is

then matched against the text from left to right. The firstO(n + m) time algorithm to

solve this problem was proposed by Knuth et al. [1977], and is almost always referred

to as theKMP approach. TheKMP algorithm also has another valuable property, the

worst-case performance is independent of the alphabet sizeσ, making it an attractive

alternative in situations whereσ is large. More recent algorithms of this class have

focused on bit-parallelism for constant factor improvements [Hyyrö et al., 2006].

The shift-or and shift-and algorithms proposed by Baeza-Yates and Gonnet [1992] are

capable of finding all pattern occurrences inO(n⌈m/w⌉) time, wherew is the size of

a computer word in bits. These algorithms work well in practice, and are simple to

implement. For smallσ or smallP , bit-parallel approaches are often the most efficient

Navarro and Raffinot [2000]. However, the performance of prefix-based approaches

degrades quickly as the length of the patternm increases, relative to more commonly

used suffix-based methods.

Suffix-Based Approaches

Suffix-based approaches are among the most successful algorithms in use today. The

key intuition of this approach is based on the observation that longer shifts can

be achieved on average if the pattern is matched from right to left in the search

window. The first such algorithm was proposed by Boyer and Moore [1977], and has

performance which isO(mn) in the worst case. However, the average case complexity
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of the Booyer-Moore algorithm isO(n), and has been the subject of many practical

and theoretical studies [Gusfield, 1997, Navarro and Raffinot, 2002]. Two practical

simplifications to the originalBM algorithm were proposed by Horspool [1980] and

Sunday [1990]. The former is often referred to asBMH and is the most efficient

exact pattern matching algorithm in many character-based applications [Navarro and

Raffinot, 2002].

The Boyer-Moore family of algorithms use three novel heuristics to maximize

the shifts obtained: the right to left scan; the bad character rule; and the good suffix

rule. The bad character heuristic uses pre-generated information to locate the rightmost

location of some characterx in a patternP, wherex is a mismatched character in the

textT . The good suffix heuristic uses pre-processing information to identify factors of

P which match a multi-character suffix ofT , which, in turn, has been matched in the

current search window. If a factory of P exists which is equal to the suffixy of T
previously matched, then the pattern can be shifted to aligny in P andT , otherwise the

longest prefix ofP which matches a suffix ofT must be computed.

TheBMH variant is a simplification ofBM where an assumption is made that the bad

character heuristic generally gives longer shifts in the search window, for a sufficiently

large alphabetΣ. The modification proposed by Horspool is to always use the last

character of the search window as the shift character instead of the mostrecently

unmatched character. By making a small modification to the bad character heuristic, the

Horspool variant is currently one of the simplest and most efficient algorithms available

today. The variant proposed by Sunday uses a similar simplification. Sunday proposed

using the next character after the search window to compute the shift instead of the

last character of the window. However, the Horspool algorithm is more amenable to

programming optimizations such as loop unrolling which makes it faster in practice

than the Sunday variant [Navarro and Raffinot, 2002].
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Factor-Based Approaches

Research in combinatorics of words as well as word-based automata representations

has led to a recent class of search algorithms which exploit factors of strings. Factor-

based approaches lead to optimal average case algorithms under certain conditions. The

difficulty of finding efficient algorithms in this class is mainly due to the difficulty of

identifying the set of all possible factors in a pattern. Advances in efficiently building

suffix automatahave recently made the factoring problem more tractable. The first

algorithm for factor-based searching is commonly referred to as Backward DAWG

Matching (BDM) [Crochemore et al., 1994]. A bit-parallel version ofBDM was recently

proposed by Navarro and Raffinot [2000] and is called Backward Nondeterministic

DAWG Matching (BNDM). Another efficient modification called Backward Oracle

Matching (BOM) was also recently introduced [Allauzen et al., 2001]. Backward Oracle

Matching is particularly effective when the patternP is longer thanw, a machine word.

The interesting twist proposed inBOM is that it is sufficient to know which factors of

T arenot factors ofP in order to maximize shifts in the search window.

3.1.2 Other Approaches to On-line Searching

The prevalence of string matching across all sub-disciplines of computer science has

has led to many new problems being derived from the basic pattern matching problem.

Efficient algorithms have been devised for many of the variations. We do not cover

all of the possible extensions here but do mention two which are widely applicable in

algorithmic research: approximate pattern matching, and multi-pattern matching, both

of which are described shortly. For a more comprehensive discussion of other common

extensions to the basic string matching problem see, for instance, Navarroand Raffinot

[2002] and the references therein.

Approximate String Matching

The necessity of pattern matching algorithms which permit errors drives the develop-

ment of new algorithms forapproximate string matching. These algorithms are widely
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applicable in diverse areas such as computational biology and signal processing. For

instance, the role of approximate pattern matching in biological applications is well

documented [Gusfield, 1997]. The goal of approximate pattern matching is to find

all occurrences of a patternP in a textT , allowing a bounded number ofdifferences

(k) betweenP and a substring inT . The most common metric to quantify the

difference is called the Levenshtein edit distance [Levenshtein, 1966].The Levenshtein

distance is defined as the minimum number of single-character insertions, deletions,

and substitutions necessary to convertP into a substring oft of T . So, the edit

distanceξ(P, t) is the minimum number of edits to convertP to t. For example,ξ

(meat,feet) = 2 (two substitutions in this case). The original Levenshtein assumes

that inserts, deletes, and substitutions have equal weight, but other weightings can be

beneficial depending on the application domain. More intricate methods to determine

edit distance are also possible.

A large number of approximate pattern matching algorithms are documented in the

literature [Navarro, 2001]. The earliest algorithm developed to solve theapproximate

pattern matching problem was proposed by Sellers [1974]. Sellers’s algorithm uses

standard dynamic programming techniques to identify possible matches inO(nm)

time. However, early adaptations of Sellers’s dynamic programming approaches are

memory intensive whenm is large.1 Instead of the traditional dynamic programming

tables, it is possible to model the search using using a deterministic finite state

automaton [Ukkonen, 1985]. In this approach, eachDFA state is a possible column in

a dynamic programming matrix. These approaches are amenable to bit-parallelspeed-

ups which has led to a dramatic improvement in performance for approximate searching

algorithms. Bit-parallel approaches to approximate pattern matching now dominate for

almost all permissible values ofk, m, andσ [Navarro, 2001].

Several efficient bit-parallel variations have been proposed which attempt to bal-

ance low order complexity terms based on different pattern and text configurations. The

1The original approach of Sellers [1974] implies the use ofO(nm) space to store the dynamic
programming array, but the recent textbook by Navarro and Raffinot [2002] show that onlyO(m) space
is strictly necessary.
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earliest approach, suggested by Wu and Manber [1992], uses a dynamic programming

array parallelized by rows, and can find all occurrences inO(⌈m/w⌉kn) time. Baeza-

Yates and Navarro [1999] propose a variant which is parallelized by diagonals instead

and finds occurrences inO(⌈km/w⌉n) time. Building on this work, Myers [1999]

suggests computations should be parallelized using differences between consecutive

rows or columns, resulting in a worst-case complexity ofO(⌈km/w⌉n). Several recent

results have simplified the original approach of Myers, which remains the dominant

approach to approximate pattern matching today [Hyyrö, 2001, Hyyr̈o et al., 2006].

In some instances, it can be beneficial tofilter the text before applying pattern

matching. Filtering allows an algorithm to rule out positions inT which cannot

possibly match the patternP. Filtering still requires one of the algorithms previously

discussed to be used in order to evaluate the remaining positions, and removefalse

matches. An early approach, calledPEX, partitions the patternP into k + 1 pieces

[Baeza-Yates and Navarro, 1999]. Using a simple counting argument, it can be shown

that at least one of the pieces must appear unchanged in the text. The cost of PEX

filtering is O(nk(logσ m)/m) and can greatly enhance performance whenσ is large.

A more recent filtering algorithm proposed by Fredriksson and Navarro[2004], called

OPT, reduces the cost toO(n(k + logσ m)/m), but appears to be less resilient to

variations in the size ofσ.

Multiple String Matching

Both exact and approximate pattern matching algorithms can be modified to support

multi-pattern matching, in which a set of stringsP = {p1, p2, . . . , pr} are searched

for overT simultaneously. Simple solutions repeatedly search over the textT using a

pattern matching algorithm such asBMH r times, for a cost ofO(r(n+m)). The earliest

multi-pattern matching algorithm to take a more disciplined approach to the problem

was proposed by Aho and Corasick [1975]. The approach of Aho and Corasick can be

conceptualized as an extension of theKMP algorithm. The algorithm uses an augmented

trie constructed from the pattern set, to yield a worst-case complexity ofO(n + occ).
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Attempts to modify BM algorithms were less successful, since searching for

multiple patterns simultaneously leads to a higher probability of matching individual

characters, reducing the shift lengths. Wu and Manber [1992] overcome the problem

by using blocks of characters, reducing the possibility that each block appears in one

of the patterns, essentially simulating a larger alphabet size. Alphabet lookups are

enhanced using a size-limited auxiliary hash table instead of a traditional character

index table used byBM-based algorithms. Bit-parallel algorithms are also amenable to

multi-pattern searching, but can handle only a few simultaneous patterns, limitingtheir

usefulness in practice. Allauzen and Raffinot [1999] investigate strategies to extend

BNDM and BOM. These algorithms work best for small alphabets and large patterns,

just as their simple pattern matching counterparts.

3.1.3 Searching in Compressed Text

An intriguing extension to the basic pattern matching problem is to search directly

in compressed data. Thecompressed matching problemwas introduced by Amir and

Benson [1992] and is defined as: Given apatternP = p1 . . . pm, a textT = t1 . . . tu

and a correspondingcompressed textZ = z1 . . . zn find all occurrences ofP in T

such that{|x|, T = xPy} is satisfied using onlyP and Z. The naive approach

is to decompress the text before performing the pattern matching step. However,

recent research has shown that there are attractive alternatives thatdo not require

decompression. The problem continues to receive attention asCPU speed is increasing

much faster than the ability to perform I/O operations on secondary storagedevices.

Approaches to the compressed searching problem have followed many lines of

study. Much of the difficulty lies in identifying the appropriate entry point in the

compression system for adding the necessary search method. It is possible to perform

the search at the coding level using modified Huffman codes, or in the modelinglayer

using modified Liv-Zempel (LZ)-based methods. The problem is made more complex

when trying to vary the type of search (exact matching, multiple matching, approximate

matching and others are all possible). To overcome some of these conceptual hurdles, a
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search oriented abstraction was proposed by Kida et al. [1999] calledcollage systems,

and serves as a basis for several theoretical studies on compressed pattern matching.

However, a large gap between theoretical and practical solutions to efficient compressed

pattern matching remains despite the broad applications of such techniques.

Ziv-Lempel Approaches

The earliest investigations into compressed pattern matching were based onLZ and

tried to quantify worst-case complexity of the algorithms [Amir et al., 1996, Kida

et al., 1998]. The majority of current research in compressed pattern matching involves

eitherLZ78 or LZW. Simple searching inLZ78 was investigated by Farach and Thorup

[1998]. Attempts at integratingBM-based searching andLZ78 andLZW were proposed

by Navarro and Tarhio [2000] and Shibata et al. [2000]. Integration of bit-parallel

algorithms such as Shift-Or andBNDM with LZ78 andLZW have produced reasonable

performance as well [K̈arkkäinen et al., 2003, Matsumoto et al., 2000, Kida et al., 1999,

Fredriksson and Grabowski, 2006]. Practical approaches usingLZ77 have been shown

to be more difficult to manage [Navarro and Raffinot, 2004]. The first software system

to search directly inLZ77 files, calledLZGrep, was proposed recently by Navarro and

Tarhio [2005]. Surveys of compressed pattern matching inLZ compressed text cover

results in more detail [Rytter, 1999, 2004].

Huffman-based Approaches

Another viable approach to compressed pattern matching is to target operations at

the coding level. Both time and space efficiency bounds on Huffman codes are well

understood and serve as a tractable entry point into developing new algorithms [Klein

and Shapira, 2001]. Other researchers have proposed tighter bounds usingKMP-

based searching in conjunction with basic Huffman codes [Shapira and Daptardar,

2006]. More efficient approaches using large alphabets (such as word-based parsing)

have also appeared in recent years [Turpin and Moffat, 1997, Fredriksson and Tarhio,

2003, 2004]. However, solutions based on Huffman codes which are easily applied
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in practice continue to be elusive, as quick navigation can be cumbersome without

simple methods to quickly identify codeword boundaries. This limitation has motivated

detailed investigations into coding methods which allow codeword boundaries to be

discovered quickly in an on-line fashion.

Byte-aligned Approaches

The use of bytes as the smallest sub-unit in compressed pattern matching was first

considered by Manber [1997]. The basic idea, called byte-pair encoding (bpe) was to

fix the alphabet size at28, and partition the text into blocks. In the first step of the

algorithm, the unassigned character values are determined. Then, the most common

character bigrams are identified and given a new codeword from the available symbols,

until a maximum of256 values are assigned to either single characters, or common

character pairs. The net effect is a modest reduction in the amount of text left to

process. More importantly, any of the standard string matching algorithms canbe used

directly on the compressed text. The idea is simple and effective. However,the bpe

algorithm does not give competitive compression effectiveness when compared to more

disciplined approaches such asLZ77 or word-based Huffman coding. The idea of using

byte-aligned codes instead of the traditional bit-aligned approaches was an important

first step in creating algorithms that are both effective and efficient.

Many of subsequent algorithms proposed for compressed pattern matching are

variants of the byte-aligned pattern matching. The first breakthrough camewhen de

Moura et al. [2000] proposed a simple method which, when coupled with a word-

based model, combined effective compression with efficient byte-aligned searching.

Thetagged Huffman codedevised in their work is among the first algorithms proposed

where compressed pattern matching is significantly faster than the generic “decompress

then search” baseline. These results led to a flurry of publications on newvariants of

byte codes [Brisaboa et al., 2003b,a, 2004, 2005]. The new methods improved the

compression effectiveness while maintaining the raw efficiency of the tagged Huffman

method. Much of the research presented in Chapter 5 is a logical extensionof these
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recent results, and further details of the family of byte-aligned codes aregiven in

Section 4.1.

3.2 Off-line Searching in Text Collections

For simple patterns and small text, sequential pattern matching offers efficient results in

an on-line fashion. If the search text is large and rarely changes, it can be advantageous

to use auxiliary data structures to improve search performance. The key difference is

that on-line searching is best handled by preprocessing of the patternP, while off-

line searching supports preprocessing the entire textT . When many searches must be

performed on the same text, off-line search methods are generally preferred.

There are two common approaches to off-line searching. The appropriate choice is

dictated by the composition of the search text. If the text is a natural languagetext such

as English, inverted indexes combined with information retrieval models can beused

to greatly enhance search functionality and leverage word-based statistical information.

Other text collections which do not have clear-cut word boundaries, orwhen querying

will not be on whole words, must rely onfull-text indexes which enhance searching

by allowing quick substring resolution. Note that the termfull-text is overloaded in

the information retrieval literature. The traditional definition of full-text referred to

keyword-based searches on indexes across the complete text, instead of indexes on

document titles and abstracts. Henceforth, our definition of full-text indexes follows

the new meaning as popularized in the recent seminal work of Ferragina and Manzini

[2000]. Examples of collections which benefit from this approach include, but are

not limited to, genomic sequence data; and languages such as Chinese, Korean, and

Japanese.

Index-based approaches are flexible and efficient in practice. It should be noted that

efficiency in all of the index-based data structures has been greatly enhanced by directly

incorporating compression. In Section 3.2.1, we review basic inverted indexing along

with information retrieval modeling, and see how compression has become an integral

part of the modern systems. In Section 3.2.2, we discuss various approaches to full-text
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indexing and review the increasingly important role compression has in efficient index

design.

3.2.1 Ad Hoc Search Engines

In Chapter 1 we saw an example the extraordinary efficiency of algorithms inmodern

search engines. These algorithms can process information about billions of documents

in a few milliseconds. The key to such performance can be attributed to advances

in distributed computing, and a very simple data structure called aninverted index.

Inverted indexes are carefully constructed to enable efficient ad hoc queries in large

natural language text collections and are closely linked to the broader problem of

information retrieval. By generalizing the pattern matching problem, information

retrieval systems facilitate models which allow ranking of query occurrences by

relevance. The primary goal of information retrieval systems is to satisfy a user’s

information need. A user provides a query and the information retrieval system

evaluatesthe request and returns a list of locations in the collection, ranked by

similarity. More formally, anad hoc searchtakes a queryQ and a textT , partitioned

into N documents{D1,D2, . . . ,DN}, and returns an subsetA of documents ordered

by similarity Ŝ toQ.

The complexity of modern search engines has increased dramatically over the

last decade, primarily in response to the massive growth of information available on

the word wide web. Figure 3.1 gives a high level overview of a typical websearch

engine. In order to facilitate efficient querying, the systems perform significant off-line

processing to build an inverted file , and support for fast snippet extraction. A user

submits a query, typically a list of words and operators, which is expandedinto a list

of search terms and operation constraints. This list is processed by a ranking module

which in turn returns a ranked list of potential solutions to the user, often formatted

with a document summary.
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Figure 3.1: A high level overview of the cooperating sub-systems present in a typical
web search engine. Meeting a user’s information need requires careful coordination
between potentially disparate sub-systems.

Ranking and Similarity

Ranking of relevant documents in a large collection is normally accomplished by

deriving various statistical coefficients from the text, to create similarity metrics.

Developing a robust similarity metric is a difficult task in its own right. A few

of the more successful similarity metrics devised include the vector space model

[Salton and Lesk, 1968, Salton et al., 1975], probabilistic models [Maron and Kuhns,

1960, Robertson and Jones, 1976], language models [Ponte and Croft, 1998, Zhai and

Lafferty, 2001], and latent semantic indexing [Deerwester et al., 1990]. Many of the

statistical formulations for similarity are based on a weightingwd,t derived from the

frequency of a query termt in a documentd. The term’s weightingwd,t is generally
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Figure 3.2: An inverted index is composed of three components. Each term inthe
vocabulary is mapped to an inverted list of〈d, f〉 pairs. The document identifierd can
in turn be used to locate the original full text document.

derived using a variation oftf× idf wheretf is the term frequency andidf is the inverse

document frequency. Using atf× idf metric ensures that the term frequency in an

individual document positively affects the similarity contribution, while the term’s

frequency across all documents negatively affects its contribution. Thisensures that

terms that are common in all documents do not dominate the more discriminating terms

in a query. A comprehensive review of similarity metrics is beyond the scope of this

thesis. See Witten et al. [1999], Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto [1999],Grossman and

Frieder [2004], Singhal [1997], or Zobel and Moffat [1998] foroverviews of similarity

computations.

Inverted indexes

Inverted indexes have been used to enhance search capabilities in document retrieval

systems for more than thirty years [Bleier, 1967, Stone, 1987, Witten et al., 1999].

An inverted index is a mapping of avocabulary, and the documents which contain

them. The vocabulary is often a subset of words or terms appearing in the document

collection, but can be any defined set of attributes. For each term in the vocabulary, an

ordered list of tuples called apostings listor ainverted list, containing a set of pointers,

each of which stores adocument identifierand the term frequency.

In Figure 3.2 we see a common representation for an inverted index. Each term

of the vocabulary maps to a list of document identifier and term frequency pairs.

Document identifiers are typically represented as unique integers, and can be used
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to access the original document text via a document address mapping, ordocmap.

The overall term frequency and the term frequency per document is also stored in

the vocabulary to facilitate efficient similarity scoring. For certain advancedquery

expansion schemes, it may also be advantageous to store a list of position offsets (p∗) in

order to support multiword queries. However, position offsets are not strictly necessary

for bag of wordqueries, and can greatly increase the space usage of an index, meaning

that they are sometimes stored separately.

Compressed inverted indexes

Efficient representations of inverted indexes typically rely on integer compression

techniques. Applying compression to inverted indexes reduces the overall storage and

processing overhead associated with large text collections. Compact representations

can also dramatically increase performance of the search engine, as lessdata is

transferred between primary and secondary memory.

Early approaches to reduce the overhead of manipulating inverted lists focused

primarily on bitvector representations of document identifiers [Bookstein and Klein,

1990]. Conjunctive Boolean queries ofq terms can be reduced to the intersection

of q ordered sets, and bitvector intersection can be performed efficiently on modern

processors. However, bitvectors are prohibitively expensive to store for words which

appear infrequently. So, many of the early studies attempted to offset the sparse

set costs by breaking the bitvectors intok-bit blocks and using Huffman codes for

compression [Jakobsson, 1978, Fraenkel and Klein, 1985]. Extensions to this approach

included attempts to remove “zero” blocks from the representations to enhance

effectiveness [Choueka et al., 1986, Bookstein and Klein, 1992]. Many other variations

on efficient bitvector representations resulted in modest compression gains [Bookstein

and Klein, 1991b,a,c, Schuegraf, 1976, Choueka et al., 1987, 1988,Faloutsos and

Jagadish, 1992].
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Other approaches to efficient representations focused on compact representations

of ordered integer sequences. Instead of attempting to represent a sparse universeU

efficiently, it is possible to only store then items in a set in compressed format. As

discussed in Section 3.2.1, an inverted list representation is an ordered listof tuples

containing document identifier and term frequency pairs. But, the values inthe tuple

have quite different statistical properties, and separating the two at implementation

time allows effective modeling to occur. For example, the document identifiers ineach

postings list are unique and ordered, in the form:

〈d1, d2, d3, . . . , dft
〉,

whereft is the total number of documents that contain the term. This list can be

transformed into a list offirst-order differencesor d-gaps, and represented as

〈d1, d2 − d1, d3 − d2, . . . , dft
− dft−1〉.

If position offsets are stored in the inverted index in order to facilitate multiwordquery

support, they too can benefit from this representation.

Sequences ofd-gaps are more amenable to integer compression, as term clustering

often occurs in large text collections, producing runs of small gaps, which are highly

compressible. If the sets are stored asd-gaps, the average size of a typical document

identifier list can be dramatically reduced using one of the integer coding methods

discussed in Section 2.5.3. The family of static integer coded proposed by Elias [1975]

are simple and effective methods to encode thed-gap document identifier lists, and the

corresponding term frequencies. Parameter-based Golomb codes, Rice codes, and their

derivatives also proved to be a quite versatile method for index compression [Golomb,

1966, Gallager and van Voorhis, 1975, Teuhola, 1978, Rice, 1979].In the early 1990s,

this sequence of ideas was further explored by [Witten et al., 1991, Moffat and Zobel,

1992a,b, Zobel et al., 1992, Bell et al., 1993].
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However, the enhanced compression effectiveness does not come without a cost.

The lists must now be accessed sequentially, which can be expensive forlonger lists.

It is possible to use auxiliary information to improve navigation in compressed listsof

d-gaps [Moffat and Zobel, 1996, Anh and Moffat, 1998]. New approaches to balance

efficiency and effectiveness in compressed sets are considered in Chapter 6. Others

approaches to enhance compression effectiveness in inverted lists attempt to exploit

clustering inherent in lists of document identifiers [Moffat and Stuiver, 2000, Blandford

and Blelloch, 2002, Silvestri et al., 2004]. A small amount of compression effectiveness

can also be traded for processing efficiency using variable length byte codes [Williams

and Zobel, 1999, Scholer et al., 2002, Trotman, 2003], or word-aligned codes [Anh and

Moffat, 2005, 2006]. All of these themes are returned to in subsequentchapters.

3.2.2 Full-Text Indexes

Inverted indexes are a robust solution for search problems dealing with readily-parsable

natural language text. However, there are other applications of searching where the

underlying textT does not include explicit word boundaries. For example, searching

in largeDNA databases, or searching in languages such as Chinese or Japanese,require

a different approach to building efficient indexes. Such indexes are generally referred

to asfull-text indexesand are free of assumptions about word boundaries. This makes

them a more flexible approach in certain cases, but full-text indexes typically require

more space than inverted indexes, making them attractive targets for compression

techniques. One of three related data structures is often the core of suchsystems: suffix

trees [Weiner, 1973], suffix arrays [Manber and Myers, 1993], or directed acyclic word

graphs [Blumer et al., 1985]. We will look at each of these data structuresin turn

and discuss recent advances which effectively apply compression directly to full-text

indexes.
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Indexing data structures

Full-text indexes are typically extensions of data structures which facilitate fast pattern

matching such as suffix trees, suffix arrays, and directed acyclic wordgraphs. All of

these structures are derived from early work on suffix trees which are in turn derived

from pioneering work on digital search tries [Fredkin, 1960]. Suffix trees are one of

the most important data structures in stringology. Examples of their diversity include:

biological applications such as genome alignments, tandem repeats, motif discovery,

and promoter identification [Gusfield, 1997, Ko and Aluru, 2006, Rajasekaran, 2006];

frequent pattern mining [Fischer et al., 2005]; and data compression techniques such

asLZ [Ristov and Laporte, 1999, Chen et al., 2007] andBWT [Ferragina and Manzini,

2004]. Grossi and Italiano [1993] survey the historical importance of suffix trees and

highlight the many times the basic structure has been rediscovered.

Weiner [1973] describes a suffix-based tree which can in turn be converted into

a more succinct representation. Each suffix is represented by a uniqueleaf storing

its starting position. Traversing the tree from the root allows efficient access to any

substring in the text. Weiner goes on to describe an algorithm to construct suffix trees

directly from the original text in linear time. Shortly thereafter, McCreight [1976]

described a simpler approach to suffix tree construction, which also reduced the space

cost by about25%. The on-line construction of suffix trees in linear time remained an

elusive problem for some time. Ukkonen [1995] describe the first on-lineconstruction

algorithm for suffix trees, which begins with the first character of the string and adds

each successive character. Previous approaches parsed the textback to front.

Suffix trees can consume substantial memory as a result of explicitly storing

the navigational pointers in the representation. As a result, Manber and Myers

[1993] proposed a more compact data structure called asuffix array to store the

same information. Suffix arrays can be constructed directly from suffix trees using

O(n log n) bits of space during construction, wheren is the number of characters

in the original text. The suffix array is constructed by visiting each leaf of asuffix

tree left to right and storing the positions directly. Despite the ability to construct
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suffix arrays directly from suffix trees, which in turn can be constructed in O(n)

time, direct construction of suffix arrays in linear time remained elusive for adecade

after the data structure was first described by Manber and Myers [1993]. In 2003,

three different approaches to suffix array construction in linear time suddenly appeared

[Kärkkäinen and Sanders, 2003, Kim et al., 2003, Ko and Aluru, 2003, 2005]. Puglisi

et al. [2007] review the multitude of algorithms for suffix array constructionnow

known and provides a detailed investigation of various time and space tradeoffs in

the algorithms. The biggest concern for using suffix arrays with massivedata sets

remains the prohibitive memory cost at construction time, typically on the order of

O(5n). However, suffix arrays are considerably more space efficient thantraditional

suffix trees after the index is constructed. This has led to wide-scale adoption of suffix

arrays as the basic building block for many of the more advanced index methods in use

today. Finding all occurrences of a pattern in a pre-processed text can be performed

in O(m log σ + occ) in a suffix tree andO(m + log n + occ) in a suffix array. Both

requireO(n log n) bits of space, but suffix arrays are generally smaller by a constant

factor [Navarro and M̈akinen, 2007].

Another viable approach to full-text indexes which has received less attention than

suffix-based trees and arrays is the directed acyclic word graph (DAWG) [Blumer et al.,

1985]. TheDAWG is also referred to as a suffixDAWG or suffix automatonby several

authors [Crochemore et al., 2007]. These structures have found applications in several

string processing tasks. Finding all repetitions of a pattern in a text using aDAWG

and a detailed discussion of the structure of the automaton was considered indetail by

Crochemore [1986].

Compressed full-text indexes

Suffix trees, suffix array, andDAWGs all offer an efficient solution to finding all pattern

occurrences in pre-processed text. However, none of the basic solutions are particularly

space efficient or easily amenable to use on external memory devices [Clark and Munro,

1996, Kurtz, 1999, Hunt et al., 2001]. So, in order to apply these data structures in
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applications which must process massive data sets, less voluminous representations are

necessary.

Compact directed acyclic word graphs (CDAWGs) were introduced by Blumer

et al. [1987]. A CDAWG is produced by compacting the edges of aDAWG and

augmenting them with additional information. Crocehmore and Vérin [1997] highlight

the similarities between suffix trees andCDAWGs. Using compaction and minimization

(in the sense of automata theory), they show a direct relationship between suffix tries,

suffix trees,DAWGs and CDAWGs. A linear on-line algorithm for construction of

CDAWGs inspired by Ukkonen [1995] was proposed by Inenaga et al. [2005]. For small

alphabets,CDAWGs offer competitive space economy to suffix-based trees and arrays,

but no empirical studies of their relative efficiency has been published to date.

Early approaches to dramatically reduce the size of suffix trees and suffix arrays

met with limited success. A hybrid version of a suffix tree and suffix array called a

suffix cactuswas proposed by K̈arkkäinen [1995]. Space usage for the suffix cactus

is somewhere between a suffix tree and and suffix array and pattern matching requires

O(mσ + occ) time. Shortly thereafter, K̈arkkäinen and Ukkonen [1996] investigated

another variation called asparse suffix tree, which represents a subset of suffixes in the

text. However, if everyk th suffix is taken, searching can take up toO(kn) time, which

may be unacceptable whenn is large.

Alternative methods to minimizing space usage in suffix trees were investigated by

Munro et al. [2001a], and requiren log n + O(n) bits of space and support queries

in O(m + occ) time. The same time bound for suffix arrays was obtained without

making a standard-unit RAM model assumption by using two auxiliary lookup tables

[Abouelhoda et al., 2002]. Perhaps the most promising early method was introduced

by Kärkkäinen and Sutinen [1998], and called theLZ-index. TheLZ-index can process

queries inO(m + occ) time and requiresO(n) bits of space for patterns shorter than

log n, otherwise the index occupiesΘ(n log n) bits. A practical solution to reducing

the size of suffix arrays called acompact suffix arraywas proposed by M̈akinen [2000]

whereby some of repetitions in a suffix array are replaced by links to otherpositions.
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Mäkinen’s solution concisely highlights the similarity ofDAWGs, CDAWGs, suffix

arrays and suffix trees.

Research in the late 1990s produced consistent improvements to space-economical

representations in full-text indexes. However, access to the original text was still

necessary in order to process the occurrences, making these approaches unwieldy

in practice. This dramatically changed when Ferragina and Manzini [2000, 2005]

introduced the first full-text self-index, which can reconstruct the original text directly

from the index, without explicitly storing the text. Ferragina and Manzini referred

to the new data structure as anFM-indexand elegantly combined elements of suffix

arrays,BWT modeling, andMTF coding to support backwards searching directly in the

compressed representation. TheFM-index uses at most5nHk + o(n) bits of space and

can find all occurrences of a pattern inO(m + occ log1+ǫ n) time whereHk is thekṫh

order empirical entropy andǫ is a constant1 < ǫ ≤ 1. However, the originalFM-index

worked only for constantσ, resulting in several iterative improvements.

Several different self-index variations were introduced in short order. In seminal

work, Grossi and Vitter [2000, 2005] proposed the first index which guaranteed a

space usage ofO(n) bits while supporting queries inO(m/ logσ n + logǫ
σ n) time.

However, thecompressed suffix array(CSA) still required the original text to list

pattern occurrences. Sadakane [2000, 2003] quickly extended theCSA to a self-index

representation which usedO(n(H0 + log log n)) bits, whereH0 represents the zeroth

order entropy, and query support inO(m log n + occ logǫ n) time. Additional time-

space trade-offs inCSAs were explored by Rao [2002].

Alternative approaches to self-indexing include theLZ-index, and the compact

suffix array. Thecompressed compact suffix array(CCSA) proposed by M̈akinen and

Navarro [2004] augmented the compact suffix array of Mäkinen [2000] with a self-

index. TheCCSA supports queries inO(m + occ log n) time and usesO(nHk log n)

space. Ferragina and Manzini [2005] consider a self-index variationsimilar to the

LZ-index proposed by K̈arkkäinen and Ukkonen [1996] which can perform queries in

O(m + occ) time andO(nHk logǫ n) + o(n) bits space where0 < ǫ < 1.
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The most efficient full-text index in space and almost always in time is currently

the Alphabet FriendlyFM-index [Ferragina et al., 2004]. The Alphabet FriendlyFM-

index can perform queries inO(n + occ log1+ǫ n) time and usesnHk space. Time-

space improvements as well as applications forFM-indexes,LZ-indexes, andCSAs are

currently being produced at an astonishing rate, and are beyond the scope of this thesis.

The reader is referred to a recent comprehensive survey on compressed full text indexes

by Navarro and M̈akinen [2007] for recent advances, and further references therein.

3.3 Searching in Sets

Manipulation of sets in computer science is a standard problem, and algorithms to

support common operations were among the first developed. When choosing an

appropriate representation for a set, it is prudent to first identify the subset of key

operations which must be supported. Targeted operations can improve theefficiency

and reduce space usage, at the cost of functionality.

There are two broad categories of operations on sets. Operations whichreturn

information about the set are calledquery operations. Operations which change the

contents of a set are calledmodifying operations. At the most basic level, set search

and manipulation can be reduced to the classicaldictionary problemby requiring only

three key operations:

I NSERT(S, x), ReturnS ∪ x.

DELETE (S, x), and ReturnS − x.

M EMBER(S, x). ReturnTRUE, and a pointer tox if x ∈ S; otherwise

returnFALSE.

The operationsI NSERT andDELETE are modifying operations, andM EMBER is the

only query operation. A data structure which supports all three operations is called

a dynamic dictionary. Alternately, astatic dictionarydoes not support the basic

modifying operations after the initial dictionary is constructed. Static dictionaries, such

as a sorted array, can lead to simpler set representations, and efficientlysupport targeted

queries.
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Dictionaries are often used to build more intricate data structures which support

more advanced set operations. These “high” level operations typically manipulate

multiple elements in a single operation. A subset of advanced operations of interest

which affect multiple set members include:

I NTERSECT(S, T ) ReturnS ∩ T .

UNION(S, T ) ReturnS ∪ T .

DIFFERENCE(S, T ) ReturnS − T .

EQUIVALENCE (S, T ) ReturnTRUE if S = T , otherwise returnFALSE.

SPLIT (S, x) return two setsS′ : {y ∈ S | y < x} andS′′ : {y ∈ S |
y ≥ x} .

RANGE(S, x, y) Return all elements inS ∩ [x . . . y].

Note thatSPLIT and RANGE assume that the set is ordered. Supporting efficient

operations which evaluate multiple set members has fostered the development of new

primitive operations. These primitive operations serve as components in more complex

query and modifying operations, and universally assume that the set is ordered over an

integer domain. Common primitive operations include:

PREDECESSOR(S) Return a pointer to the element inS that immediately

precedes the current one.

SUCCESSOR(S) Return a pointer to the element inS that immediately

follows the current one.

F-SEARCH(S, x) Return a pointer to the least elementy ∈ S for which

y ≥ x, wherex is greater than the value of the current

element.

RANK (S, x) Return|{y | y ∈ S andy ≤ x}|.
SELECT (S, r) Return a pointer to ther th largest element inS.

Membership Queries

If efficient M EMBER queries are needed, hash tables reliably provide constant time

query performance on average. Early approaches included hashingwith separate
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chaining [Dumey, 1956] and hashing with open addressing [Peterson, 1957, Ershov,

1958]. Both methods are efficient in practice but do not offer constanttime worst-

case guarantees for all data. For a comprehensive history of hashing, see, for instance,

Knuth [1998], Vitter and Flajolet [1990], and Czech et al. [1997]. Here, we focus our

discussion on techniques which offer constant timeM EMBER queries, and bound space

usage.

The first hashing technique to offerO(1) time membership was described by Carter

and Wigman [1979]. In their scheme, often referred to asuniversal hashing, all basic

dictionary operations can be performed inO(1) time and requireO(n2) space as well

as a collection of suitable hash functions. At construction time, a hash function is

selected at random from a uniform collection of “good” hash functions.Dietzfelbinger

et al. [1992] subsequently showed random selection to be strictly necessary, ruling

out the possibility of devising deterministic selection algorithms. For many simple

dictionary applications, these results are the only ones necessary. However, theO(n2)

space requirement is unacceptable for large dictionaries.

In seminal work, Fredman et al. [1984] lowered the space bound toO(n) while

maintaining a construction time ofO(n) using two level perfect hashing. TheFKS

hashing scheme uses a two-level data structure where each element of a top level array

of sizeO(n) contains a pointer to a unique second-level arrayA0 . . . An−1. The second-

level arraysA0 . . . An−1 add a total ofO(n) additional space. Each element access

therefore requires two table lookups using two distinct hashing functions,one for each

level of the data structure. Devising “good” hash functions for theFKS data structure

can be problematic and simplified hashing functions have subsequently beenexplored

by Dietzfelbinger et al. [1994, 1997]. The biggest drawback of theFKS hashing scheme

is that it does not supportI NSERT and DELETE . Dynamizing theFKS structure is

possible by relaxing the tight space bounds [Dietzfelbinger et al., 1994].

A recent two-table approach proposed by Pagh and Rodler [2004] has dramatically

simplified dynamic dictionary design. The novel approach referred to ascuckoo

hashinguses two tablesA1 and A2, each of sizem = n/α. Any elementx is
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guaranteed to be stored in eitherA1[xh1
] or A2[xh2

], each of which is uniquely access

by hash functionh1 andh2 respectively. The key insight which allows simple constant

time M EMBER queries relies on carefulI NSERT operations. Given a new element

x, the I NSERT operation will first try to storex at locationA1[xh1
]. If the position

is occupied by another elementy, replacey with x and attempt to storey at location

A2[yh2
]. If A2[yh2

] is occupied by some elementz, replacez with y and attempt to store

z at A1[zh1
]. The process ends when an empty table position is located or a constant

number of failures has occurred. If the failure state occurs, two new hash functions can

be selected from a collection and the table is rebuilt from scratch. The probability of

reconstruction has been shown to beO(1/n) [Devroye and Morin, 2002]. Along with

an expected insertion cost ofO(1), this makes cuckoo hashing a simple and effective

data structure in practice.

Maintaining constant timeM EMBER queries in minimal space has received con-

siderable attention. Space-efficient representations aspire to using space proportional

to equation 2.3. The simplest approach within a constant factor of optimal space

usage which still supports constant time membership queries is an unadornedbitvector

[Buhrman et al., 2002]. However, sparse sets in whichn ≪ u are not efficiently handled

by a bitvector. A more detailed discussion of bitvectors can be found in Chapter 6.

The FKS data structure usesO(n log u) bits of space. Brodnik and Munro [1999]

describe a succinct data structure which supports constant time membershipusing an

auxiliary data structure which within a constant factor of the information theoretic

optimalO(⌈log
(

u
n

)

⌉) bits. Pagh [2001] reduces the total cost too(n) + O(log log u)

bits by using a folklore technique calledquotienting(originally described by Knuth

[1998]). Both of these approaches have high constant factors associated with them in

practice, but are significant advances in their own right. However, the random nature

of the set ordering limits their usefulness when constructing data structuresto support

more complex operations.
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Predecessor and Successor Queries

Other primitive operations, such asPREDECESSOR and SUCCESSOR, require an

ordering to be imposed on the set representation. Both operations exhibit equiva-

lent algorithmic difficulty and, as a result, many of the key results focus only on

PREDECESSOR. Classical data structures for supportingPREDECESSORare balanced

binary search trees (for example AVL trees, Red-Black trees, or2-3 trees), which

can performM EMBER , I NSERT, DELETE , PREDECESSOR, and SUCCESSOR in

O(log n) time [Cormen et al., 2001]. This is optimal for comparison based data

structures.

Faster algorithms are possible when the data structure supports indirect addressing.

For example, a setS drawn from a universe of sizeu can be stored in an ordered

array ofu words of memory to supportM EMBER , SUCCESSOR, andPREDECESSOR

queries in constant time. Each element is simply stored in a unique location. If we

consider sets wheren is the number of elements inS andn ≪ u, more principled

approaches are necessary. If the size of the universe is limited such that a single

machine word can hold an arbitrary element, more interesting solutions are possible.

van Emde Boas [1977] proposed the first sub-logarithmic tree-based solution which

supportsM EMBER , PREDECESSOR, andSUCCESSOR in O(log log u) time andΩ(u)

space. The introduction ofy-fast tries by Willard [1983] lowered the space bound to

O(n) but requires randomized rehashing at levels of the trie to supportI NSERT and

DELETE in O(log log u) time.

Query time can be further improved by using trees of higher degree [Fredman and

Willard, 1993]. A fusion treestores additional information in each node so that the

correct search path can be determined in constant time per node. Fusion trees are

a variation of the packed B-trees of Bayer and McCreight [1973], with abranching

factor b = (log n). This reduces the cost of dictionary operations,PREDECESSOR

and SUCCESSOR to O(log n/ log log n). This approach can be further generalized

to trees of any degreeb to support queries inO(logb n) with O(n) space usage,

andO(n) construction time [Hagerup, 1998, Willard, 2000]. A further improvement
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to generalized B-trees was proposed by Andersson [1995] to support M EMBER

and PREDECESSOR in O(
√

log n) time, expectedO(
√

log n) time for I NSERT and

DELETE while using onlyO(n) space. Building on the work of Andersson and Thorup

[2000], a tight lower time bounds forPREDECESSORand consequentlySUCCESSOR

of Θ(
√

log n/ log log n) was derived by Beame and Fich [2002].

Finger Search Queries

Finger search queries are often used to facilitate more complex operations which require

incremental updates or searches in the vicinity of a previous operation. A simple

representation for supportingF-SEARCH on static lists is an ordered array of integers.

An F-SEARCH is possible on an array of integers using binary search inO(log n) time.

Other search algorithms such as interpolative, exponential, or sequentialsearch are

possible. A detailed exploration of time and space-efficient techniques forF-SEARCH

implementations in a static setting can be found in Chapter 6.

Dynamic data structures which supportF-SEARCH typically require additional

auxiliary information. Balanced tree-based approaches include B-trees[Guibas et al.,

1987], (2, 4)-trees Huddleston and Mehlhorn [1982], and splay trees [Sleator and

Tarjan, 1985, Cole et al., 2000, Cole, 2000]. The B-trees of Guibas et al. and the(2, 4)-

trees of Huddleston and Mehlhorn supportI NSERT andDELETE in amortized constant

time andF-SEARCH in O(log d) time, whered represents the rank difference between

the previous element in the ordered set and the target element. Splay trees support

I NSERT, DELETE , andF-SEARCH in O(log d) time with an amortized initialization

cost ofO(n). Other randomized solutions exist, including skip lists [Pugh, 1990] and

treaps [Seidel and Aragon, 1996]. Many of these approaches tradespace via additional

routing pointers for time efficiency.

A space efficient alternative to(2, 4)-trees was proposed by Blelloch et al. [2003].

The data structure of Blelloch et al. requires no level links or parent pointers. Instead, it

uses an auxiliary data structure referred to as ahandwhich adds an additionalO(log n)

space in order to keep track of the current finger pointer. Space efficient treaps were
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investigated by Blandford and Blelloch [2004] and deterministic, space-efficient skip-

lists were briefly investigated by Boldi and Vigna [2005]. Overall, few examples of

space-efficientF-SEARCH data structures exist in the literature, and their absence

serves as motivation for much of the work presented in Chapter 6.

Rank and Select Queries

The RANK and SELECT operators are quickly becoming the operators of choice to

build space-efficient data structures. The origins ofRANK andSELECT come from the

pioneering work of Jacobson [1988]. Jacobson was investigating datastructures built

on bitvectors which could support efficientPREDECESSORandSUCCESSORqueries.

From his work,RANK and SELECT were identified as the key primitive operators

necessary to support a bevy of more complex operations. Jacobson proposed a data

structure which supportsRANK andSELECT and, as a consequence,PREDECESSOR

and SUCCESSOR in O(log log u) time usingu + o(u) bits of space. Munro [1996]

subsequently describes a data structure called aindexable bitvectorwhich supports

RANK andSELECT in O(1) time. There have been multiple improvements to augment

the work of Munro and incrementally improve the space bounds (See [Munro and

Rao, 2005, Navarro and M̈akinen, 2007, Raman and Rao, 1999, Raman et al., 2002,

Miltersen, 2005, Golynski, 2006, Sadakane and Grossi, 2006, Golynski et al., 2007]

and the references therein).

Another valuable application ofRANK and SELECT is to navigate succinct tree

representations. Preliminary work by Jacobson [1988] and Clark [1996] investigated

succinct tree representations and efficient parent and child navigational operators built

on RANK andSELECT . Generalizations to support ordinal, cardinal, and multi-way

trees have been the subject of many investigations [Benoit et al., 1999, Munro and

Raman, 2001, Munro et al., 2001b, Raman et al., 2002, Raman and Rao, 2003, Geary

et al., 2004, Jansson et al., 2007, Barbay et al., 2007, He et al., 2007]. Work based

on RANK andSELECT continues to be one of the most fruitful areas of fundamental

algorithmic research to date.
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3.4 Summary

Compression and information theory serve a fundamental role in designing efficient

search algorithms of all varieties. Remarkable advances in efficient query support for

compact data structures have been made over the last decade. However, an efficiency

gap between theory and practice remains for many succinct data representations.

Hidden constant factors can render a promising approach unusable in all but the

simplest of applications. In the following chapters, we focus on practical improvements

to compressed representations which allow efficient search queries. Inparticular, we

devise variable length coding methods which utilize various alignment properties to

support fast search operations in compressed sequences and sets.We conclusively show

that searching in massive data sets can be simple and efficient.
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Chapter 4
Practical Coding

Compression systems typically emit a stream of bits that represents the input message,

but other representations are also possible. One interesting alternative isto use bytes

instead of bits as the output unit. Byte-aligned codes have a number of interesting

properties that make them attractive in practical compression systems: they are easy

to construct; they decode quickly; and often byte-oriented algorithms, such as string

searching, can be applied directly to the compressed data. The benefits ofbyte-aligned

codes have been championed in several different domains recently. The canonical

reference for applying byte-aligned codes in word-based applicationsis de Moura et al.

[2000]. A comprehensive discussion of variable byte integer codes, and their role in

inverted file compression was initially explored by Scholer et al. [2002], and referred

to asvbyte.

In this chapter we present a new variation of byte code in which the first byte of each

codeword completely specifies the length of the codeword. The new codingapproach

is a compromise between the strictly static models of the variable byte codes employed

by Scholer et al., and the full power of a radix-256 Huffman code considered by de

Moura et al. In particular, the set of constraints we describe provides better compression

effectiveness than previous restricted byte codes, and better decoding throughput than

a full Huffman decoder. We also explore alternative prelude representations in order

to improve overall performance. One prelude representation in particularresults in a
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net gain in compression effectiveness and decoding efficiency, highlighting the key role

preludes have in designing efficient coding techniques.Semi-dense preludes, described

in Section 4.3.4, attempt to balance effectiveness and efficiency by generating a true

probability ranking for a subset of “important” symbols, and using a default encoding

for the remaining symbols.

4.1 Previous Work

Byte-aligned codes have been a staple in various database coding regimesfor more

than a decade. Early investigations in alignment constrained coding techniques

were performed commercially to improve the performance of relational databases

[Antoshenkov, 1994, Antoshenkov and Ziauddin, 1996]. The early coding methods

typically traded up to30% of the compression effectiveness in order to perform various

join and intersect operations more efficiently. In particular, they require no additional

information to be supplied to the decoder and finding codeword boundariesis trivial.

These properties have led to several enhancements being proposed to capitalize on

the flexibility of byte aligned codes. This section summarizes previous work onbyte-

aligned codes, starting with the seminal work of de Moura et al. [2000].

4.1.1 Tagged Huffman Codes

Perhaps the most straightforward way to produce byte-aligned codes is toapply length

limiting techniques to Huffman codes. For example, Huffman-based codes which are

byte-aligned can be constructed using trees of degree256. Variations on constrained

Huffman codes were investigated by de Moura et al. [2000]. Abyte Huffman code,

referred to here asphc, is a constrained Huffman code, in which all codewords have a

length which is a multiple of8 bits. A byte Huffman code is capable of more closely

matching a given probability distribution, and is minimum-redundancy over all possible

byte codes. If a fixed universe assumption is assumed, where all word identifiers are

limited to 4-byte integer lengths, the code can be completely described by the4-tuple
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(h1, h2, h3, h4), wherehx is the number ofx-byte codewords in the code.

This method is the most flexible approach to byte-aligned coding, but codeword

boundaries are no longer easily detectable in the compressed sequence.In order to

regain the ability to easily identify codeword boundaries, de Moura et al. [2000] suggest

a tagged Huffman coding(thc) approach, in which only7 bits in each byte are used to

store information, and1 bit is used to signify stopper and continuer bytes. The full

potential of this method was realized when the codes were used to support compressed

pattern matching algorithms. By combining tagged Huffman codes with a modified

Boyer-Moore algorithms, searching directly in compressed text can be performed2−8

times faster than in uncompressed text [de Moura et al., 2000].

4.1.2 Variable Byte Codes

A more basic approach to byte-aligned coding is to use a radix-128 code, referred to

here asbc. This method converts a sequence of integers into a uniquely decodable

sequence of bytes as follows: for eachx, wherex < 128, is coded as itself in a single

byte; otherwise,(x div 128) − 1 is recursively coded, and thenx mod128 is appended

as a single byte. Each output byte contains seven data bits. In order to ensure each

codeword is prefix-free, the final byte of each codeword, called astopper, is tagged

with a leading zero bit. All other bytes in the codeword, calledcontinuersare tagged

with a leading one bit. For instance, the following example shows the encoding for

some values ofx:

1 → 001

1,000 → 134-104

1,000,000 → 188-131-064

Reconstructing the original codeword is simple. For example, to decode the three byte

code188-131-064:

188→ (188 − 127) = 61

131→ (61 × 128) + (131 − 127) = 7,812

064→ (7,812 × 128) + 64 = 1,000,000
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Bytes codes have received a considerable attention in the information retrieval

domain. Experiments by Scholer et al. [2002] and later by Trotman [2003] show that

processing queries using inverted indexes that are byte encoded are two times faster than

bit-level Golomb codes, with modest compression loss. Their ease of implementation,

as previously described in Section 2.5.3, has also contributed to their popularity.

4.1.3 Dense Byte Codes

Variable length byte codes work well when the underlying probability distribution is

monotonic. However, data models do not necessarily generate integer sequences with

a monotonic frequency ordering. To compensate for this risk, Brisaboa et al. [2003b]

proposed a byte-aligned coding scheme using an alphabet mapping which ranks the

symbols by frequency, ensuring that the most frequent items receive short codewords.

Their dense byte code, referred to asdbc, is an extension of standard variable byte

code bc, and introduces an alphabet ordering to match symbol ranks with symbol

probabilities. Dense byte codes require the transmission of aprelude for decoding

purposes. The prelude ensures that all mapped symbols appear in the message and each

symbol is properly represented by its rank. A typical rank-based prelude operates as

follows: Let a source alphabetΣ = {1 . . . 15}. Now consider a text sequence,T , with

the set of symbol frequencies

Tf = [20, 0, 1, 8, 11, 1, 0, 5, 1, 0, 0, 1, 2, 1, 2];

The corresponding ranked alphabet mapping forT would be

[1, 5, 4, 8, 13, 15, 3, 6, 9, 12, 14] → [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]

in which, for example, symbol5 is the second most frequent element, and therefore

gets mapped to the output symbol2.

This simple ranking mechanism opens up the possibility of new prelude represen-

tations because the alphabet ordering is not dependent on exact symbol probabilities. It
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can also dramatically reduce the transmission costs for integer sequence models drawn

from alphabets of symbol probabilities which are not monotonically decreasing. But

care must be used when building the mapping, as large alphabets can quicklycounter

any gains achieved when requiring a prelude to be transmitted with the compressed

sequence. We consider the implications of using a prelude in more detail in Section 4.3.

4.1.4 (S,C)-Dense Codes

Shortly thereafter, Brisaboa et al. [2003a] proposed another modification to variable

byte codes. An(S, C)-dense byte code, referred to here asscbc, is an extension of a

dense byte code, in which the partitioning value of128 is made a variableS such that

1 ≤ S ≤ 256. That is, a constraintS + C = 256 is added, whereS is the number

of stoppers,C is the number of continuers, and256 is the radix. The tag bit which

identifies each byte is essentially arithmetically coded now, allowing more of eachbyte

to be available for actual “data” bits. The codewords assigned are still end-tagged,

allowing codeword boundaries to be quickly found in the compressed sequence.

Decoding is still simple, and the only additional requirement is to know the

partitioning value chosen for the sequence at encoding time. Encoding incurs the

additional overhead of determining the best partitioning point. Brisaboa et al. [2003a]

propose several methods to select the best partitioning, but a simple brute-force

approach works well in practice. By using an array of pre-calculated cumulative

frequencies for the mapped alphabet, the cost of any proposed partitioning can be

evaluated quickly. Algorithm 3 shows a brute-force method, which can be used to

quickly calculate the best partitioning point. First, the frequency arrayf is converted

to a list of cumulative frequencies, which dramatically reduces the cost of testing each

of the possible partitioning points. Then, each of the possible partitioning values are

evaluated, and thes resulting in the smallest total size is returned.

The (S, C)-dense code works best when the underlying sequence follows a

geometric probability distribution. So, it is conceptually equivalent to a byte-level

variation of Golomb codes [Golomb, 1966]. The fraction of codespace used for
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Algorithm 3 Calculating the partitioning value inscbc
INPUT: A list of symbol frequenciesf , ordered from largest to smallest, the number of
symbols in the listn, and a radixR (typically 256).
OUTPUT: The optimal partitioning values.

1: curr ← 0
2: best← ∞
3: s ← R
4: for i ← 1 to n − 1 do
5: f [i] ← f [i] + f [i − 1]
6: end for
7: for i ← 1 to R do
8: curr ← calculatesize(i, f, n, R)
9: if curr < bestthen

10: best← curr
11: s ← i
12: end if
13: end for
14: returns

function calculatesize(s, f, n, R)

1: setc ← R − s
2: setoff1← s
3: setoff2← off1+ s × c
4: setoff3← off2+ s × c2

5: setoff4← off3+ s × c3

6: settotal ← (f [off1] − f [0]) × 1 + (f [off2] − f [off2]) × 2 + (f [off3] − f [off2]) ×
3 + (f [off4] − f [off3]) × 4

7: returntotal

codewords of any given length is fixed once a value ofS is chosen. For example,

the number of one byte codewords isS; the number of two byte codewords isC × S;

and the number of three byte codewords isC2S as with all static codes. The quality

of compression that arises is then a function of the distance between the probability

distribution implied by the set codeword lengths, and the actual probability distribution

arising in the message. This leaves open the possibility of other byte coding variants

which are better able to cope with other probability distributions.
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Figure 4.1: Decoding of anrpbc code. The first bytex is used to lookup the
corresponding codeword lengthL. Then, thex byte and L trailing bytes are
concatenated to produce a rank identifier, which can in turn be used to findthe original
symbol.

4.2 Restricted Prefix Byte Codes

In order to exactly match a probability distribution using byte-aligned sub-units, this

section presents a variation on the the radix-256 Huffman code presented by de Moura

et al. [2000]. The new code makes it possible to assign codeword lengthsto different

codes in a more flexible manner. In practice, any set of symbol identifiers1 . . . (n)

can be partitioned into four contiguous subsets for any typicaln-symbol monotonic

probability distribution. This suggest any possible set can be defined by the tuple

(h1, h2, h3, h4), wheren = h1 + h2 + h3 + h4. A radix-256 variation of the Kraft

inequality stipulates that possible tuples which are viable prefix codes withR = 256

must satisfy

h1

R
+

h2

R2
+

h3

R3
+

h4

R4
≤ 1 .

These observations lead to a new variation of byte code. Arestricted prefix byte

code is a byte Huffman code with a single additional constraint: the first byte must

completely define the suffix length. Instead of using a2-tuple (S, C) as(S, C)-dense

codes use, a4-tuple (v1, v2, v3, v4) is defined to completely specify allowable code

lengths. In the tuple,v1 specifies the number of one-byte codes,v2 the number of two-
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byte codes, and so on. Also,v1 + v2R + v3R
2 + v4R

3 ≥ n, whereR is the radix andn

is the cardinality of the source alphabet, must be satisfied. This still allows considerable

flexibility in assignment of total codespace to different code lengths and ensures that

the codes are prefix free. The4-tuple of rpbc can be compared to the(S, C)-dense

codes where the tuple is infinite,(S, CS, C2S, . . .). The (S, C)-dense codes do not

allow more of the codespace to be allocated to two-byte codewords than three-byte

codewords, making models which generate flat distributions less compressible.

Figure 4.1 gives a high level overview of howrpbc encoded sequences are decoded.

The first bytex is used via a lookup table to determine the codeword length,L. Then,

L bytes are concatenated with a renormalizedx to produce the rank symbol identifier.

The rank symbol identifier can in turn be used to lookup the original symbol value via a

prelude. Restricted prefix byte codes can be considered a derivativeof theK-flat code of

Liddell and Moffat [2006]. Both methods use a constrained prefix for each code, such

that the total codeword length can be identified unambiguously, without decoding the

whole symbol. In aK-flat code, each codeword commences with ak-bit binary prefix

which uniquely determines the length of the suffix, for some fixed valuek. In rpbc,

the codeword lengths are uniquely determined by the first byte, and is fully described

by a tuple(v1, v2, v3, v4), where the first byte of any one-byte codeword is in the range

0 . . . (v1−1); the first byte of any two-byte codeword is in the rangev1 . . . (v1+v2−1);

the first byte of any three-byte codeword will lie between(v1+v2) . . . (v1+v2+v3−1);

and so on.

Algorithm 4 shows how to decode a restricted prefix byte code. The process begins

with initialization of the suffix array and thefirst array. Thesuffix array can then

quickly be used to determine the codeword length. Once the codeword lengthis known,

the appropriate number of bytes are sequentially concatenated together to produce the

symbol rank. Finally, the symbol rank is used to identify the original codeword.

It is worth noting that all of the codes discussed can be generalized to useother

radix values (see, for instance Rautio et al. [2002]). Changing the radix would produce

codes which are no longer byte aligned, but would work in the same manner.Typically,
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Algorithm 4 Decoding anrpbc block
INPUT: A block-lengthm, a radixR (typically 256), and control parametersv1, v2, v3,
andv4, with v1 + v2 + v3 + v4 ≤ R.
OUTPUT: Them symbols coded into the message block are available in the array
outputblock

1: createtables(v1, v2, v3, v4, R)
2: for i ← 0 to m − 1 do
3: assignb ← get byte() andoffset← 0
4: for i ← 1 to suffix[b] do
5: assignoffset← offset× R + get byte()
6: end for
7: assignoutputblock[i] ← first[b] + offset
8: end for

function createtables(v1, v2, v3, v4, R)

1: assignstart← 0
2: for i ← 0 to v1 − 1 do
3: assignsuffix[i] ← 0 andfirst[i] ← start andstart← start+ 1
4: end for
5: for i ← v1 to v1 + v2 − 1 do
6: assignsuffix[i] ← 1 andfirst[i] ← start andstart← start+ R
7: end for
8: for i ← v1 + v2 to v1 + v2 + v3 − 1 do
9: assignsuffix[i] ← 2 andfirst[i] ← start andstart← start+ R2

10: end for
11: for i ← v1 + v2 + v3 to v1 + v2 + v3 − v4 − 1 do
12: assignsuffix[i] ← 3 andfirst[i] ← start andstart← start+ R3

13: end for

higher radix codes are preferred when the alphabet size is large, whilesmaller radix

codes are beneficial for shorter alphabets. For example, there is no benefit to using a

byte-aligned code on sequences in which the maximum value is less than256 (such as

ASCII character text).

For instance, consider a small integer sequence derived from a snippet of text using

a spaceless words model:

1, 3, 4, 5, 3, 4, 1, 6, 5, 7, 5, 6, 1, 7 .

Table 4.1 shows the codewords and corresponding frequencies for each symbol.
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Sym. Freq. bc phc thc dbc scbc rpbc

4 4 10 01 00 00 10 00 00 00

1 3 00 01 00 11 01 01 01

5 3 11 00 10 01 10 10 10 00 10 10

3 2 10 00 11 00 01 10 11 10 01 11 00 11 00

6 2 11 01 11 01 01 11 10 11 00 11 01 11 01

7 2 10 10 00 11 10 01 11 11 11 01 11 10 11 10

2 0 01 — — — — —

Table 4.1: Symbol assignments and corresponding radix-4 codewords generated for a
14 symbol sequence.

The radix-4 codeword assignments are also shown for each of the popular byte coding

techniques. When using a fully staticbc code, the frequency of each symbol is ignored.

In a radix-4 version ofbc, the values00 and01 would be continuers and the values10

and11 denote stoppers. So, the symbol1 is assigned a two-bit representation of10 as

shown in Table 4.1. Note that not all symbols appear and the codeword assignments

do not consider the probability distribution of the underlying text.

The dbc, scbc, andrpbc codes all employ a rank based prelude mapping. For

instance, in Table 4.1, the symbol5 is assigned a rank3 and assigned the codeword

00 10. The (S, C)-dense codes fare a little better. IfR = 4 then there are three

possible(S, C)-dense code arrangements:(1, 3), (2, 2), (3, 1). Note that for this simple

example, the(2, 2)-arrangement corresponds todbc. The best arrangement for the

example frequency distribution is the(3, 1)-arrangement. Forrpbc, the optimal code

uses a(1, 1, 1, 2)-arrangement. Also, note that costs ofthc are exaggerated in Table

4.1 as a result of the small radix. For larger radix values,thc generates codewords of

reasonable length.

4.2.1 Minimum Cost Codes

There are a few approaches to determining the minimum-cost reduced prefix

code. Dynamic programming approaches like those described by Liddell and Moffat

[2006] forK-flat codes can be used, and guarantee optimal codes subject to the given
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Algorithm 5 Brute-force code calculation inrpbc.

INPUT: A set ofn frequencies,f [0 . . . (n − 1)], and a radixR, with n ≤ R4.
OUTPUT: The four partition sizesv1, v2, v3, andv4.

1: assignC[0] ← 0
2: for i ← 0 to n − 1 do
3: assignC[i + 1] ← C[i] + f [i]
4: end for
5: assignmincost← partial sum(0, n) × 4
6: for i1 ← 0 to R do
7: for i2 ← 0 to R − i1 do
8: for i3 ← 0 to R − i1 − i2 do
9: assigni4 ← ⌈(n − i1 − i2R − i3R

2)/R3⌉
10: if i1 + i2 + i3 + i4 ≤ R and cost(i1, i2, i3, i4) < mincostthen
11: assign(v1, v2, v3, v4) ← (i1, i2, i3, i4) andmincost← cost(i1, i2, i3, i4)
12: end if
13: if i1 + i2R + i3R

2 ≥ n then
14: break
15: end if
16: end for
17: if i1 + i2R ≥ n then
18: break
19: end if
20: end for
21: if i1 ≥ n then
22: break
23: end if
24: end for

function partial sum(lo, hi):

1: if lo > n then
2: assignlo ← n
3: end if
4: if hi > n then
5: assignhi ← n
6: end if
7: return C[hi] − C[lo]

function cost(i1, i2, i3, i4)

1: return partial sum(0, i1) × 1 +
partial sum(i1, i1 + i2R) × 2 +
partial sum(i1 + i2R, i1 + i2R + i3R

2) × 3 +
partial sum(i1 + i2R + i3R

2, i1 + i2R + i3R
2 + i4R

3) × 4
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constant. However, the space requirements for high radix codes are non-trivial. Various

approximate approaches can also be used but compression effectiveness is degraded

when using simple greedy heuristics.

A simple brute force calculation works well in practice. Algorithm 5 describesa

straightforward approach which evaluates all legal combinations of(v1, v2, v3, v4) and

chooses the least cost arrangement. For any plausible alphabet size, the nested loops

of the algorithm execute in a few hundredths of a second, and have no additional space

overhead. The arrangement selected is optimal and little practical gain in efficiency is

possible through the use of a dynamic programming approach.

4.3 Prelude Considerations

The bc byte codes are popular in many applications because of their simplicity and

effectiveness. By virtue of being fully static, no additional information is required to

transmit the sequence of encoded symbols. That is, thebc method ison-line, and no

input buffering is necessary. However, dense coding methods areoff-linemechanisms –

they require the input message to be buffered intomessage blocksbefore processing is

started, or two passes be made over the entire text. In this thesis, we opt forblock-based

semi-static methods over traditional two pass methods, as there are several benefits to

block-based approaches. In particular, these methods allow unlimited stream lengths to

be accommodated, and they exploit localized clustering of symbols. These and other

benefits are discussed in detail by Moffat and Turpin [2002]. Block-based semi-static

codes also require apreludeand a couple of scalar values, such as maximum allowable

valueu, and partitioning values to be transmitted to the decoder in order to decode the

each block.

Figure 4.2 provides an example of semi-static message blocking, coupled with a

spaceless-words model for natural language text. In this example, a textfragment

from the popular children’s book “Fox in Socks” [Seuss, 1965] is partitioned into an

alternating sequence of words and non-words, as previously discussed in Section 2.4.3.

The intermediate sequence of integers can then be partitioned further into message
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Figure 4.2: An example of spaceless-words modeling being combined with message
block partitioning of integer intermediates. First, a spaceless-words model isapplied
to a text fragment from “Fox in Socks”. Next, the resulting stream of integers is
partitioned into4 blocks of sizem = 6. Each block can then be coded separately.
Note that the cost of transmitting thevocabularyproduced by the model, which maps
English text to integers identifiers, must be accounted for, and is independent of the
message blocking scheme. Additionally, each block requires the localized integer
alphabet ranking, referred to as aprelude, to also be transmitted.
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blocks. The message block size, arbitrarily chosen here to bem = 6, can be

tuned to exploit localized symbol clustering. Moffat and Turpin [2002] provide a

comprehensive analysis of the of block-based semi-static coding, and thereader is

encouraged to consult this text for a more detailed discussion. Two key points are

emphasized here. Firstly, the vocabulary mapping that results from the modeling phase

must be transmitted explicitly or implicitly to the decoder. An example of implicit

transmission is discussed in Section 2.4.3, and further by Moffat and Isal[2005].

An example of explicit transmission is discussed by Brisaboa et al. [2004],where a

clear distinction between modeling and coding is not considered. It is important to

realize that the transmission of the vocabulary isindependentof block-based coding.

Secondly, block-based coding also requires a prelude to be transmitted witheach block

to specify localized statistical information, in addition to the vocabulary. We now

consider several different approaches to efficient prelude representation for block-based

semi-static coding.

4.3.1 Permutation Preludes

The simplest way to represent the prelude is simply to transmit a permutation of the

alphabet [Brisaboa et al., 2003a,b]. Apermutation approachis the traditional method,

where the complete alphabet is transmitted using a static binary code in a decreasing

frequency ordering. The length of each static binary code is easily calculated aslog u,

whereu is the value of the largest symbol. The total cost of the prelude is roughly

O(n log u) bits and the overhead isO(n log u/m) bits per message symbol. If the

source alphabet is small, the cost is minimal. For more general applications, the cost

can be non-trivial. For example, consider a character based prelude with u = 256 and

n ≈ 100. The overhead is less than0.001 bits per symbol for a block ofm = 220

symbols. However, for the same block size andn ≈ 105 andu ≈ 106 the overhead

jumps to1.9 bits per symbol.
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4.3.2 Bitvector Preludes

An exact permutation is not actually necessary. The only information required to

reconstruct the code is a list of symbols which appear in the block, and the length of the

codeword to be assigned to each. So, we need to encode then element subset of0 . . . u

which appear in each block along with its corresponding length. Abitvector approach

represents the subset of items from0 . . . u as a string of bits, where a1 in thek th value

means the symbol appears, and0 means it does not appear. If the symbol appears,

an additional two bits can be used to encode the symbol length when the maximum

codeword length is4. If we again consider the dense alphabet example wheren ≈ 105

andu ≈ 106, the space required isu + 2n ≈ 1.2 × 106, or 1.14 bits per symbol of

overhead on a message block ofm = 220 symbols. This represents a significant gain

from a relatively straightforward change.

4.3.3 Difference Gap Preludes

If the subset of items to be transmitted is sparse, the prelude can be stored more

compactly than an unadorned bitvector allows. Agap approachis another alternative

which eliminates bit operations, and attempts to exploit clustering in alphabet densities.

Only four possible codeword lengths are necessary for all practical purposes, so the

alphabet can be partitioned into four subsets. Each individual subset isthen sorted and

encoded as a sequence ofd-gaps, in a manner previously discussed for inverted indexes

in Section 3.2.1. Since the emphasis is easily decodable streams, thed-gaps are encoded

with the standard byte coderbc. A similar approach to prelude description, in which

a sub-alphabet is selected, and then the codeword lengths described, ispresented by

Turpin and Moffat [2000]. In their bit-based Huffman coding approach, the alphabet is

chosen via interpolative coding Moffat and Stuiver [2000].

To estimate the costs ofd-gap prelude arrangement, we suppose that all but a small

minority of the gaps are less than127, the largest value which can be encoded in a single

byte. This is a reasonable assumption assuming that the sub-alphabet density does not

drop below around1%. Using this arrangement, the prelude costs approximately8n
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Figure 4.3: Construction of a semi-dense prelude for the sequenceT =
1, 3, 4, 5, 3, 4, 1, 6, 5, 7, 5, 6, 1, 7. Heret = 3, resulting in the three most frequent items
being assigned the smallest codewords. All zero frequency items up to the first item
present (6) can be dropped since they never appear, resulting in the shifts = 3.

bits which corresponds to0.76 bits per symbol of overhead whenn ≈ 105 and a block

size ofm = 220 is chosen.

4.3.4 Semi-Dense Preludes

Is it possible to reduce the cost of the prelude even more? We could use a nibble

code, where each subunit is4 bits instead of8 bits, which could, in the right situation,

halve the cost on average. A more promising approach is to limit the size of the

prelude. Chen et al. [2003] propose a self-describing bucketed approach where a sparse

alphabet is Huffman coded as binary offsets within a bucket, based on theaggregate

symbols in the bucket. In contrast, it is also possible to take care of a subsetof the

most frequent items and the remaining symbols are encoded statically, reducing the

per symbol overhead of prelude transmission on average. This approach is motivated

by the fact that maintaining a prelude for rare items can be more expensive than

simply assigning them a default sparse code. In asemi-dense approach, a subset of
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“interesting” symbols (because of their prevalence) are assigned a second codeword, in

addition to their normal “dense” codeword.

Figure 4.3 provides an example of how the semi-dense prelude mapping is

accomplished. First, a thresholdt is chosen, and thet most frequent items are identified

and mapped into a sub-alphabet in decreasing frequency order, to ensure they receive

short codewords. Then, the first non-zero element is identified in the sparse subset,

resulting in a shift ofS items which can be dropped from the final codeword assignment

phase since they never appear. All other “zero” items must be explicitly encoded as part

of the sparse subset. Finally, codeword assignment proceeds for all “dense” items and

“sparse” items remaining in the set.

Algorithm 6 details the dual codeword assignment approach employed in a semi-

dense prelude. Essentially, the codespace is separated into two parts. The partitioning

value t determines the maximum size of the ranking map. A minimum-redundancy

restricted prefix code is calculated for the full codespace which has been shifted by

t positions. The highest frequency codes are assigned a default valueas well as a

dense value, which are assigned to the shortest codewords. The exact value oft can

be adjusted such that compression effectiveness can be traded against prelude size or it

can be set statically. There are several different heuristic approaches which can be used

to select the valuet.

• The cutoff could be a fixed value, such as1,000.

• The cutoff could be all symbols above a particular frequency threshold.

• The cutoff could be all symbols in the one or two byte range.

In practice, the last method is the most effective, and the method of choice in the

experimental results presented here.
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Algorithm 6 Calculating a Semi-Dense Prelude
INPUT: An integeru, and an unsorted array of symbol frequency counts, withc[s]
recording the frequency ofs in the message block,0 ≤ s ≤ u; together with a
thresholdt.
OUTPUT: The coded message block.

1: assignn ← 0
2: for s ← 0 to u do
3: assignf [t + s].sym← s andf [t + s].freq← c[s]
4: end for
5: identify thet symbols with the largestfreqcomponents inf [t . . . (t + u)], and

copy them and their corresponding frequencies intof [0 . . . (t − 1)]
6: for s ← 0 to t − 1 do
7: assignf [t + f [s].sym].freq← 0
8: end for
9: assignshift← 0

10: while f [t + shift] = 0 do
11: assignshift← shift+ 1
12: end while
13: for s ← t + shift to u do
14: assignf [s − shift] ← f [s]
15: end for
16: use Algorithm 5 to computev1, v2, v3, andv4 using thet + u + 1 − shift elements

now inf [i].freq
17: sort arrayf [0 . . . (t − 1)] into increasing order of thesymcomponent, keeping

track of the corresponding codeword lengths as elements are exchanged
18: transmitv1, v2, v3, andv4 and the firstt valuesf [0 . . . (t − 1)].symas a prelude,

together with the matching codeword lengths for thoset symbols
19: sort arrayf [0 . . . (t − 1)] into increasing order of codeword length, with ties

broken using thesymcomponent
20: for each symbols in the message blockdo
21: if ∃x < t : f [x].sym= s then
22: codes as the integerx, usingv1, v2, v3, andv4

23: else
24: codes as the integert + s − shift, usingv1, v2, v3, andv4

25: end if
26: end for
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File name
Total Maximum n/u Self-information

symbols value (m = 220) (bits/sym)
WSJ-WRD 58,421,983 222,577 22.5% 10.58
WSJ-IDX 41,389,467 173,252 10.4% 6.76
WSJ-BWT 58,421,996 222,578 20.8% 7.61
WSJ-REP 19,254,349 320,016 75.3% 17.63
ZIPFA 250,000,000 1,000,000 99.9% 10.89
ZIPFB 125,000,000 500,000 36.4% 4.92
GEOM 250,000,000 221,793 48.2% 14.73
UNIF 250,000,000 999,997 50.0% 18.93

Table 4.2: Statistical properties for all experimental collections used for benchmarking.
The total number of symbols in the sequence, and the universe size,u, is shown in the
first two columns. The third column shows the average sub-alphabet density for a block
containingm = 220 symbols, wheren is the number of distinct items in the block. The
final column shows the zero-order self-information of the file.

4.4 Experiments

In order to test the algorithms developed, several large data sets were chosen for empir-

ical study, with different statistical properties. Four different modeling intermediates of

a text segment taken from theTREC data collection, as well as four synthetic sequence

files using well-defined probability distributions, make up the test collection. Ingeneral,

the modeling costs to generate the intermediates are not considered, since wewish to

clearly delineate thecodingcosts from the complete compression process.

4.4.1 Experimental Setup

Table 4.2 shows various statistical properties for the compression benchmarking data

collection. The first four files are derivatives of a267 MB segment ofSGML-tagged

text, taken from the Wall Street Journal portion of theTREC data collection. TheWSJ-

WRD file was constructed using a spaceless words model similar to the one described in

Section 2.4.3. TheWSJ-IDX file represents a concatenated list ofd-gaps of document

identifiers for each vocabulary term, such as is typically found in an inverted index. The

WSJ-BWT file represents an integer sequence generated from a word-parsed sequence

which has beenBWT’ed andMTF’ed. The WSJ-REP file represents phrase numbers
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File
Method

shuff bc dbc scbc rpbc

WSJ-WRD 10.44 16.29 12.13 11.88 11.76
WSJ-IDX 6.66 9.35 9.28 9.00 8.99
WSJ-BWT 7.50 10.37 10.32 10.17 10.09
WSJ-REP 16.57 22.97 19.91 19.90 18.27
ZIPFA 10.59 23.92 12.81 12.70 12.57
ZIPFB 4.95 23.92 8.65 8.56 8.54
GEOM 14.71 23.41 17.38 17.38 15.95
UNIF 18.57 23.87 23.25 23.25 21.71

Table 4.3: Average codeword cost for different byte coding methods.Each input file
is processed as a sequence of message blocks ofm = 220 symbols, except at the end.
Values listed are in terms of bits per source symbol, excluding any necessary prelude
components. Only the column headedbc represents actual compression rates, since the
simple byte coding approach is the only one that does not require a prelude.

from a word-based recursive byte-pair parser.

The remaining four data files (ZIPFA, ZIPFB, GEOM, andUNIF) were constructed

to complement the above model-based intermediate files, which were derived from a

“real” natural language text collection. The first two artificial sequences represent a

Zipfian distribution wherewf = 1/rα, as previously discussed in Section 2.4.3. The

file ZIPFA was generated using aα = 1.1, n = 500,000, andu = 1,000,000. The

file ZIPFB was generated using aα = 1.46, n = 220,000, andu = 500,000. The

file GEOM was generated using a probabilityp = 0.0001 wherep(x) = p(1 − p)x,

andUNIF represents an i.i.d. discrete uniform distribution withn = 500,000 andu =

1,000,000. After each of the artificial files was generated using a Zipfian, Geometric

or Uniform distribution, the alphabet mappings were randomly shuffled such that the

symbol frequencies were no longer monotonically decreasing. This ensures the various

prelude method evaluation is unbiased. If the modeling stage produces a sequence of

integers drawn from a symbol alphabet which is already monotonically decreasing, a

prelude is not strictly necessary.
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4.4.2 Efficiency and Effectiveness

Table 4.3 shows the base compression effectiveness for all the byte-code methods, when

each file is processed in blocks ofm = 220 symbols. No prelude costs are included,

meaning that only thebc column reflects total compression costs. In addition to the

various byte coding methods, a word-based Huffman coder, referredto here asshuff,

is included as an efficient bit-aligned baseline [Turpin and Moffat, 2000]. Theshuff

column shows the compression effectiveness attainable using a bit-aligned,minimum-

redundancy code, minus prelude costs.

For files which follow a Zipfian distribution, such asWSJ-WRD, ZIPFA, or ZIPFB,

all of the methods benefit from a rank-based prelude mapping. There is asmall, but

consistent, improvement when moving fromdbc to scbc to rpbc, based on increasing

flexibility in codespace assignment. The gap in effectiveness widens betweenscbc and

rpbc as the sub-alphabet density increases and the probability distribution flattens, as in

theWSJ-REPandUNIF files. In contrast, the difference in effectiveness decreases as the

probability distribution becomes more skewed, as in theWSJ-BWT andWSJ-IDX files.

Therpbc method consistently performs better than all of the other byte-coding variants,

but is less effective than a bit-aligned, minimum-redundancy code. As expected, the

performance improvement is more pronounced in the files which have a flat distribution

of symbol probabilities, such asWSJ-REPandUNIF.

4.4.3 Prelude and Block-Size Impact

Table 4.4 shows the prelude costs for the four different byte-aligned prelude repre-

sentations and the bit-aligned prelude ofshuff. The shuff method uses a binary

interpolative code to compress the sub-alphabet [Moffat and Stuiver,2000]. Binary

interpolative codes are highly effective, but computationally intensive, relative to the

byte coding methods described. When the sub-alphabet mapping is dense, as in ZIPFA

andGEOM, the bitvector approach is the most effective representation for transmitting

the complete mapping. As expected, the sparse sub-alphabet mappings inZIPFB and

WSJ-IDX benefit from gap-based approaches. In contrast, the semi-dense method
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File
Prelude Representation

shuff permutation bitvector gaps semi-dense
WSJ-WRD 0.18 0.59 0.22 0.27 0.13+0.01
WSJ-IDX 0.09 0.31 0.20 0.14 0.08+0.00
WSJ-BWT 0.15 0.65 0.25 0.29 0.15+0.01
WSJ-REP 0.79 4.44 0.78 1.87 0.49+0.02
ZIPFA 0.83 2.71 1.23 1.36 0.21+0.06
ZIPFB 0.13 0.29 0.51 0.15 0.14+0.00
GEOM 0.38 0.90 0.31 0.50 0.45+0.00
UNIF 1.89 8.37 1.79 4.19 0.53+0.08

Table 4.4: Average prelude cost for four different representations. In all cases the input
file is processed as a sequence of message blocks ofm = 220 symbols, except for the
last block in the file. Values listed represent the total cost of all of the blockpreludes,
expressed in terms of bits per source symbol. In the column headed “semi-dense”, the
use of a partial prelude causes an increase in the cost of the message, the amount of
which is shown (for therpbc method) as a secondary component.
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Figure 4.4: The impact on compression effectiveness of varying prelude thresholds,t,
using theWSJ-WRD file, and therpbc method.

represents a mapping where only the one and two byte codes are kept in theprelude, and

all other codewords are assigned as is. This method provides a significant improvement

in coding effectiveness, even when adding the small compression loss associated with

the unmapped codewords. Surprisingly, the semi-dense prelude method is often more

effective than the bit-based prelude representations ofshuff and bitvectors, despite the

fact that it uses a byte-aligned code to compress the sub-alphabet.
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File shuff
bc dbc scbc rpbc

(none) dense dense dense semi-dense
WSJ-WRD 36 59 24 24 36 43
WSJ-IDX 44 68 30 30 47 59
WSJ-BWT 38 60 26 26 39 50
WSJ-REP 6 49 9 9 12 30
ZIPFA 11 20 12 12 15 21
ZIPFB 45 54 30 31 51 51
GEOM 20 20 16 15 22 23
UNIF 3 20 5 5 6 15

Table 4.5: Decoding speed on a2.8 Ghz Intel Xeon with2 GB of RAM, in millions
of symbols per second, for complete compressed messages including a prelude in each
message block, and with blocks of lengthm = 220. Thebc method has no prelude
requirement.

Figure 4.4 shows the impact on compression effectiveness of differentcutoff

thresholdst for the WSJ-WRD file. There is a big gain for every additional symbol

added to the sub-alphabet reordering fort < 100; thereafter the return in effectiveness

drops off beyondt > 200. The surprising observation here is that only a small number

of items need to be remapped. All other items can receive a sparse code with relatively

little impact on overall compression effectiveness.

Table 4.5 shows the decoding speed for all methods and test collections. The

basicbc method is the most efficient, but suffers from poor compression effectiveness.

Theshuff method is surprisingly efficient, despite being bit-aligned. However, when

comparing relative performance betweenshuff andrpbc on the filesWSJ-WRD and

ZIPFA, the performance gap increases betweenrpbc andshuff, as the total amount

of text processed increases. When a prelude is added,rpbc consistently outperforms

both dbc andscbc. The use of a semi-dense prelude further enhances the efficiency

of rpbc, by reducing the size of the symbol rank lookup table. When a fully dense

prelude is used, and the encoded sequence is drawn from a large alphabet, cache misses

quickly have a negative impact on the overall decoding efficiency. So, using a semi-

dense prelude in conjunction with any of the byte coding methods can greatly enhance

decoding efficiency.
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File and Block Size
Prelude Method m = 220 m = 219 m = 218 m = 217 m = 216

WSJ-WRD 11.76 11.71 11.59 11.48 11.38
permutation 0.59 0.86 1.23 1.71 2.32
bitvector 0.22 0.39 0.73 1.37 2.60
full-gaps 0.27 0.49 0.70 0.99 1.34
semi-dense 0.15 0.28 0.64 0.91 1.23

WSJ-IDX 8.99 8.96 8.92 8.90 8.87
permutation 0.31 0.41 0.54 0.70 0.88
bitvector 0.20 0.38 0.72 1.39 2.57
full-gaps 0.14 0.23 0.31 0.40 0.51
semi-dense 0.08 0.20 0.28 0.38 0.53

WSJ-BWT 10.09 10.04 9.94 9.87 9.82
permutation 0.65 0.90 1.20 1.57 1.99
bitvector 0.25 0.45 0.82 1.54 2.90
full-gaps 0.29 0.50 0.68 0.89 1.13
semi-dense 0.16 0.40 0.61 0.80 1.04

WSJ-REP 18.27 17.91 17.40 16.25 15.61
permutation 4.44 6.22 8.07 9.90 11.67
bitvector 0.78 1.26 2.06 3.44 6.02
full-gaps 1.87 3.27 4.25 5.21 6.14
semi-dense 0.51 1.12 2.23 4.46 5.54

ZIPFA 12.57 12.48 12.16 11.62 11.43
permutation 2.71 3.29 3.90 4.56 5.27
bitvector 1.23 2.24 4.21 8.09 15.79
full-gaps 1.36 1.64 1.95 2.32 2.86
semi-dense 0.27 0.47 1.59 2.10 2.61

ZIPFB 8.54 8.52 8.50 8.49 8.48
permutation 0.29 0.37 0.48 0.61 0.77
bitvector 0.51 1.00 1.96 3.88 7.72
full-gaps 0.15 0.21 0.29 0.41 0.57
semi-dense 0.14 0.19 0.27 0.39 0.55

GEOM 15.95 15.92 15.89 15.84 15.78
permutation 0.90 1.56 2.64 4.33 6.76
bitvector 0.31 0.60 1.14 2.18 4.14
full-gaps 0.50 0.87 1.47 2.40 3.75
semi-dense 0.45 0.78 1.34 2.17 3.40

UNIF 21.71 21.15 20.26 19.07 15.99
permutation 8.37 12.39 15.57 17.60 18.75
bitvector 1.79 3.15 5.37 9.39 17.14
full-gaps 4.19 6.20 7.78 8.80 9.38
semi-dense 0.54 1.06 2.10 4.52 8.45

Table 4.6: Trade-offs in overall compression effectiveness when varying the block-size
in anrpbc code. Small blocks typically exploit clustering better, resulting in improved
effectiveness per symbol for the body, but gains are quickly offsetby increased prelude
costs.
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Figure 4.5: The impact of blocksize on decoding efficiency for all byte coding methods
on the fileZIPFA. The block size shown islog2 of the number of symbols for clarity.

Table 4.6 shows the trade-off in effectiveness for differing block-sizes, for anrpbc

code. As the block size decreases, the cost per symbol also decreases, but the cost to

store the prelude increases. Larger blocks perform better on average, as the alphabet

density grows. Using a permutation prelude is never a recommended, and smaller

block sizes amplify the poor performance of this method. When blocks are large,

and the sub-alphabet is dense, the bitvector method is the best fully dense choice.

However, smaller blocksizes better exploit clustering, thus reducing the sub-alphabet

density, which makes thed-gap methods more attractive. The most effective fully-

dense prelude method shown in boldface for each file in order to highlight clustering

effect of decreasing block-size. Once again, using a semi-dense prelude consistently

results in better overall effectiveness, for any block-size and file combination. Moffat

and Turpin [2002] provide a detailed discussion of clustering effects when block size is

taken into account.

Figure 4.5 shows the impact of block-size on raw decoding efficiency. Block-size

has little impact on thebc method, as no prelude information must be evaluated. The

binary interpolative coding method employed in theshuff method results in a modest

loss in efficiency as block size increases. In contrast, the gap-based prelude method
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of effectiveness versus efficiency for all byte coding methods
for the fileZIPFA. The baselines areshuff for effectiveness andbc for efficiency. The
rpsbc data point represents therpbc method in addition to a semi-dense prelude.

used inrpbc, scbc, anddbc performs poorly as block-size decreases as a consequence

of the increase in the number of times the symbol mapping must be built. As the ratio

betweenu and block-size increases, the impact on efficiency becomes more dramatic.

Large block-sizes used in conjunction with a semi-dense prelude, as shown by therpsbc

method, results in decompression performance as efficient as that ofbc.

Figure 4.6 shows effectiveness versus efficiency for byte coding variants on

the 1 GB Zipfian test file. The bitwise Huffman coder,shuff, provides the best

compression effectiveness. In contrast,bc uses no prelude and has excellent decoding

efficiency. The dense methodsdbc andscbc increase the effectiveness at the cost of

efficiency, withscbc being modestly better in both regards. Therpbc method, using a

fully-dense prelude, recoups some of the efficiency loss and increases the compression

effectiveness slightly. Therpsbc method, using a semi-dense prelude, greatly enhances
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efficiency and improves effectiveness. In fact, therpsbc actually outperforms thebc

method as a result of the reduced quantity of data which must be processedat decoding

time.

4.5 Summary

Restricted prefix byte codes provide a more flexible approach to modeling diverse

probability distributions without losing the attractive properties of current byte coding

approaches. In addition, using byte codes with a prelude consistently improves

compression effectiveness, but care must be taken with the representation. Semi-dense

prelude representations provide a compelling alternative to traditional prelude represen-

tations. Regardless of probability distributions or alphabet size, semi-dense preludes

outperform their fully-dense counterparts in every facet. In fact, the use of semi-dense

preludes result in improved efficiency and effectiveness for all of theempirical studies

conducted. In combination, these two improvements provide significant enhancements

to decoding efficiency, and give improved overall compression effectiveness.
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Chapter 5
Compact Sequences

Byte codes have unique properties which make them more attractive for various

applications than traditional bit-aligned coding algorithms. This is particularly evident

when considering the problem of searching and seeking in compressed text. The

vast majority of entropy-based codes, such as Huffman or arithmetic codes, require

compressed data to be evaluated in a sequential fashion. This limitation can greatly

reduce their usefulness in applications in which only localized decoding is required. In

contrast, byte codes typically contain codeword boundary markers whichallow non-

sequential searching algorithms to be applied directly to a compressed string with little

or no modification.

The compressed pattern matching problem is defined as: given apatternP, a text

T , and a correspondingcompressed textZ, generated by a compression algorithm, find

all occurrences ofP in T , that is, determine the set{|x| | T = xPy}, using onlyP
andZ. The naive solution is simply to decompress the textZ before applying a pattern

matching algorithm. In fact, this technique is employed by the standardUNIX program,

zgrep and serves as a baseline which was difficult to beat in practice. However,

the gap betweenCPU performance and I/O seek times continues to widen, allowing

more complex data manipulation at runtime, and offer continued encouragement to the

exploration of compressed searching techniques.
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Much of the previous work in compressed pattern matching in byte-aligned codes

has focused on the use of variants of the Boyer-Moore approach [Fariña, 2005]. In fact,

any pattern matching algorithm can be employed, but few studies have considered how

the extended alphabets which are a byproduct of word-based compression models affect

the performance of the search algorithm. In this chapter, we explore the role of byte-

aligned coding methods in designing efficient compressed pattern matching algorithms.

We also consider the performance impact of removing redundancy from the search text,

and the role of caching effects when using large alphabets. Finally, we show that using

byte-aligned compression in conjunction with standard pattern matching algorithms

allows text to be searched faster after compression than in raw, unprocessed form.

5.1 Previous Work

Early attempts to support pattern matching directly in compressed text met with limited

success. Most wereLZ-based and asymptotically efficient, but difficult to implement in

practice [Amir et al., 1996, Kida et al., 1998, Rytter, 1999]. Some progress was made

when simple character-based packing techniques were combined with standard pattern

matching algorithms [Manber, 1997]. However, remarkable efficiency gains were not

reported until de Moura et al. [2000] applied word-based modeling to the process, and

then coupled the word-based model with byte-aligned codes. Word-based modeling

techniques have been used with great success in information retrieval systems for years,

so it should come as no surprise that it can improve compression effectiveness and

dramatically simplify simple pattern matching approaches. In this section, we focus

on byte-aligned compression approaches, as they are the most efficientalgorithms in

practice.

5.1.1 Byte-Pair Encoding

One of the earliest approaches to byte-aligned compressed pattern matching was

proposed by Manber [1997]. Manber describes a method for compressed pattern
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c t g c c a t c a tatta cc a t −−> X

c c Xg cY Y Y t

c c c cX XXg c c t c X −−> YX

Figure 5.1: Codeword assignment proceeds via a greedy substitution heuristic in the
byte pair encoding process.

matching which builds on the byte-pair encoding algorithm (bpe). The basic premise

of bpe has been reinvented several times over the last thirty years [Snyderman and

Hunt, 1970, Rubin, 1976, Jewell, 1976, Gage, 1994]. The compression effectiveness

of Manber’sbpe method relies on the fact that text files rarely use all256 valid byte

values. For instance,ASCII text uses128 of the possible256 codewords in the worst

case, and can use as few as half that many, depending on the text. This allows the text

size to be reduced by replacing common bigrams with unused byte values. Figure 5.1

shows a simple application ofbpe. First, the most common bigram is identified and

replaced with an unused symbol,at 7→ X. The text is then evaluated again, resulting the

most common remaining bigram substitution,cX 7→ Y. The process continues until all

256 valid byte values are in use, resulting in algorithm termination. Laterbpe methods,

such as the one proposed by Larsson and Moffat [2000], allow alphabets larger than

256 and terminate the recursive coding when a fixed frequency threshold is reached.

The key insight of Manber was to devise a greedy substitution approach where

recursive bigram mappings remain prefix-free. In other words, the same symbol cannot

be both a prefix and a suffix in successive productions. This ensuresthat false matches

can not occur when using a standard compressed pattern matching algorithm, such as

BMH or KMP. In addition, Manber suggests breaking the raw text into blocks before

compression, which ensures localized clustering is exploited.
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Searching inbpe compressed text is the first published example of a technique

which is significantly faster than the “decompress then search” baseline ofAmir and

Benson [1992]. Manber’s experiments show that the compressed text can be searched

20 − 30% faster than the corresponding uncompressed text. However, the algorithm

does not give competitive compression effectiveness compared to word-based byte-

coding methods, typically on the order of a30% reduction. But from a historical point

of view, the use of bytes as the smallest subunit proved to be a critical insight, and

virtually all practical algorithms reported in the literature use variations of byte-aligned

codes.

5.1.2 Tagged Huffman Codes

Building on lessons learned in information retrieval, de Moura et al. [2000]take a

word-based approach to compressed pattern matching, and at the same time investigate

variations of word-based Huffman codes which facilitate compressed pattern matching.

Word-based Huffman codes offer excellent compression and benefitfrom years of

efficiency tuning [Moffat, 1989, Moffat and Turpin, 1998, Turpin and Moffat, 2000].

The missing component was a modification which allows well-understood pattern

matching algorithms to be applied directly to the compressed representation.

In order to facilitate direct pattern matching, de Moura et al. propose two byte-

aligned Huffman codes. The first method, referred to as aplain Huffman code(phc),

is based on a Huffman tree which has degree256. The second method, referred to as

a tagged Huffman code(thc), is based on a Huffman tree which has degree128. The

phc method is minimum redundancy across all possible byte-aligned combinations, but

suffers from one serious drawback: codeword boundaries cannot be discovered without

decoding the text. This means it is impossible to search directly in the compressed

text, because one codeword can be a suffix of another codeword. Recall the codeword

assignments forphc in Table 4.1 for the symbol1 (01), and the symbol6 (11 01). The

codeword for the symbol1 is asuffixof symbol6. A search for the codeword01 will

match all instances of symbol1 and symbol6. In this example code, the ambiguity can
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Text

Pattern?
Stopper byte

Continuer byte(s)

Figure 5.2: False match filtering in stopper-continuer codes requires an additional
compare when a possible match is found.

be resolved by looking at the preceding “byte” to see if it contains a11, but in a larger

code, direct searching is impossible, since codeword boundaries are not identifiable.

The codeword boundary limitation led directly to thethc variation. Thethc method

essentially uses7 bits of each byte to encode the data and1 bit as a codeword marker.

This marker bit is used to uniquely identify the byte at the beginning of each codeword.

The compression loss inthc is approximately11% over thephc coding method, which

typically reduces the overall text size by up to70%. The real strength ofthc is that

it requires no modifications to the searching algorithm, resulting in searches which are

often twice as fast as the corresponding uncompressed search.

5.1.3 Stopper-Continuer Byte Codes

Building on the insight ofthc, Brisaboa et al. [2007] propose instead the use of variable

byte codes (bc), in which the codewords are naturally end-tagged instead of start-

tagged, as was the case with thethc method. Coding and decoding is significantly

simplified when transitioning to this process. Furthermore, compression is further

improved by using(S, C)-dense codes, as previously discussed in Section 4.1.4, with

no loss in decoding efficiency. These properties make(S, C)-dense codes a sound

choice when designing compressed pattern matching algorithms.

False matches can occur in stopper-continuer codes, but low-overhead filtering is

possible. The only modification necessary to search directly in a stopper-continuer

byte code is to add a false matching filter. Figure 5.2 shows an example of a false
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match in a stopper-continuer based pattern matching scheme. Here, we see aperfect

match for the compressed pattern in the corresponding compressed text. However, the

first codeword in the patten is a single byte, while the first aligned byte in the text is

actually the last byte of a three byte codeword: resulting in afalse match. Thankfully,

it is relatively simple to identify and ignore false matches in a stopper-continuercoded

text. A typical filter consists of testing the byte in the text which immediately precedes

the window of which a potential match has been found. If the byte is a continuer, then

the alignment is a false match and processing continues, otherwise the positionis added

to the occurrence list. No other modifications are required, and the additional compare

has minimal impact on searching in practice.

Brisaboa et al. [2007] show that when coupled with a spaceless-wordsmodel,

(S, C)-dense codes are superior to tagged Huffman codes in terms of both efficiency

and effectiveness and that for small to medium length texts,(S, C)-dense codes are

5−10% faster than searching overthc compressed text. However,thc-based searching,

in conjunction withhorspool, results in faster searches than the correspondingscbc

based search. Brisaboa et al. attribute this discrepancy to the fact that codewords

are longer on average usingthc, andhorspool benefits from longer search patterns.

However, shorter codewords lead to less text to evaluate overall. This paradox can

make evaluation difficult, as pattern length and compressed text size appearto be in

tension. A careful evaluation of pattern length and search performancein compressed

pattern matching is carried out in Section 5.3.

5.2 Restricted Prefix Byte Codes

The restricted prefix byte codes described in Section 4.2 cannot use the same filtering

methods as stopper-continuer codes for false-matches since more of the available

codespace is used. A straightforward approach is to ensure that falsematches can

never occur. This can be accomplished by always aligning the first byte of the pattern

on a codeword boundary in the text rather than allowing arbitrary assignments. To do

this, we must ensure that each pattern shift is by a full codeword, to align with the next
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Figure 5.3: Brute-force searching in restricted prefix byte codes. False matches are
filtered out by enforcing shifts which retain pattern alignment on codewordboundaries.
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Algorithm 7 Seeking in Restricted Prefix Byte Codes.
INPUT: A seek offsets, andrpbc control parametersv1, v2, v3, andv4, with
v1 + v2 + v3 + v4 ≤ R, whereR is the radix (typically256). The function
createtablesis the same as previously defined in Algorithm 4.
OUTPUT: A total of s − 1 codewords have been skipped over.

1: createtables(v1, v2, v3, v4, R)
2: for i ← 0 to s − 1 do
3: assignb ← get byte()
4: adjust the input file pointer forwards bysuffix[b] bytes
5: end for

Algorithm 8 Brute-force searching in Restricted Prefix Byte Codes
INPUT: An rpbc-compressed arrayZ of compressed lengthn bytes, a compressed
patternP of lengthm bytes when compressed, andrpbc control parametersv1, v2, v3,
andv4, with v1 + v2 + v3 + v4 ≤ R, whereR is the radix (typically256). The
functioncreatetablesis the same as previously defined in Algorithm 4.
OUTPUT: The set of occurrences at whichP appears inZ, presented as a set of byte
offsets in the compressed textZ.

1: sett ← 0 andp ← 0 andocc← {}
2: createtables(v1, v2, v3, v4, R)
3: while t ≤ n − m do
4: while p < m andP[p] = Z[t + p] do
5: setp ← p + 1
6: end while
7: if p = m then
8: setocc← occ∪ {t}
9: end if

10: sett ← t + suffix[Z[t]] + 1 andp ← 0
11: end while

available codeword boundary in the text. This is not too onerous, but it does require that

one or more of the bytes in the aligned text to be inspected at each matching attempt,

which can degrade performance. Figure 5.3 sketches the modified approach to pattern

shifting on codeword boundaries. The method of shift determination is equivalent to

“seeking” in rpbc compressed text. Algorithm 7 shows how to accomplish efficient

skipping using anrpbc code.

Building on Algorithm 7, it is possible to devise a modified brute-force searching

approach. In order to see this more clearly, consider a simple codeword alignment

modification to a brute-force searching algorithm. Algorithm 8 shows a simple
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preprocessing modification which can be used withrpbc since the prefix byte clearly

defines the codeword boundaries. Now, each iteration of the outer-loopat statement

5 shifts directly to the next codeword boundary before re-commencing the matching.

This approach is not possible with stopper-continuer byte codes, since there is no way

to compute the codeword length without looking at each byte. That is, Algorithm 8

performs fewer comparisons than an equivalent search onscbc compressed text on

average. In addition, false matches are impossible, since a shift never places the

alignment between codeword boundaries. This allows efficient searching in rpbc coded

text using any of the prefix-based to pattern matching.

A similar technique can be employed for suffix-based searching approaches, such as

the highly effectivehorspool algorithm. Algorithm 9 shows the resulting modification

to the originalhorspool algorithm. After the best shift fromhorspool is generated, the

prefix bytes of the corresponding text are quickly traversed to find the next codeword

boundary. If a shift value is returned from the generichorspool preprocessing table

which falls in the middle of a codeword, the next codeword boundary is found, resulting

in an increased shift. This modified approach guarantees that longer shifts are generated

on average than in an equivalentscbc coded text. But, the approach has a small

overhead in the form of additional lookups of text prefix bytes to find the next codeword

boundary.

So, rpbc encoded texts can be searched using any standard pattern matching

algorithm, with careful modifications which ensure each matching step is properly

aligned on a codeword in the text. However, there are still limitations which must

be addressed. For example, this approach does not allow moving backwards in a

text compressed with arpbc code to commence decoding at a point prior to a known

codeword boundary.

5.2.1 Prefix Array Based Codes

To allow reverse scanning, either an implicit stack of past codeword boundaries must

be maintained, or the underlying codes must be restructured. One such structural
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Algorithm 9 BMH searching inrpbc
INPUT: A compressed textZ of lengthn and a compressed patternP of lengthm and
control parametersv1, v2, v3, andv4, with v1 + v2 + v3 + v4 ≤ R, whereR is the radix
(typically 256). Assume initially thatshift[i] = 0 andsuffix[i] = 0 for 0 ≤ i ≤ 255.
OUTPUT: The set of occurrencesoccat whichP appears inZ, presented as a set of
byte offsets in the compressed textZ.

1: seti ← m − 1 andj ← 0 andk ← 0
2: sets ← 0 andocc← 0
3: preprocessbmh(v1, v2, v3, v4, R, suffix,P, m, shift)
4: while i < n do
5: setw ← 0 andj ← i andk = m − 1
6: while k ≥ 0 and Z[j] = P[k] do
7: setj ← j − 1 andk ← k − 1
8: end while
9: if k < 0 then

10: setocc← occ∪ {i}
11: end if
12: sets ← shift[Z[i]]
13: while w < s do
14: setw ← w + suffix[Z[i − m + 1 + w]] + 1
15: end while
16: seti ← i + w
17: end while

function preprocessbmh(v1, v2, v3, v4, R, suffix[],P, m, shift[])
The functioncreatetablesis the same as previously defined in Algorithm 4.

1: seti ← 0
2: createtables(v1, v2, v3, v4, R)
3: for i ← 0 to R − 1 do
4: setshift[i] ← m
5: end for
6: for i ← 0 to m − 1 do
7: setshift[P[i]] ← m − i − 1
8: end for
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RPBC_PA

RPBC

Prefix Byte

Body Byte(s)

Figure 5.4: Construction and traversal of an array based prefix coderepresentation. The
prefix and suffix bytes of each codeword are partitioned into two separate arrays. The
compressed sequence can then be traversed forwards and backwards by maintaining a
suffix offset.

change to make traversingrpbc codes more flexible is to separate the prefix bytes

and the suffix bytes into separate streams. This approach, referred to as rpbc pa,

offers additional pattern matching alternatives. By separating the prefix and suffix

bytes, pattern matching algorithms can be applied to a subset of each codeword and

the remainder is compared only to remove false matches. Essentially, the prefixbytes

act as a simple codeword hash which is verified only when a possible match has been

found.

Figure 5.4 outlines the basic approach to traversing arpbc pa code. The prefix array

can be sequentially scanned forwards and backwards and a second pointer into the body

array must be maintained in order to find the corresponding body bytes. Assuming the

same codeword assignments are used as in Table 4.1 on page 72, the integersequence,

1, 3, 4, 5, 3, 4, 1, 6, 5, 7, 5, 6, 1, 7

can be represented with a prefix array,

00 11 01 10 11 01 00 11 10 11 10 11 00 11

and the corresponding body array,

00 00 01 10 01 10.
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Figure 5.5: Modeling and coding-based decomposition for the compressedpattern
matching problem. It is possible to initiate the search in one of three places: the
uncompressed, character representation; the integer intermediate produced by the
model; and the compressed, byte-aligned representation.

This approach lowers text and first pass pattern length to one byte per symbol. The

additional suffix bytes are only used to filter out false matches. However,each prefix

byte must be evaluated as the sequence is traversed in order to maintain the pointer into

the body array, limiting the usefulness of this approach in pattern matching algorithms

which generate large shifts on average. Sentinels can be used at predetermined locations

in the prefix array to remove the requirement of inspecting each prefix byte, but at the

cost of compression effectiveness.

5.3 Experiments

Byte codes have several interesting properties which allow searching and seeking to

be performedin situ. Firstly, byte codes offer a unique advantage over other coding

techniques: they allow straightforward decoding of individual symbols in asequence.

Secondly, byte codes allow standard pattern matching algorithms to be applied directly

to the compressed sequence. Finally, searching in large alphabet “intermediates” has

received little attention. Compression models often produce an intermediate stream
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File name and origin
Total Symbols Alphabet Self-information

(n) (|Σ|) (bits/sym)
WSJ-WRD: Spaceless words parsed
file

56,908,910 222,329 10.60

WSJ-REP: Phrase numbers from a
recursive byte-pair parser

19,254,349 319,757 17.63

ZIPFA: Synthetic Zipfian
distribution,α = 1.1

250,000,000 999,753 10.89

UNIF: Synthetic Uniform
distribution

250,000,000 500,000 18.93

Table 5.1: Statistical characteristics and the origin of the test collection used inthe
search experiments. Additional information about the test collection can be found on
page 81.

of integers, which makes it possible to also apply the pattern matching algorithm at

the midpoint of the coding and modeling phase using word-aligned pattern matching

algorithms.

Figure 5.5 outlines the three possible entry points for compressed pattern matching.

The simplest approach is to decompress the text and initiate a character-based search

in the original text. It is also possible to perform the search on the integer intermediate

produced by in the modeling phase, or directly in the byte-aligned, encodedtext.

In order to better understand the trade-offs, we investigate algorithm performance

using intermediate integer sequences drawn from the datasets previously discussed in

Section 4.4.1 on page 81.

5.3.1 Experimental Setup

Experiments focused on word-based two intermediate representations of a267 MB

segment ofSGML-tagged newspaper text previously discussed in Section 4.4.1, and

two artificially generated files which use large, dense alphabets. Table 5.1 shows the

basic statistical properties of each test file. The first file,WSJ-WRD, is a sequence of

integers generated from a spaceless word model as described earlier.The second file,

WSJ-REP, is a sequence of integers which represent common phrases generatedvia an
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off-line, word-based, encoding method called RE-PAIR, similar to the method used by

Wan [2003]. The data filesWSJ-IDX andWSJ-BWT are not considered here as we are

interested in streams of words for sequential search applications. TheZIPFA andUNIF

files are representative of Zipfian and Uniform distributions respectively, and utilize

large, dense alphabets.

The average length of queries in web based information retrieval systems isaround

2.4 words per query [Spink et al., 2001]. So, we systematically performed our

experiments using phrases of1 to 5 words. In order to accurately measure the average

search time,100 queries of each length were generated from the uncompressed integer

sequences by choosing a random position in the target file and recordingthe pattern.

This ensured that each pattern appeared at least once and the experimental results were

reproducible. The integer pattern can easily be converted to either the original character

based pattern via a dictionary lookup, or to a compressed representation of the pattern

using the corresponding encoding algorithm.

In the first set of experiments, the intermediate integer sequences are used to

explore the impact of very large alphabet sizes on classical pattern matchingalgorithm

performance. The files are then compressed using several differentvariants of the

byte codes. The five coding algorithms investigated werebc, dbc, scbc, rpbc, and

rpbc pa. The prelude lookup costs are amortized, since the prelude is only used when

building the compressed representation of the search pattern. In addition,the entire file

(compressed or uncompressed) is transferred into memory before timings are taken.

Figure 5.6 shows an example of how different search pattern representations are

generated from the intermediate integer pattern, using one of the queries applied to the

file WSJ-WRD. The three word sequence910, 2685, 153, is the pattern being searched

for, and reversal of the spaceless words parser reveals the original character based word

phrase to be “offer may be”. Then, by applying different encoding algorithms, a set

of compressed search patterns are generated. The length of the resulting compressed

patterns are not all the same. In fact, the length of the pattern directly corresponds to

the effectiveness of the compression algorithm chosen, and better compression leads
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910 2685 153

182  40 168  39

182 168  39  40

 94 128  40 128 167 134 14 125 147  12 128  33  65 231 102

Dictionary
Lookup

Original Integer Pattern
Length = 3

rpbc

rpbc_pa

bc
scbc

dbc

o f f e r m a y b e

Figure 5.6: Examples of uncompressed and compressed patterns generated from an
integer sequence pattern. The original integer sequence is from the spaceless words file
WSJ-WRD, and represents the three word phrase “offer may be”.

to shorter compressed patterns. The variance in pattern length can have ameasurable

impact on some of the search algorithms employed.

5.3.2 Seeking in Compressed Text

The first set of experiments were devised to determine how efficient eachof the byte

coding methods are at seeking to random positions and decoding the symbol.Figure 5.7

compares the efficiency of each byte code variant at decoding then th item in the

compressed sequence. The gap between then th items is then slowly reduced, until

all values in the sequence are being decompressed. So, in the first run,no values are

decoded, and the whole sequence is traversed. All codeword boundaries are still found

in the process, but no symbols are explicitly decoded. In the next iteration,a single

value is decoded and the gap between the targeted extraction values is halved. This

continues until all values are being decoded, with a gap of zero.

The dbc, scbc, and rpbc method all use a generic permutation prelude. The

restricted prefix, semi-dense byte code, referred to here asrpsbc, uses a semi-dense

prelude, in which only codewords of1 or 2 bytes are densely mapped. Thebc method

requires no prelude. Using this approach, therpbc method is more efficient thandbc

or scbc, by a constant factor, sincerpbc doesn’t have to evaluate every byte during

seeking, whereas stopper-continuer codes must. Thebc and rpsbc methods benefit
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Figure 5.7: Seeking performance comparison for byte-aligned codes, represented as a
percentage of values decoded, for the fileWSJ-REPon2.8 Ghz Intel Xeon with2 GB of
RAM.

from a reduction in cache misses, which are a byproduct of codeword lookups necessary

to resolve the final output symbol. The performance penalty of maintaining a complete

rank mapping is particularly noticeable when the percentage of decoded text is high.

There is a clear penalty for maintaining a complete prelude. Therpbc-based

methods out-perform stopper-continuer based methods for sequential seeking and

decoding. On-line pattern matching algorithms process the text sequentially, and,

therefore,rpbc based codes can be used in conjunction with many of the standard

search algorithms.

5.3.3 Integer Intermediate Pattern Matching

The next set of experiments were designed to evaluate the cost of using large alphabets

in the intermediate, integer-aligned text sequence. In order to facilitate integer-on-

integer searching, the implementation of each pattern matching algorithm was modified
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Figure 5.8: The impact of large alphabets on intermediate, integer-on-integer pattern
matching, using a2.8 Ghz Intel Xeon with2 GB of RAM. The methods used were
brute-force; the Knuth-Morris-Pratt method; Shift-Or; Backward Nondeterministic
DAWG matching; and the Horspool variant of the Boyer-Moore method.

to process integers instead of characters (bytes).1 Figure 5.8 shows the relative

performance of several different searching methods using integer-on-integer pattern

matching. Algorithms which use preprocessed lookup tables based on the size of

1One of the examiners of this thesis suggested that the integers can be partitioned into bytes or short
integers, and false matches filtered out by enforcing typesize alignments. This reduces the likelihood
of cache misses in algorithms such ashorspool by limiting the alphabet size to256, plus mismatch
filtering. For example, the byte-aligned approach reduces the averagesearch time usinghorspool for all
patterns in the fileWSJ-WRD from 259 ms to188 ms. Combining short (2 byte) integers with false match
filtering performs slightly worse than standard integer aligned methods, averaging353 ms. All of these
approaches fall short ofhorspool combined with dense byte-aligned coding methods, which average
101 ms over all patterns inWSJ-WRD, and are discussed futher in Section 5.3.4.
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Figure 5.9: The impact of pattern length on intermediate, integer-on-integer pattern
matching algorithms whenσ ≫ 256, using a2.8 Ghz Intel Xeon with2 GB of RAM.
Two 1 GB artificially generated sequences are used, and the timings reflect the average
of 100 random queries for each pattern length.

the alphabet, such ashorspool, tend to suffer considerably when pattern lengths are

short. The large lookup tables result in cache misses, which tend to offsetany gains

achieved by the improved shifts, until the search patterns are of sufficient length.

Algorithms which preprocess the pattern instead, such asKMP, fare better for short

patterns. Somewhat surprisingly, brute-force approaches outperform all of the more

elegant algorithms for patterns of three words or less, irrespective of the input file’s

probability distribution.

These affects are even more noticeable when considering the statistical differences

betweenWSJ-WRD and WSJ-REP. The WSJ-REP file has a much larger and dense

alphabet, resulting in more cache misses in alphabet-based lookup tables. Also, the

brute method performs even better onWSJ-REP than onWSJ-WRD, as the probability

distribution is flat, shedding light on its surprising performance. Brute-force search has

aO(mn) worst case performance bound, but the average case complexity approaches

O(n) time onrandomtext [Cormen et al., 2001].

Figure 5.9 shows the efficiency of the intermediate, integer-on-integer search

algorithms on the artificial filesZIPFA andUNIF. The two1 GB artificially generated

files ZIPFA and UNIF are used, and the timings reflect the average of100 random

queries for each pattern length. The impact of large, dense alphabets is even more

revealing here. Again,horspool suffers a severe performance penalty, caused by short
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Figure 5.10: Performance comparisons forbrute and horspool pattern matching
methods in theWSJ-WRD file on a 2.8 Ghz Intel Xeon with2 GB of RAM. The
character-based, integer-based, and byte-aligned, compressed representations are all
shown.

patterns, and cache misses in the shift offset table. The pattern-based preprocessing in

kmp produces consistent efficiency, andbndm shows good performance which improves

with pattern length. The brute-force method outperforms the other methods for all

pattern lengths for these test files, reinforcing that it should not be ignored as a potential

solution.
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5.3.4 Byte-Aligned Pattern Matching

The pattern matching results for searching directly in the integer-based intermediates

reveal a few interesting empirical facts about standard search algorithms. Brute-force

works well in a variety of cases, and very large alphabets can produceunexpected

side-effects when measuring practical efficiency. Of course, these revelations may

not necessarily carry over to byte-aligned pattern matching, where the alphabet size

is always256. So, the next question is: how do these algorithms perform when the

properties of the underlying text are changed by the compression algorithms?

Figure 5.10 shows the compressed searching results for thebrute andhorspool

methods, on the spaceless words file,WSJ-WRD. In order to do perform the experiment

100 random patterns for each length, of1 to 5 English words, are selected and a

corresponding representation is created, as previously discussed in Figure 5.6. Thechar

method represents searches for the character-based representationof the pattern, in the

original, unprocessed text file, using the corresponding unmodified search algorithm.

Theint method represents searching in the processed, but uncompressed intermediate

sequence of integers, as discussed in Section 5.3.3. When using the brute-force method,

rpbc performs better than all of the other byte coding methods, but searching in the

uncompressed integer intermediate file is more efficient. However, if you include

decompression costs in thechar or int baselines, all byte coding methods perform

considerably better than the “decompress then search” baseline. The stopper-continuer

byte codes perform considerably better thanrpbc-based methods when coupled with

thehorspool method, as longer shifts generated by therpbc approach are offset by the

additional compares necessary to locate the next codeword boundary.

In Figure 5.11, we see the same experiment on theWSJ-REP file. In the WSJ-

WRD file, the symbol distribution is essentially flat, and the large, dense alphabet of

the integer-alignedhorspool method performs poorly. But, using the relatively small

alphabet of the byte-aligned methods increases the performance dramatically, as fewer

cache misses occur in the shift array. Again,scbc coupled withhorspool searching

clearly outperforms the equivalentrpbc-based methods.
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Figure 5.11: Performance comparisons forbrute and horspool pattern matching
methods in theWSJ-REPfile on a2.8 Ghz Intel Xeon with2 GB of RAM.

Figure 5.12 shows the effects of increasing the pattern length on matching efficiency

in compressed, byte-aligned text. The two1 GB artificially generated filesZIPFA and

UNIF are used, and the timings reflect the average of100 random queries for each

pattern length. The top two graphs compare five different pattern matching algorithms

when used in conjunction with thescbc method. For short patterns,shift-or is

superior. As the pattern length increases, suffix-based pattern matchingalgorithms such

ashorspool andbndm become more attractive. The bottom two graphs show the same

experiment using modifiedrpbc pattern matching approaches. Therpbc brute-force

search methods have the same efficiency as theirscbc counterparts, but the suffix-
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Figure 5.12: The impact of pattern length on compressed, byte-aligned pattern
matching algorithms whenσ = 256, using a2.8 Ghz Intel Xeon with2 GB of RAM.
Two 1 GB artificially generated sequences are used, and the timings reflect the average
of 100 random queries for each pattern length.

based methods no longer benefit from increased pattern length, presumably because

more compares are necessary in the inner-loops to calculate legal shifts.

In hindsight, the poor performance ofrpbc relative to equivalent stopper-continuer

searches can be attributed to one key observation. Therpbc based search algorithms

must perform one or more additional compares for everymismatch, while stopper-

continuer based search algorithms add a single compare for every possible match. The

number of possible matches in the text is typically much smaller than the number of

mismatches, leading to a clear performance penalty. This discrepancy highlights one

key property which facilitates efficient compressed pattern matching:everybyte should

be marked in such a way as to support random seeks. Without such markings, pattern

matching algorithms are required to re-calculate shifts on every mismatch.
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5.4 Summary

Recent advances in the pattern matching conclusively show the critical rolecompres-

sion can have in reducing space usage while actuallyimprovingalgorithm efficiency.

We have described several techniques for searching directly in a text compressed using

various byte codes. Additionally, we have shown how large alphabets canhave an

unexpected impact on algorithms which are in common use, such asBMH. However,

efficient searching is possible on integer intermediates, and may be usefulin certain

applications.

When the average length of a phrase-based query is taken into account,brute-

force algorithms often perform remarkably well, and carry no additional preprocessing

overhead. On average, brute-force algorithms perform best when the underlying search

text is random, and individual bytes in compressed text are far more randomized than

the underlying natural language text. All of the byte code variants perform considerably

better than the generic “decompress then search” baseline proposed byAmir and

Benson [1992], rendering them useful in applications today. In particular, the stopper-

continuer coding methods, such asscbc, when combined withhorspool or bndm, are

considerably more efficient than searching in uncompressed text with the same pattern

matching algorithm, and allow the text to be stored in compressed form. All things

considered, combining thescbc coding method with thehorspool search algorithm

remains the best choice for an application which must support basic patternmatching

directly in compressed natural language text.

Random access is a crucial property in any byte-aligned coding scheme which

hopes to support efficient suffix-based search algorithms likeBMH. Codes which do

not allow codeword boundaries to be discovered after random length shifting require

the search algorithms to be modified. This is a bad idea in practice. Minor changes

to the tight loops in classic pattern matching algorithms often have a large impact on

performance, and should be avoided. Coding algorithms which can combinethe flexible

codeword assignment of therpbc method, and are also able to support codeword

boundary marking, such as thescbc method allows, remains an open problem.
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Chapter 6
Compact Sets

Efficient set representation is a fundamental problem in computer science. There are a

wealth of possible approaches, each with their own unique trade-offs. Possible choices

include traditional pointer-based data structures such as hash tables, various tree-based

representations, and less structured approaches, such as bitvectorsand ordered arrays.

The tension between query performance and space usage is clearly evident in many

data structures, and the most appropriate choice for a particular application is dictated

by the operations which are performed most often. For instance, hash table approaches

guaranteeO(1) M EMBER queries, at the cost of using a sparse array representation.

Alternately, we may prefer to constrain space usage instead of query performance. To

accomplish this, a compressed list ofd-gaps may be used, but the cost to perform

M EMBER queries now grows toO(n).

A deceptively simple question embodies the motivation behind the interest in

designing new space-efficient data structures: Is it possible to use minimalspace in

an information theoretic sense, while supporting optimal query performance? More

formally, given an ordered setS = {s1, s2, . . . , sn}, wheresi < si+1, drawn from

a universeU = {0, 1, . . . , u − 1}, devise a representation ofS which supports

efficient operations and uses⌈log
(

n
u

)

⌉ bits of space. In order to achieve this goal, the

representation choice is driven by the subset of primitive operations which are necessary

to support the required query operations.
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In this chapter, we investigate practical trade-offs in space consumption and query

performance for ordered sets of integers. As was discussed in Section3.2.1, ordered

sets are commonly used in inverted indexes. One important operation on sets isthe

I NTERSECT operator, since it plays a key role in conjunctive Boolean queries. Such

queries play an important role in traditionalAND-mode search queries as well as

ranked search query environments such as PageRank [Zobel and Moffat, 2006]. A

conjunctive Boolean query can be abstractly conceptualized as a|q|-way intersection

of |q| ordered sets of integers. This abstraction allows flexibility when choosing

an intersection algorithm or data representation. Unfortunately, the most efficient

intersection algorithms depend on non-sequential access to elements of the set and are

not amenable to standard sequential decompression methods.

6.1 Set Operations For Inverted Lists

Set manipulation can be reduced to the classicaldictionary problem, with three key

operations needed:I NSERT, DELETE , and M EMBER . However, search engines

typically amortize the cost of modifying operators such asDELETE andI NSERT over a

whole stream, in order to facilitate fasterM EMBER queries. If we are allowed to focus

on static data representations and are not required to support modifying operations in an

on-line fashion, it is much simpler to manipulate the underlying succinct data structures.

More complex query operations can be built on top of a subset of navigation-

based operations. In inverted indexes, intermediate operations such asI NTERSECT,

UNION , and DIFFERENCE can be built on top ofF-SEARCH , PREDECESSOR,

and SUCCESSOR operations. There is a notion of the “current” element in these

operations, and, as the sequence of operations unfolds, activity proceeds from one

element to another. In some representations, these operations can in turn be built

on top of RANK and SELECT . For instance,SUCCESSOR(S) can be implemented

as SELECT (S, 1 + RANK (c)), wherec is the value of the current item. IfRANK

and SELECT operations are available, strategically chosen indices in a sequence of

SELECT operations can be used to provide an efficient non-sequential implementation
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of theF-SEARCH operation. For a more comprehensive discussion of the relationship

between various set operations, refer to Section 3.3. Our focus in this chapter is

primarily theI NTERSECT operation, implemented via a combination ofSUCCESSOR

andF-SEARCH calls.

6.2 Set Representations

In this section, we review various approaches to to represent sets, anddiscuss the trade-

offs between space usage and operator efficiency. A more general discussion of set

representations is in Section 3.3.

6.2.1 Array of Integers

Perhaps the simplest way to represent a set is to store it as an array of sorted integers.

For example, the following setS can easily be manipulated in various ways:

{1, 4, 5, 6, 8, 12, 15, 16, 18, 20, 25, 26, 27, 28, 30}

The array-of-integer representation is not particularly space-efficient, but offers

flexibility in operator support. Implementations ofM EMBER , RANK , andF-SEARCH

require O(log n) time, O(log n), and O(log d) time respectively, whered is the

number of elements between each successive search. Operations suchasUNION and

DIFFERENCE , which potentially include all members of the largest set, takeO(n2)

time, wheren1 ≤ n2 are the sizes of the two sets involved. TheI NTERSECT operator,

which will be considered in more detail shortly, requiresO(n1 log(n2/n1)) time.

6.2.2 Bitvectors

A set can also be represented succinctly as a bitvector – au-bit sequence where the

x th bit is 1 iff x ∈ S. If the setS is dense over auniverseU = 1 . . . u, bitvectors

are a good choice. Bitvectors represent an intriguing trade-off as the space required is

proportional tou rather than ton, the total number of elements present in the set. This
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unique property makes bitvectors very space efficient whenn ≈ u and unacceptably

inefficient whenn ≪ u. The setS in Section 6.2.1 can be represented as the bitvector:

10011101000100110101000011110100,

whereu is assumed to be32. Using a bitvector shifts the cost balance of various set

operations. Operations such asI NSERT, DELETE , M EMBER , and F-SEARCH all

takeO(1) time; but UNION , DIFFERENCE , and I NTERSECT now takeO(u) time.

In practice,UNION , DIFFERENCE , andI NTERSECT can usebit-parallelismto obtain

significant constant factor speedups.

Control operations such asRANK and SELECT are also expensive if unadorned

bitvector representations are used. If the application requires these or other control

operations such asPREDECESSOR and SUCCESSOR, the basic bitvector represen-

tation is no longer sufficient. Jacobson [1989] showed that addition of a controlled

amount of extra space allowsRANK and SELECT to be supported usingO(log u)

bit probes, and, thus,SUCCESSOR andPREDECESSOR can also be efficient. Munro

[1996] later showed that these operations can be supported inO(1) time. The basic idea

proposed, called an “indexable” bitvector, depends on the use of partial lookup tables

which store cumulative ranks for carefully constrained blocks of elements. But, this

method requires an additional space overhead on top of the basic combinatorial cost of

Equation 2.3.

Additional improvements to the original approach have been reported recently,

including some that address the space overhead associated with sparse bitvectors (for

example, [Clark, 1996, Pagh, 2001, Raman et al., 2002]). However, the space overhead

for many the approaches is still unacceptable in some cases. Many of theseadvances

are driven by the desire for fasterRANK andSELECT operations, neither of which is

strictly necessary for efficient set intersection.
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6.2.3 Compressed Representations

The simplest way to produce a compact set representation is to encode each value using

log u bits for each member. However, as was discussed briefly in Section 3.2.1, itis

possible to achieve more disciplined compression if the data is transformed into aset of

first-order differencesor d-gaps. Compact representations of sets are often built on top

of d-gaps. So, our previous example can be represented as the following listof d-gaps:

{1, 3, 1, 1, 2, 4, 3, 1, 2, 2, 5, 1, 1, 1, 2} .

The transformed list can then efficiently be encoded using one of many variable length

codes such as Huffman, Golomb, Eliasγ andδ, or static byte and nibble based codes.

Choosing the appropriate code often depends on the context. Section 2.5.3provides a

detailed discussion of variable length codes.

Unfortunately, the sequential nature ofd-gap based representations means that

operations other thanSUCCESSOR can be prohibitively expensive. Operations such

as I NTERSECT which require efficientF-SEARCH can now only be processed in a

linear fashion. Even simpleM EMBER queries incur anO(n) cost. However, it is

possible to improve the efficiency ofF-SEARCH by adding additional information to

the compressed set representation. For instance,synchronization pointscan be added

at some constant interval, perhaps everyO(
√

n) positions, to improve performance

[Moffat and Zobel, 1996].

More ambitious approaches have been proposed recently which attempt to offset

the costs of the linear scan dictated by thed-gap model by using variations of balanced

binary search trees. Gupta et al. [2006] describe a two-level data structure in which

each level is itself searchable and compressed, extending earlier work by Blandford

and Blelloch [2004]. In the Gupta et al. method, each block of elements at thelower

level is represented as a balanced binary search tree, stored implicitly via apre-order

traversal, with additional skip pointers to find each child’s left subtree. Sitting on top

of each “tree” block is a structure which allows the correct tree to be quickly identified.
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Algorithm 10 Binary Set Intersection
INPUT: Two ordered setsS andT .
OUTPUT: An ordered set of answersA.

1: without loss of generality assume thatn1 = |S| ≤ n2 = |T |
2: setA ← {}
3: setx ← FIRST(S)
4: while x is defineddo
5: sety ← F-SEARCH(T, x)
6: if x = y then
7: APPEND(A, x)
8: end if
9: setx ← SUCCESSOR(S)

10: end while

By balancing the sizes and performance of the two structures, good performance is

achieved.

6.3 Set Intersection

There has been considerable interest in developing novel approaches to array-based

set intersection. In fact, robust data abstractions have been developed for many of the

algorithms which allow flexibility in selecting an appropriateF-SEARCH algorithm.

A finger search(F-SEARCH ) is a query for an elementx on an ordered setS, which

returns a pointer to the least elementy ∈ S for whichy ≥ x, wherex is greater than the

value of the current element. In this section, we will review the various set intersection

algorithms, as well as different approaches to efficiently implementF-SEARCH . We

also investigate an intriguing duality between integer compression and finger searching.

When there are exactly two sets, intersection is a straightforward problem. The

simplest and most effective approach is to perform an iterative search for the items in the

smaller set. Algorithm 10 shows a simple two set intersection where each elementin the

smaller setS is searched for in the larger set. The search always moves forward and the

eliminator itemx chosen is monotonically increasing as we proceed fromi = 0 . . . n.

The general template of Algorithm 10 leaves us free to choose from a range of options

for implementingF-SEARCH , which will be explored in detail shortly.
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Algorithm 11 Set versus Set Intersection (svs)
INPUT: A list of q ordered setsS1 . . . S|q|. The functionbinary intersectis the same as
previously defined in Algorithm 10.
OUTPUT: An ordered set of answersA.

1: without loss of generality assume that|S1| ≤ |S2| ≤ · · · ≤ |S|q||
2: setA ← S1

3: for i = 2 to |q| do
4: setA ← binary intersect(A, Si)
5: end for

6.3.1 Intersecting Multiple Sets

When there are more than two sets which must be intersected, the operations can be

implemented as a sequence of pairwise set intersections. Algorithm 11 showsthe set

versus set (svs) method, which starts with the smallest setS1, and in turn intersects it

against each of the others, in increasing order of size. Since the candidate set can only

get smaller, the worst-case cost of this approach in an array-based implementation,

assuming thatF-SEARCH takesO(n1 log n2/n1) time, is

|q|
∑

i=2

n1 log
ni

n1
≤ n1(|q| − 1) log

n|q|

n1
,

where the ordering on the sets isn1 ≤ n2 ≤ · · · ≤ n|q|. This method is both simple

and effective, and, since the sets are processed two at a time, operations benefit from

spatial locality.

Baeza-Yates Intersection (bya)

An svs-based divide and conquer approach to intersection proposed by Baeza-Yates

[2004] is shown in Algorithm 12. Again, sets are ordered from smallest to largest. The

median value of the smallest set is selected as the initial eliminator. AnF-SEARCH is

performed on the next smallest set and the current eliminator is added to a candidate

list if a match occurs. The remaining two subsets are then evaluated recursively in the

same manner. After first two sets have been evaluated, the candidate set issorted and

intersected against the next unevaluated set. When all of the sets have been evaluated,
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Algorithm 12 Baeza-Yates Intersection Algorithm (bya)
INPUT: A list of q ordered setsS1 . . . S|q|.
OUTPUT: An ordered set of answersA.

1: without loss of generality assume that|S1| ≤ |S2| ≤ · · · ≤ |S|q||
2: setC ← S1

3: for i = 1 to |q| do
4: C ← BAEZA YATES(C, Si)
5: end for
6: SORT(C)

function BAEZA YATES(C, Si)

1: if C = ∅ or Si = ∅ then
2: return ∅
3: end if
4: setA ← {}
5: setm ← |C|/2
6: setx ← cm

7: sety ← BINARY SEARCH(Si, x)
8: if x = y then
9: APPEND(A, x)

10: end if
11: setr ← RANK (Si, x)
12: RECURSE(C, Si, m, r)
13: return A

the final candidate set is sorted and returned. This approach has a distinct advantage

when one of the sets is significantly smaller than the other, but does not farewell against

sets of roughly equal size.

Holistic Multi-Set Intersection

Another approach is to process all of the sets at one time and determine the intersection

holistically. Holistic algorithms hope to achieve better performance than simplesvs

approaches by exploiting the adaptive complexity of a problem. The basic premise of

adaptive complexity is that some problems are harder to solve than others. For example,

if all elements inS1 happen to be smaller than the first element inS2, thenF-SEARCH

can execute inO(n1) total time.
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Algorithm 13 Adaptive Intersection Algorithm (adp)
INPUT: A list of q ordered setsS1 . . . S|q|.
OUTPUT: An ordered set of answersA.

1: setA ← {}
2: while x is defineddo
3: I NSERTION SORT(S1 . . . S|q|) based on total remaining elements.
4: setx ← SUCCESSOR(S1)
5: for i = 1 to |q| do
6: sety ← F-SEARCH(Si, x)
7: if x 6= y then
8: break
9: else ifi = |q| then

10: APPEND(A, x)
11: end if
12: end for
13: end while

Assuming the sets are ordered, the simplest holistic approach is simply to treat

each item in the smallest set as aneliminatorand search for it in the remaining sets in

order of size, in an interleaved version ofsvs. Several adaptive approaches have been

proposed recently which differ in the way an eliminator is chosen or by theF-SEARCH

algorithm used. It is possible to mix and matchF-SEARCH algorithms with all of the

eliminator selection algorithms. Barbay et al. [2006] provide a detailed overview of

how such combinations interact, and summarize a range of previous work.

Adaptive Intersection (adp)

Demaine et al. [2000] propose an adaptive method which depends on a dynamic

set ordering. Algorithm 13 shows the Adaptive method. In this algorithm, the sets are

initially ordered by increasing size. The first unexplored item drawn is from S1 to act

as aneliminator. If a mismatch occurs before all|q| sets have been examined, the sets

are reordered based on the total number of unexamined items remaining in each set,

and the successor inS1 is used as the new eliminator. For each iteration, the eliminator

is selected from the smallest remaining list instead of the smallest overall list. The

algorithm terminates when any of the sets have been examined entirely. In practice, the
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Algorithm 14 Sequential Intersection Algorithm (seq)
INPUT: A list of q ordered setsS1 . . . S|q|.
OUTPUT: An ordered set of answersA.

1: without loss of generality assume that|S1| ≤ |S2| ≤ · · · ≤ |S|q||
2: setA ← {}
3: setx ← FIRST(S1)
4: seti ← 0
5: while x is defineddo
6: sety ← F-SEARCH(Si, x)
7: if x = y then
8: setk ← k + 1
9: if k = |q| then

10: APPEND(A, x)
11: end if
12: end if
13: if x 6= y or k = |q| then
14: setx ← SUCCESSOR(Si)
15: setk ← 0
16: end if
17: seti ← (i + 1) mod |q|
18: end while

reordering between each mismatch becomes progressively expensive as |q| increases.

Sequential Intersection (seq)

Building on the notion of adaptive complexity, Barbay and Kenyon [2002] in-

troduced a modification to theadp algorithm which they refer to as the Sequential

algorithm. Algorithm 14 outlines the Sequential method. To begin, the sets are

ordered in increasing size. The algorithm then cycles through the sets searching for

an eliminator (initially set to the first value in the smallest set) until a mismatch occurs,

or, all |q| sets have been evaluated. If all sets have been evaluated, the eliminator is

added to the answer list, otherwise, a new eliminator is chosen via theSUCCESSOR

operation in the current set being evaluated. This approach has the potential advantage

that now the sets do not need to be reordered, and each set has an opportunity to provide

the next eliminator if it causes the most recent mismatch.
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Algorithm 15 Max Successor Intersection Algorithm (max)
INPUT: A list of q ordered setsS1 . . . S|q|.
OUTPUT: An ordered set of answersA.

1: without loss of generality assume that|S1| ≤ |S2| ≤ · · · ≤ |S|q||
2: setA ← {}
3: setx ← FIRST(S1)
4: while x is defineddo
5: if skip then
6: setstartat← 2
7: else
8: setstartat← 1
9: end if

10: for i = startat to |q| do
11: sety ← F-SEARCH(Si, x)
12: if x 6= y then
13: setx ← SUCCESSOR(S1)
14: if y > x then
15: set skip← FALSE

16: setx ← y
17: else
18: set skip← TRUE

19: end if
20: break
21: else ifi = |q| then
22: APPEND(A, x)
23: setx ← SUCCESSOR(S1)
24: set skip← TRUE

25: end if
26: end for
27: end while

Max Successor Intersection (max)

Each of the previous methods performs well in certain situations, but none of them

are able to take advantage of localized access patterns, like thesvs is capable of doing.

To overcome this deficiency, we consider a faster approach to the problem. This

approach initially draws the eliminator from the smallest set. If a mismatch occurs,

the next eliminator is the maximum of the mismatched value or the successor of the

smallest set. Processing then starts inS2 if the eliminator is taken fromS1, otherwise

processing begins inS1. Algorithm 15 describes this new approach.
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The intuition behind this approach is two-fold. First, the most discriminating set is

the smallest, which suggests that most mismatches will occur between the two smallest

sets. Secondly, if most of the compares can be localized in the two smallest sets, fewer

cache misses will occur on average.

6.3.2 Efficient F-SEARCH

One of the most attractive features of performingI NTERSECT operations on an array-

of-integers is the wide variety ofF-SEARCH algorithms which are available. For

instance, if the sets are stored as a sorted array, we may choose binary search for simple

and fastM EMBER queries on the ordered set. A binaryF-SEARCH in a sorted array

representation can be performed using1 + ⌊log n⌋ comparisons. Or, we might choose

another search method such as interpolative, Fibonacci, exponential (also referred to as

galloping by some authors), or even a simple linear search, all of which arepossible on

a sorted array representation of sets.

An exponentialF-SEARCH works well when the next search item is likely to be

close to the current location in the larger list. Exponential search reducesthe number

of comparisons by finding a ranger of 2⌊log d⌋ elements, whered is therank difference

in the set between thefinger (pointer to the last accessed position) and the key. The

range must contain the search key and is often smaller than the total set lengthn,

allowing more efficient binary searches which find the final position. Exponential

search requires2 + 2⌊log d⌋ comparisons. Bentley and Yao [1976] describe an optimal

staticF-SEARCH algorithm based on exponential search.

Search algorithms which perform better in the average case are described by Gonnet

et al. [1980]. Interpolation-based search algorithms attempt to reduce thenumber of

compares using more controlled jumps than a traditional binary search. Interpolation

search has an average run time ofO(log log n) over uniformly random data and a worst

case ofO(n) [Gonnet et al., 1980]. In practice, the running time of interpolation search

is often worse than binary search, despite fewer key comparisons, because the cost of

calculating the jumps is non-trivial. However, modern processors are quickly closing
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Algorithm 16 Golomb Search Algorithm
INPUT : a sorted listL of n elements, a pre-calculated Golomb parameterb, and a
search keyk.
OUTPUT: an offest in the sorted listL if k is found, the offset of thesuccessorof k if
not found, or−1 if k > L[0 . . . n − 1].

1: setpos← b
2: while pos< n and L[pos] < k do
3: prev← pos
4: pos← pos+ b
5: end while
6: result← BINARY SEARCH(L[prev. . . prev+ b], pos− prev, k)
7: if result= −1 then
8: return−1
9: else

10: returnresult+ prev
11: end if

the gap between interpolation and binary search, as more complex calculations are

becoming cheaper than navigating across cache lines [Hennessy and Patterson, 2006].

Another jump search variation which has received little attention in recent work

is the Golomb search. Golomb-based searches were initially proposed by Hwang

and Lin [1972] as a compliment tosvs intersection. Algorithm 16 describes an

efficient implementation of Golomb search. The search proceeds in a mannersimilar

to exponential searching. A straddling ranger is calculated iteratively in the target set

which is then used to bound a binary search. The key difference being that each iterative

range search inL increases by a constant factorb instead of doubling. When iteratively

searching through a set of sizen2 for the elements of a set of sizen1, the value forb is

be pre-computed asb = 2⌈log n2/n1⌉ [Gallager and van Voorhis, 1975].

6.3.3 Duality of Searching and Coding

There is an interesting duality betweenF-SEARCH and integer compression. For

example, consider the simple intersection shown in Algorithm 10 wheren1 = |S| ≤
n2 = |T |, and each of the elements of the smaller setS is searched for in turn

the larger set, with the search always moving forward. If we choose to implement
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F-SEARCH using a full binary search, the costs per operation would beO(log n2), and

O(n1 log n2) time overall. This approach is the dual of theO(n log u) cost of using a

static binary code to store ann-item set over the universe1 . . . u. We could also choose

to implementF-SEARCH as a linear search such that forward traversal overd elements

requiresO(d) time. This approach is the dual of storing a set using a Unary code, which

in turn is equivalent to the use of a bitvector, which requiresO(u) bits. Other integer

codes have duals. The search method of Hwang and Lin is equivalent to Golomb coding

(see Witten et al. [1999], Moffat and Turpin [2002]). The Eliasγ code is the dual of the

exponential search mechanism of Bentley and Yao [1976], which was used as a basis

for efficient F-SEARCH operations. Likewise, the searching method of Baeza-Yates

[2004] is the dual of the interpolative coding of Moffat and Stuiver [2000], which is

strikingly similar to divide and conquer techniques explored by Moffat andPort [1990]

In the Eliasγ code, the representation for a gap ofd requires1 + 2⌊log d⌋ = O(log d)

bits, and a subset ofn of u elements requires at mostn (2 log(u/n) + 1) bits.

6.4 Practical Indexing

In order to obtain reasonable efficiency, all of the intersection methods discussed in

Section 6.3 depend onF-SEARCH methods with non-sequential access. However,

applications which depend on large sets rarely store the information uncompressed.

So, we need an approach which allows fast traversal in compressed sets of d-gaps. In

order to facilitate efficient traversal, it is possible to build a partial index into the list of

compressedd-gaps. Figure 6.1 shows the modified arrangement proposed. Everyp th

d-gap is extracted from the compressed list and added to an auxiliary array, stored as an

uncompressed integer. In addition, a bit offset (or byte offset, in the case of byte code

compression techniques) is also stored as satellite data in the auxiliary table.

We are now able to apply any of theF-SEARCH possibilities, and theI NTERSECT

operations that use them, with only minor modification. AnF-SEARCH in the modified

data structure proceeds by first searching the auxiliary array. If the value is found,

it is returned. Otherwise, thePREDECESSOR is returned to identify the appropriate
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Figure 6.1: The array is initially partitioned into blocks of sizep = ⌈log(n)⌉. Every
p th element is then stored in an auxiliary array and the remaining elements in each
block are encoded asd-gaps. In this examplep = 4, so every fourth element from
the original list (top row, shaded entries) is extracted and stored in the auxiliary array,
together with a byte offset to the block ofp−1 remaining elements. The block elements
are then encoded asd-gaps and compressed (bottom representation).

sub-block. The sub-block is subsequently decompressed, and can in turn be searched

using any of the available search methods, or is linearly searched as is decompressed

sequentially. The cost of searching a set ofn values is at mostO(log(n/p)) for a binary

search in the auxiliary index, plusO(p) linear decodings within the sub-block. If we

assumep = k log n, for some constantk, the search cost isO(log n).

In order to estimate the storage cost of the new structure, suppose that a set of

n elements encoded asd-gaps occupiesn log(u/n) bits. Removing everyp th gap

multiplies that by(p− 1)/p. Therefore, each of then/p elements in the auxiliary array

requireslog u bits for the original element, andlog(n log(u/n)) ≤ log n + log log u
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bits for the access pointer. Adding all of the costs reveals a total cost of

p − 1

p
n log

u

n
+

n

p
(log u + log n + log log u)

bits. If we again assumep = k log n, this simplifies to

n log
u

n
+

n

k

(

2 +
log log u

log n

)

.

Whenn ≥ log u, the overhead cost of the auxiliary array isO(n/k) bits, with a search

cost ofO(k log n) time. In real terms, whenk = 1, the cost of the auxiliary index is

two bits per pointer, in addition to the compressed storage cost of the index lists.

A potential drawback of the hybrid approach is thatF-SEARCH operations over

a distance ofd are no longer guaranteed to takeO(log d) time. In the worst case,

sequential decoding of a block ofd-gaps can lead toO(log n) time instead. From

a practical standpoint, this is generally not a significant problem, as the block based

approach is well suited to modern blockwise hierarchical memory models. When

compared with the inline approach described by Moffat and Zobel [1996], our blocks

are smaller on average and the skip pointers are maintained separately fromthe

compressedd-gap sequence. This approach allows fasterF-SEARCH operations, and

thus fasterI NTERSECT computations at the cost of a small amount of space overhead.

In recent independent work, Sanders and Transier [2007] also investigate two-level

representations to improve intersection in compact sets. The main focus of their work

is a variation on most significant bit tabling to create buckets of roughly uniform size.

Sanders and Transier also consider the possibility of deterministic bucket sizes, in a

method similar to the approach proposed here.

6.5 Experiments

This section introduces the approach used to measure the execution costs and storage

efficiency for the various set representations explored experimentally.First, we
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query length total matches averagen1 average|ni|
|q| queries (’000) (’000) (’000)
2 15,517 124 338 1,698
3 7,014 78 325 5,725
4 2,678 56 348 10,311
5 1,002 41 356 14,317
6 384 27 288 15,927
7 169 15 248 17,365
8 94 10 165 17,958

9+ 146 5 146 18,986

Table 6.1: Length distribution of the27,004 queries. The average query length is2.73
terms.

describe the data collection used, and then discuss properties of the query set. We

then compare and contrast the variousI NTERSECT and F-SEARCH combinations

available in array based intersection. Finally, we will look at storage costs for various

hybrid representations of sets and investigate the efficiency ofI NTERSECT in these

arrangements.

6.5.1 Collection and Queries

All of the experiments discussed here are based on theGOV2 collection of426 GB

of web data provided by theTREC Terabyte Track (seehttp://trec.nist.gov).

The total collection contains just over25 million documents, and roughly87 million

unique words. The vocabulary and inverted lists were constructed usingthe freely

available Zettair search engine (seehttp://www.seg.rmit.edu.au/zettair).

For simplicity, words that appeared only once or twice were ignored, sincethey are

easily handled within the vocabulary itself. This reduction resulted in a total of

19,783,975 index lists being considered. Each inverted list can be represented as an

ordered sequence of document numbers from1 to u = 25,205,181.

The query set used for experimentation was extracted from a set supplied by

Microsoft. Each query present in the list had at least one of the top threedocument

answers present in the.gov domain, as of early 2005. There were a total of27,004
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Figure 6.2: Relative costs of terms in theGOV2 data set. A small percentage of terms
contain the majority of the pointers in the collection. The vertical dotted line showsthat
approximately30% of the pointers in the index appear in the set of552 inverted lists
representing the most common terms.

unique queries in the final set, each of which had at least one conjunctive Boolean query

match in theGOV2 collection. Table 6.1 shows the distribution of query lengths in the

collection, and the range of index list lengths used in each query. The average query

length tested was2.73, which is near the expected average query length of2.4 [Spink

et al., 2001]. Note how, even in two-term queries, the most common term appears in

more than5% of the documents. In addition to showing the average number of matches

for each query length, the average number of items in the most discriminating set n1,

and the average length for all sets in a query|ni| = (
∑|q|

1 ni)/|q|.
Figure 6.2 shows the skewed nature of term occurrences in the query text. A small

percentage of terms, in this case188 lists, represent50% of all document pointers in

the inverted index. A significant portion of these words arestopwords such as “and”

or “the”. In some instances, it can be beneficial to drop these words from the inverted
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index to improve performance and reduce space overhead. However,modern systems

rarely remove stop words because doing so can severely limit multi-word query support.

To carry out the experiments, the following methodology was used. First, theindex

lists for the15,208 unique words which appeared in the query set were extracted from

the index into a separate file. The set of queries was then executed using the various

intersection algorithms. To process a single query, the set of lists pertinentto the query

were read into memory while the execution clock was stopped. Each query was then

executed five times in a row, each time generating a candidate set of documentnumbers.

The CPU time for each run was then added to a running total, according to the length

of the query evaluated. For example, the time recorded for queries of length two is the

average of5×15,517 = 77,585 query executions. The average number of comparisons

was also recorded in order to further evaluate the variousF-SEARCH algorithms.

6.5.2 Array-Based Intersection

The first set of experiments were devised to determine how well the holistic methods

perform relative to standard approaches. There are two levels of adaptivity which are

possible. TheF-SEARCH method can be modified, or the method of selecting an

eliminator can be varied. For instance, we might choose the use an exponential search

in the F-SEARCH function, rather than a worst-case optimal Golomb search, and we

might choose to use theadp intersection method. Methods for enhanced eliminator

selection were discussed in Section 6.3.1.

Figure 6.3 compares the average number of comparisons per query for each of

the intersection methods, with the underlying set represented as an array of integers

throughout. All search methods perform successiveF-SEARCH operations over the

unexplored region in each set. The first graph shows binary search combined with

three holistic methods and thesvs approach. The top right graph shows the results of

a worst-case optimal Golomb search combined with the same intersection methods.

The bottom left graph and bottom right graph again show the same experiment,

with the underlying search method being exponential search and interpolative search
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Figure 6.3: Average number of comparisons per query for different intersection
algorithms with non-sequential search mechanisms, for different query lengths, in the
TREC GOV2 dataset, and an array set representation.

respectively. For all possible search methods, interpolative search performs the fewest

number of comparisons per query, by a large margin. Theseq algorithm appears quite

competitive with thesvs approach when coupled with an interpolativeF-SEARCH .

Figure 6.3 also highlights the important role adaptive search methods play in

efficient I NTERSECT. Binary search is less flexible in this regard, and as a result

performs more comparisons than any of the other methods. In general, the number

of comparisons performed bysvs, max, andadp are tightly related, as each of these

methods rely on intersecting the sets from smallest to largest, and they differ only in

details.
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Figure 6.4: Efficiency (inCPU time) of the different intersection algorithms with non-
sequential search mechanisms, for different query lengths, in theTREC GOV2 dataset,
and an array set representation.

If we choose another metric to compare performance, such as the average CPU

time per query, other patterns begin to emerge. In Figure 6.3, we see the same

experiment, where the averageCPU time is measured instead of the average number

of comparisons per query. The top left graph is once again a binary search. The

binary search method is surprisingly ineffective, as the method generates far more

cache misses than the other methods, resulting in a noticeable performance degradation,

relative to methods which exhibit localized access. Also, interpolative search performs

significantly fewer comparisons on average across allI NTERSECT methods. However,

the cost of calculating each jump is far more expensive than is the case with the

other approaches, making it less attractive than would be indicated by the comparison
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Figure 6.5: The total number ofF-SEARCH operations initiated in per1, 000, 000
documents for each holistic search algorithm for the query “staffing issues in

the crime lab national survey of forensic”. From this comparison we can
see that themax andseq algorithms initiate significantly fewerF-SEARCH operations
across the whole search space.

counting alone. In terms ofCPUperformance, thesvs method outperforms the multi-set

approaches, as a consequence of a more tightly localized memory access pattern.

When comparing all of the graphs based onCPU performance in Figure 6.4,

exponential search offers the best performance for all of the possible eliminator

selection choices. Golomb and interpolative search are also quite competitive. Note

that the execution time ofsvs-based method tends not to grow as more terms are added

to the query. This is because the cost is largely determined by the frequency of the rarest

element, and long queries are likely to use at least one low-frequency term.The lower

left graph also shows the binary search-based method of Baeza-Yates[2004], which is

adaptive by virtue of the search sequence. It operates on two sets at atime, but within

those two sets has little locality of reference, when compared to thesvs approach.
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query length max adp seq svs
2 314,537 337,865 439,901 337,867
3 396,007 428,944 631,547 429,582
4 456,729 501,990 830,429 503,222
5 488,507 539,280 997,092 542,081
6 410,887 452,662 927,326 453,734
7 337,984 375,395 894,055 378,408
8 235,338 258,878 692,983 295,834

9+ 191,113 216,114 630,750 217,608

Table 6.2: Average number ofF-SEARCH calls for each of the search algorithms over
all 27,004 queries, based on query length.

Search Depth

In order to better understand the performance of the multi-way intersection methods, it

is valuable to compare how effective each method is at selecting eliminators. One of the

design goals of themax algorithm is to localize access to the pair of most discriminating

sets whenever possible. In Figure 6.5, we see how effective themax approach is

at minimizing the total number ofF-SEARCH operations for each eliminator. In

this experiment, a word query (“staffing issues in the crime lab national

survey of forensic”) was tested against each of the intersection methods. For each

eliminator selected, the total number ofF-SEARCH operations initiated is recorded

and added to a bucket relative to the eliminator value. For example, if the eliminator

12,111,010 is selected, and generates sevenF-SEARCH operations that are successful

before it is eliminated by an eighth, then8 is counted as part of bucket12.

The minimal number of comparisons can be calculated for the query and is shown

asopt. In order to calculate the value, the final answer list is determined andq − 1

comparisons are added to an appropriate bucket, based on the documentidentifier. An

algorithm which has a perfect eliminator selection method would require an equivalent

number of comparisons to validate the candidate set, as shown for theopt method.

This value serves as a lower bound for a comparison based algorithm, as this is the

total number of comparisons necessary simply to validate the answer set. Bothmax

andadp initiate significantly fewerF-SEARCH operations thanseq. However, none
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Data Representation
TREC GOV2 Query Set

19,783,975 words 15,208 words
bitvector 58,051.4 44.6
integer (32-bit) 22.6 14.1
d-gaps, byte code, and auxiliary index,k = 1 9.5 4.9
d-gaps, byte code, and auxiliary index,k = 2 8.5 4.4
d-gaps, byte code, and auxiliary index,k = 4 8.0 4.1
d-gaps and byte code 7.4 3.8
combinatorial cost 5.9 2.7

Table 6.3: Total space cost in gigabytes to store (in the center column) all ofthe inverted
lists, which appear in more than two documents, for the426 GB TREC GOV2 collection,
and (in the right column) the subset of the inverted lists referred to by the experimental
query set.

of the algorithms are close to the best possible result ofopt, suggesting more efficient

approaches are possible.

Table 6.2 shows the average number ofF-SEARCH calls initiated for all27,004

queries, relative to query length. Again we seemax, adp, andsvs initiate roughly

the same number ofF-SEARCH operations. Themax algorithm does a little better on

average, since it occasionally selects a more discriminating eliminator from a set other

than the default smallest set. When only considering anF-SEARCH metric, bothmax

andadp outperformsvs. However,svs is still moreCPU efficient as it is performing its

F-SEARCH operations in on list at any given stage.

6.5.3 Compressed Indexing

Table 6.3 shows the relative cost of storing the inverted lists using different representa-

tions. For example, stored as uncompressed32-bit integers, the index requires23 GB,

compared to a combinatorial set cost (as defined in Equation 2.3 on page 12), summed

over all the lists, of6 GB. Byte codes do not attain the latter target, nevertheless they

provide an attractive space saving compared to uncompressed integers,and an even

greater saving compared to bitvectors. If we must store all of the lists, the cost of

using a bitvector representation is prohibitively expensive. However, low frequency
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Figure 6.6: Efficiency of intersection algorithms for different query lengths in theTREC

GOV2 dataset on a2.8 Ghz Intel Xeon with2 GB of RAM: (a) fast methods, including
the use of random access, wheresvs is set-vs-set, using exponential search, andbya
is set-vs-set using the Baeza-Yates method and binary search; and (b)two methods
that use compressed data formats, wheresvs+bc involves sequential processing of byte
codes, andsvs+bc+aux makes use of byte codes indexed by an auxiliary array with
k = 2.

terms rarely appear in the Microsoft query list and, as a result, the cost of the bitvector

representation drops dramatically in the right hand column. On the other hand, the

relative fractions of the compressed representations suggest that morethan half of the

full index is still manipulated.

Figure 6.6 compares the costs of using uncompressed binary representations in the

left-hand graph with the cost of using compressed representations in the right-hand

graph. Both graphs usesvs methods as a baseline since they are the most efficient

array-of-integer representation in practice. The left-hand graph shows the results for

the uncompressed array representations with non-sequential searching methods. In the

right-hand graph, both lines refer to compact index representations compressed using

byte codes. In thesvs+bc approach,F-SEARCH operations are handled via sequential

access and linear search; and in thesvs+bc+aux method, through the use of an auxiliary

index array. Use of the auxiliary array greatly increases processing speed on long

queries, and allows intersections to be handled in times very close to the uncompressed

svs cost in the left-hand graph.
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Figure 6.7: Tradeoffs between index cost and query throughput, plotted as the average
amount of data processed in MB per query over all27,004 queries, versus the average
time taken in milliseconds per query.

6.5.4 Time and Space Comparisons

Figure 6.7 shows data transfer volumes plotted against query time, in both cases

averaged over the full sequence of27,004 queries. Thesvs+bc+aux methods, using

the auxiliary array, require slightly more disk traffic than the fully-compressedsvs+bc

approach, but execute in as little as half the time. The indexed compressed methods are

slower than the uncompressedsvs+exp method, using exponential search, but the latter

involves much more disk traffic.

The bvc bitvector approach provides astonishing efficiency in this query set,

because most query terms are relatively common in the collection, and benefitbecause a

large proportion of the queries are short. Bitvectors are also able to storecommon query

terms in a small amount of space. In fact, their only real deficiency is the exorbitant

storage costs for rare terms. This surprising revelation leads to a new line ofattack.

Is it possible to use bitvectors to store and process common query terms and use a

compressed,d-gap representation to store the rare items? Would a hybrid approach

taking the best of both approaches work well in practice?
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Method
Bitvector Size

terms (GB)
Fully byte coded 0 7.41
Hybrid, ft > n/8 188 6.97
Hybrid, ft > n/10 277 7.00
Hybrid, ft > n/12 367 7.07
Hybrid, ft > n/16 552 7.31
Hybrid, ft > n/20 775 7.67
Hybrid, ft > n/24 982 8.05
Hybrid, ft > n/32 1,382 8.88

Table 6.4: Total space cost in gigabytes to store an index from the426 GB TREC GOV2
as a mixture of bitvector and byte codes. The lists are partitioned so that largelists are
represented as bitvectors and smaller lists are represented as byte codedsequences of
d-gaps, based on the frequencyft > n/α, whereα is a tuning parameter.

6.5.5 Engineering a Hybrid Representation

The surprising blend of efficiency and effectiveness for thebvc bitvector approach in

Figure 6.7 suggests other practical compromises are possible. Bitvectors are clearly

preferred for common words, because of their superior compression effectiveness

and efficient query processing. On the other hand, byte coded lists ofd-gaps are

more effective for shorter term lists. These observations suggest a simple partitioning

approach to query processing, in which short lists are represented asbyte coded lists of

d-gaps, while longer lists are represented as bitvectors.

Finding the best partitioning point requires balancing the cost of storing theindex

and the cost of using it. The minimum length of any item in a byte coded sequenceis 8

bits. Hence, if term lists which have more thanft > n/8 items are coded as bitvectors,

and all others using a byte code andd-gap representation, the index cannot increase in

size.1

Table 6.4 shows the cost of compressing all of theTREC GOV2 inverted lists, using

different partitioning points, with the tuning parameterα = 8 being the best of those

tested. In Figure 6.8, we see a different representation of the averageprocessing cost

1One of the examiners of this thesis suggested simply taking each list and encoding as both a bitvector
and a byte encoded list ofd-gaps, and storing the shortest. This pragmatic approach is, broadly speaking,
equivalent to theft > n/8 method described here.
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Figure 6.8: The total data used per query for theTREC GOV2 collection when using a
hyb+m2 approach for varying partitions.

when the partitioning point is varied. Essentially, asft approachesn/8, the total data

used is drops very quickly. Beyond this point, the total data use slowly startsto increase

again.

There are a several approaches to multi-set intersection using hybrid listrepresen-

tations. In addition to effective compression in dense sets, bitvectors also offer constant

time membership queries. In order to maximize the benefit of using the bitvectors,

two hybrid multi-set intersection methods are considered here. In Hybrid Intersection

Method One (hyb+m1), all byte coded and bitvector lists are intersected separately.

Each remaining item from the byte code intersection is searched for in the remaining

bitvector, using aM EMBER query. Algorithm 17 shows the first method. First, if there

are any bitvector sets, intersect them to yield a candidate bitvectorB. If there are no

byte coded sets, then return the expanded set of document numbers derived from B.

Next, intersect the byte coded sets using thesvs approach, to yield a candidate setC.

If there are no bitvector sets, returnC. Otherwise, for eachx ∈ C, if B[x] = 1, thenx

is appended to the answer set.
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Algorithm 17 Hybrid Intersection Algorithm 1 (hyb+m1)
INPUT: A list of byte codedd-gapsBCS1 . . . BCSx, and a list of bitvectors
BVS1 . . . BVSy, wherex + y = |q|
OUTPUT: An ordered set of answers, as32-bit integers.

1: setA ← {}
2: setB ← BVS1, i ← 2
3: while i ≤ y do
4: B ← B andb BVSi

5: end while
6: if x = 0 then
7: returnDECODE BITVECTOR (B)
8: else
9: C ← BC DECODE(BCS1)

10: while i ≤ x do
11: C ← SVS INTERSECT(C, BC DECODE(BCSi))
12: end while
13: if y = 0 then
14: returnC
15: end if
16: for eachd ∈ C do
17: if M EMBER(B, d) then
18: APPEND(A, d)
19: end if
20: end for
21: end if
22: returnA

In Hybrid Intersection Method 2 (hyb+m2), all byte coded lists are intersected to

produce a candidate list.2. Then, all remaining bitvector lists are iteratively searched

via a M EMBER query to produce the final answer list. The motivation for this

alternative comes from the realization that intersection of the byte coded setsshould

result in a small set of potential candidates, generating fewer totalM EMBER queries.

Algorithm 18 shows the modified approach. Firstly, if there are no byte coded sets,

2One of the examiners of this thesis suggested another variation tohyb+m2: “When you have to try a
candidate (surviving the gap intersections) in the bitmaps, you get the corresponding computer words of
all the bitmaps andANDb them into a registerr. Later you check the presence of your bit inr. If the next
positionx′ to check is still within the same computer word, you haver already computed and don’t have
to intersect again. This is not at all unlikely because of the possible clustering of symbols. Even if it never
happens, doing theANDb might be faster, because of the pipeline, than a sequence of if’s”. It might be
interesting to explore this alternative at a future time; here we retain the arrangement that was proposed in
Moffat and Culpepper [2007]
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Algorithm 18 Hybrid Intersection Algorithm 2 (hyb+m2)
INPUT: A list of byte codedd-gapsBCS1 . . . BCSx, and a list of bitvectors
BVS1 . . . BVSy, wherex + y = |q|
OUTPUT: An ordered set of answers, as32-bit integers.

1: setA ← {}
2: if x = 0 then
3: setB ← BVS1, i ← 2
4: while i ≤ y do
5: B ← B andb BVSi

6: end while
7: returnDECODE BITVECTOR (B)
8: else
9: C ← BC DECODE(BCS1)

10: while i ≤ x do
11: C ← SVS INTERSECT(C, BC DECODE(BCSi))
12: end while
13: if y = 0 then
14: returnC
15: end if
16: while i ≤ y do
17: setB ← BVSi

18: for eachd ∈ C do
19: if M EMBER(B, d) then
20: APPEND(A, d)
21: end if
22: end for
23: setC ← A
24: end while
25: end if
26: returnA

then the bitvector sets are intersected to yield a candidate bitvectorB which, in turn, is

expanded to a set of document numbers derived fromB and returned. Next, any byte

coded sets are intersected using thesvs approach, to yield a candidate setC. Now,

for each remaining bitvector set, each element inx ∈ C is checked against the current

bitvector, and retained inC (via an intermediaryA) only if Bi[x] = 1. Finally, when

all bitvector terms have been processed, the answer setA is returned.

Motivation for the proposed hybrid approaches is reinforced when considering the

percentage of long lists relative to short lists with varying query length. Figure 6.9
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Figure 6.9: A comparison of compressed term representations when varying the query
length for different partitioning values. The upper dashed line shows thetotal number
of terms in the query and the lower dashed line shows half of the terms. Whenα =
32, more than half of the terms in queries of length three or more are represented as
bitvectors.

shows the fraction of byte coded lists, relative to the number of bitvector lists when

varying query size and partitioning value. If a partitioning valueα = 32 is used, less

than half of all lists are byte encoded for all queries longer than3 words. In fact, more

than half of all terms in queries longer than3 are composed of only1, 382 words, which

are more efficiently handled as bitvectors.

Figure 6.10 shows the efficiency of thehyb+m1 method for three different

partitioning thresholdsα = {8, 16, 32}. The results for thesvs+lin+aux,k=4 method

and the pure bitvector approachbvc are also shown for comparison. All three versions

outperform the auxiliary array method, and are competitive with the pure bitvector

approach, withα = 32 being most efficient for all query lengths.

Figure 6.11 shows the efficiency of thehyb+m2 method for three different parti-

tioning thresholdsα = {8, 16, 32}. The results for thesvs+lin+aux,k=4 method and

the pure bitvector approachbvc are again shown for comparison. Thehyb+m2 method

performs significantly better than thehyb+m1 method over all tested query lengths and

partitioning permutations. Additionally, the hybrid methods offer more compression

effectiveness than using straight byte coded lists, pure bitvector approaches, or auxiliary
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Figure 6.10: Efficiency of thehyb+m1 algorithm and three different partitioning
thresholdsα = {8, 16, 32}. For α = 32, the hybrid approach is faster than the pure
bitvector approach, shown as a solid black line here, for all tested querylengths.
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Figure 6.11: Efficiency of thehyb+m2 algorithm and three different partitioning
thresholdsα = {8, 16, 32}. For α = 16, the hybrid approach is faster than the pure
bitvector approach, shown as a solid black line here, for all tested querylengths.

array representations whenα < 16.

Figure 6.12 conclusively shows the remarkable performance efficiencyand com-

pression effectiveness forhyb+m2. This simple intersection technique is nearly twice

as fast as the traditionalsvs array-of-integer technique, while processing only25% as

much data, reinforcing the pivotal role compression, and the engineeringtrade-offs that

are possible when implementing it, has in improving algorithm performance.
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Figure 6.12: Space versusCPU costs when using hybrid bitvector representations for
conjunctive Boolean queries.

6.6 Summary

This chapter has shown that data compression can be used to greatly enhance the

performance of various set operations. If flexible coding methods which allow selective

decompression are coupled with these approaches, space overheadscan be dramatically

reduced, while still maintaining efficient set intersection support. In fact, simple hybrid

representations can dramatically reduce the storage and processing costs of massive

data sets, such as theTREC GOV2 collection, while supporting set operations, such

asI NTERSECT twice as fast as their uncompressed counterparts. Future research may

produce additional space-efficient data structures which exploit the inherent parallelism

of bitvectors, but limit the excessive space requirements in sparse sets, ina single,

unified set representation.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions

In this thesis we have shown the key role data compression serves in designing

space-efficient algorithms. Processing massive datasets and extractingrelevant in-

formation remains a fundamental research problem in computer science, aswell as

interdisciplinary research areas such as molecular biology. Virtually every area of

scientific research is affected in some manner by aspects of practical algorithmic

design. Compression is arguably the most versatile method in use today which can

bridge the gap between generalist algorithms which are asymptotically efficient and

their practical counterparts. We conclusively show that a combination of careful

algorithmic design, which exploits system constraints and leverages byte-aligned codes,

consistently produces solutions which are more efficient and more effective than their

traditional algorithmic counterparts.

Exploiting the Hardware

One of the key ingredients to designing practical algorithms relies on an intimate

understanding of thehardwarewhich processes the information. The most promising

computational models are beginning reflect this reality. For instance, cache-oblivious

and external memory models are becoming the dominant theoretical frameworks.

They more accurately reflect limitations in real systems than their pure abstract

counterparts, and encourage algorithms which can be evaluated empirically. These
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models lead to higher quality research, and more accurately portrays the scientific

method. However, there are few detailed descriptions of systematic enhancements

which can be consistently used to improve algorithmic design. Here, we describe

several techniques which have widespread applications across all areas of algorithmics:

• Tune algorithms to take maximum advantage of time and space trade-offs. The

relationship between time and space is not necessarily linear, meaning small

increases in processing time can lead to large reductions in space usage, and

vice versa. Measurable gains are often possible by using simple techniques

such as pre-computation, lazy evaluation, incremental computation, and batch

processing.

• Tune algorithms for the expected case.

• Know your hardware. Leverage algorithms which support locality of reference

to maximize cache performance. Use strength reduction, word-parallelism,

memory interleaving, and pipelining whenever possible. Set ordering and block-

based tabling are simple and effective solutions which exploit this principle.

• Use models which facilitate a finite universe assumption. For example, produce

integer intermediate representations of bounded size early in the processing

phase in order to reap maximum benefit from efficient representations such as

bitvectors.

• Minimize the amount of information which must be processed. For instance, data

compression allows more information to be kept close to the processor, which

often leads to better performance.

• Relax algorithmic constraints. It is often possible to trade certainty for time or

space if approximate solutions are acceptable. This is the basis of significant

algorithmic improvements in everything from lossy compression to bloom filters.

It is rare to find instances where all of these principles can be applied consistently.

It is equally as rare to find instances where none of these principles are applicable. The
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key to success is understanding the problem at hand, developing a formaldescription

of what must be accomplished, and devising a solution which is based on sound

algorithmic engineering. Data compression is an underutilized technique in algorithm

design which spans several of these algorithmic design principles: use it whenever

possible.

Why Alignment Matters

The success of byte-aligned codes can be attributed to one key property: length

discovery without decoding. This allows them to be easily integrated into sophisticated

data structures and algorithms with little impact or effort. Furthermore, subunits of

bytes are more favorable to modern hardware optimizations and programming language

designs. These properties promote flexibility and algorithm reuse. The abilityto reuse

classic algorithms for pattern matching as well as dictionary-based data structures as

building blocks to solve complex problems make byte codes a sound practical choice.

No other coding algorithm has attained the level of flexibility byte codes possess to

date.

Thesis Summary

This thesis presents novel approaches for efficient data representation of sequences

and sets. First, a new approach to byte-aligned coding, called restricted prefix byte

coding is presented, which is more effective and more efficient than otherprelude-

based byte coding variants. Along the same lines, we also investigate new approaches

to maximize efficieny in prelude representations. When combined with byte-aligned

coding methods, these new prelude approaches significantly improve codingefficiency,

without reducing overall effectiveness. Next, new algorithms for searching directly

in compressed sequences are developed which directly leverage unique properties of

various byte-aligned codes.

Finally, we devise several new approaches to the classic set intersectionproblem.

Here, we presented a set intersection algorithm, called Max Successor, which is
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competitive with other recently introduced holistic intersection algorithms. We then

propose two additional approaches which leverage compression to further improve

efficiency: auxiliary arrays andd-gap+bitvector hybrids. These succinct intersection

algorithms show a significant efficiency boost over traditional integer-based set inter-

section methods, and have widespread applicability in current text retrieval systems.

Together, these contributions accentuate the fundamental role data compression has in

designing practical space-efficient data structures.

Future Directions

Opportunities still exist to design alternative codes which implicitly store codeword

lengths or block offsets. These codes are highly sought after as a basic foundation

to space-efficient algorithms. There are also few examples of compressed, cache-

oblivious algorithms which allow efficient secondary memory usage. Another path

to explore is the use of approximation in compact sets and sequences. There

are few examples of compressed pattern matching solutions which tightly integrate

approximate string searching and efficient coding techniques. More disciplined

approaches to length limited subset mappings, such as the ideas developed for semi-

dense prelude transmission, also appear promising.

Finally, we close with an open problem of significant interest: Is there aprac-

tical data representation which can support the operationsI NSERT, DELETE , and

M EMBER , usingO(1) time and minimum space (in an information theoretic sense)

in terms of the number of items in the set, instead of the maximum size of a

bounded universe? In other words, does a simple dictionary representation which uses

O(⌈log
(

u
n

)

⌉) bits of space, with no lower order terms or hidden constant factors, exist?

Can the representation be extended to support ordering, and, as a consequence, produce

new routes to supportingF-SEARCH , SUCCESSOR, or RANGE in O(1) time?
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